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Life is loosing 
all the days Past 
Children cry Out across 
every ocean Lost and Unsettled. 

Night is Searching for 
some refuge to Occur 
the day reveals it has never ended. 
We turn away to Reveal what we have Regret to miss. 

Continents drift closer together - 
but where are you Now?  
I knock at the house of  
Absence and find you in Wanting Company. 

In your Home there is no Time. 
Every minuet is the same. 
when Newness is restored will you 
Depart to Embrace it? 

Life is Lost  
Air cannot find our Hearts  
till Tomorrow? My Souls Prayer 
Waits for a Star that will Never Come.

Mordecai ben Eliezer, Chicago, I"inois



       

Zuzanna Bartoszek, Warsaw, Poland

This is the stuff of meatspace where 
meatspace is ‘the physical world,’ as 
opposed to cyberspace which is the 
‘virtual world’. This is meat where meat 
constitutes the dumb soulless matter of 
tables, chairs, brown sauce and bodies. 
This is meat with all its attendant 
incidental properties; the causal reality 
of biological, cellular, and chemical 
processes that are experienced carnally, 
by that meat, as emotional, affective, and 
haptic sensations.. . .. . …..I mean meat 
like, ‘you and I are meat,’ like, ‘you 
play that meat beautifully,’ like, ‘I 
really love mid-century modern meat,’ and 
‘I have to eat instant-meat for the rest 
of the month.’. .. ...I mean meat like, 
‘they’re a piece of meat,’ and ‘your meat 
is making me hard, or wet,’ and like, ‘my 
meat is walking all half-drunk down the 
hill.’. ....I mean meat like ‘this 
morning, meat-drops poured from the sky 
and soaked my meat to the bone. But I 
wasn’t wearing anything meat-proof and 
now my meat is miserable and wet and on 
its way to a split-shift to serve meat to 
other meat to earn a little bit of meat 
to spend on more meat to keep my meat 
alive to earn more meat 
tomorrow.’... ..That  
kind of meat. ..The  
kind of meat that  
hits your shin when  
you're caught up in  
thought to remind you  
again that fuck we’re  
all just meat .… .. 
The meat that is real  
actual stuff, the stuff  
that is the most real, 
that stuff that can be  
touched, prodded, poked 
at, and proven. ..That  
meat which is empirical 
and solid and not at  
all in any way  
whatsoever abstract  
and fancy and unreal.  

That kind of meat.  

Meat, Patrick O’Neill, London, UK

Molly Stephenson, Naarm / Melbourne, Australia



            Al Corpo, Zoe Monticelli, Montecchio Vallefoglia, IT 

AL CORPO 




All’alba dei giorni


Quando ancora nata non ero

Davanti al mare scorsi il tuo essere


Quando ancora di noi non vi era nulla

Passeggiavamo sul bagnasciuga 


Quando ancora il corpo non conoscevo

Assaggiavo la tua carne e in essa affondavo i miei denti


Assaggiavo la tua carne      e in essa      affondavo i miei 
denti


Zoe Monticelli, Montecchio Vallefoglia, Italy



 Faceva un gran caldo   quel giorno

I corpi in riva erano bagnati         dal sole

                                                     dal mare

Brillavano       quei corpi sudati             

Il sale     allora  cristallizzava su di me

Sulle spalle dei monti 

la luce del sole seduceva le ombre 

Il calore dei corpi si fondeva

al calore del rosso                in una folle  lotta d’amore

Tra le onde 

il canto delle sirene


Brillavano        quei corpi sudati

                 Volevo anch’io  Venire bagnata


Davanti ai miei occhi

Corpi vicini

Corpi intrecciati

Parole tra i corpi

Bisbigli

Poesie

Sotto gli occhi di tutti

Quei corpi

Urlavano

Uniti


Il sole

Il sale

Il mare

La sabbia

sul corpo

L’acqua

sul corpo

Il corpo

I corpi

degli altri

I baci

degli altri

Il sole

Il sale

Il caldo

Il sudore

I corpi

di sale

di mare

di baci

Il mio corpo

tra i corpi


Cos’è il corpo ?


Il mio corpo        non lo conoscevo 

Nessun corpo     conoscevo

Carne     Mai carne avevano sfiorato i miei denti

Il sole      allora     era una sfera                  rossa


Cos’è il corpo ?

Quale gusto ha la carne ?


Corpo è carne ?




 

Schivi

gli sguardi

nell’intimità

altrui

I segreti

abassavoce

sotto il sole

L’estate

L’estasi

Il paradiso

delle carni

dei corpi

nudi

caldi

I sogni

celati

dentro conchiglie

I corpi

nell’acqua

I corpi

bagnati

Le stelle

di giorno

Le carni

al sole
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Cammino  con la mia anima accanto

Cammino  tra i corpi e le loro anime

Il sole scotta la pelle

                     la carne

La sabbia scotta i piedi

Verso l’ombra    uno sguardo

Altri occhi    mi rispondono

Il sole accieca la vista

Fa caldo  molto caldo

Dell’acqua   sul corpo

Mi bagno

Mi guarda

Tutto è caldo sotto questo sole 

Mi muovo

Mi segue

Cammino cammino   cammino     cammino        
cammino

La sabbia     si bagna     si asciuga

Lascio delle impronte  sulla sabbia  che si bagna  e si 
asciuga

Mi segui ?

Sotto questo sole

tra gli spettri

e le visioni

Guarda nella foschia

Inchinati al miraggio

A Fata Morgana

All’illusione


Cosa guardi ?

Il tuo corpo la tua carne

Guarda

Guarda ancora

Il mio corpo  la mia carne




 

Un corpo per un corpo


Sotto questo folle sole

seducente è il corpo

che brilla e che freme

per un’altro segreto d’amore


Quando tocchi un altro corpo

mentre brami di sentirlo in te

il corpo che si muove

che si muove come piace a te

e ti tenta   ti chiama     ti vuole 


Portami in quel luogo

di cui solo nei sogni hai ricordo

Portami dove l’uomo nasconde

ogni oscuro desiderio proibito

nel fuoco che arde e che brucia


Prendi il mio corpo

Prendi tutto ciò che possiedo

Prendo il tuo corpo

e tutto ciò che possiedi


Hai toccato il mio corpo

corpo bianco

corpo di sangue

corpo di lacrime


La sete infinita dell’essere

che vuole conoscere

che vuole provare


Come cani ci azzanniamo al collo

I denti affilati affondano ora nella carne

Come cani   con la bava alla bocca


Seducente è il corpo

che gioca ad essere preda

che gode nell’essere predatore


Come lupi

con occhi color del sangue

divoriamo le carni di chi amiamo

Come lupi

con denti come lame

sbraniamo noi stessi nei corpi degli altri


Il mio corpo          era il tuo


Quando il desiderio divampa nel fuoco

cos’altro resta ai corpi   da vivere ?  

Avvicinati  Avviciniamoci

Alla mia boca

avvicina il tuo corpo

Con i denti

voglio tenere stretta la tua carne

Il corpo è sudato

Le mani     dove si muovono le tue mani ?

La sabbia scivola sui nostri corpi

Si aggrappa  ai capelli

Il sole il mare il sale il mare il sale il sole il mare il sole il 
sale 

Il corpo la carne    il fuoco

Il sole ora brucia ora arde ora esplode

Fiumi   densi   colano a terra

La pelle        si bagna

Le onde   non hanno mai smesso di infrangersi

Non fa più così caldo          Ora sento

il fiore del desiderio     crescere in me

 

Nessuno si è accorto di nulla 

mentre ingorda mi sfamavo               di corpo e di carne


Ora si sfiorano

ora si amano


Amano il corpo 

e la sua carne

Si desiderano

si concedono


Amano il corpo

e la sua carne


E l’anima ?

Amano 


l’anima ?


Uno sguardo   

Anche oggi    mi segue

Bacia tutto il mio corpo

Con occhi umidi di passione

Usa i denti   mentre mi bacia

sulle labbra   sulla pancia

Esplora le terre del corpo che vive

Si sporca le mani

di acqua impura 

Gemo

Prendimi !

Prendi il mio corpo

Mordi il mio corpo

Non fermarti !   

Con le unghie

affondo il suo corpo

Come un animale

prendo ciò che voglio


Timido è l’animo

che dietro il corpo si cela


Vibra il corpo

percosso dal piacere


     Cos’è il corpo

cosa la carne


senza lo spirito

che vi si posa sopra ?


Il giorno dopo       Il corpo si è concesso    fino in fondo       
ma dell’animo   non vi è  traccia


In cerca del tuo corpo


Vago per strade deserte

in cerca del tuo caldo corpo

La mia bocca non trova

nulla con cui cibarsi


Ho fame di te

del tuo corpo bianco

della tua viva carne 


Vago nel silenzio

per tornare nella valle del tuo petto

ed affondare stanca il volto


In cerca del mare

dove è impossibile trovarlo


Nemmeno nella solitudine

trovo braccia per me

Dove sono    le tue mani ?


Affamata come un cane

                              randagio

mi aggiro per le strade

cercando la tua carne


Corpo che pulsa

Corpo che muore

Corpo senza carne


Carne senza un corpo


Come cani ci azzanniamo al collo

I denti affilati affondano ora nella carne

Come cani   con la bava alla bocca


Seducente è il corpo

che gioca ad essere preda

che gode nell’essere predatore


Come lupi

con occhi color del sangue

divoriamo le carni di chi amiamo

Come lupi

con denti come lame

sbraniamo noi stessi nei corpi degli altri


Il mio corpo          era il tuo


Quando il desiderio divampa nel fuoco

cos’altro resta ai corpi   da vivere ?  



 

Non è restato nulla

dell’estate


Senza corpo


Corpo senza carne Carne senza corpo Corpo senza 
carne Carne senza corpo Corpo senza carne Carne 
senza corpo Corpo senza carne Carne senza corpo 
Corpo senza carne Carne senza corpo Corpo senza 

carne Carne senza corpo Corpo senza carne


Senza corpo                                                 Oltre al corpo                                                                            
Senza carne                                                  Oltre la carne                                                                                                                     


Torno al tuo letto

grondante di sangue

                                  Tu mi aspettavi

                                  a s p e t t a v i  e basta

Le labbra asciutte

Ho sete del tuo corpo

                                   Ma non è rimasto corpo

                                   per i miei denti affilati

Non è rimasto nulla

dell’estate

                                        Il mare è lontano


Torno al tuo letto

senza più possedere un corpo

                                                Tu mi guardi

                                                           silenziosamente mi                                                     

                                                                     riconosci


Nel buio 

ricordo chi eravamo

ricordo la sabbia il sole il sale il mare il caldo le ombre 
l’acqua il sudore il corpo la carne 


Quando del corpo non resta nulla

il mare sparisce ed entro nel fitto umido bosco

Nel vento gli spiriti antichi che non conoscono tempo

Quando del corpo non resta nulla

incontro il tuo essere senza vederne i contorni

Torno a te      senza limiti      senza carne

Tra le ombre dei corpi  che ora vediamo come estranei

torniamo amanti     invisibili amanti    tra le carni degli 
altri


Siamo ciò che eravamo

all’alba dei giorni

Taylor Stewart, Brooklyn, NY



 

Thomas Martinez Pilnik, London, UK

Sophie Fitze, Leipzig, Germany



 

Tess Wagman, Br$klyn, NY

Roxman Gatt & Lucía C. Pino, 
London, UK & Barcelona, Spain



 
Listings, Xinan Ran, Brooklyn, NY



 



 

Shawn McBride, Columbus, Ohio

Alyssa Davis, Newport, RI



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

2 and me 
 

 
 

2 and me, Viktor Timofeev, New York, NY



 

 
2 used to wait for me passively idle. 

 

2 would watch my alphanumeric display count down hundreds of seconds to the 

micro-atomic takeoff, without fail, every time. 2 used to wait for me passively idle. 

 

2 felt my logic gates at work, periodically deciding to open their doors to 

subtraction. 2 used to wait for me passively idle. 

 

2 listened to me hum at two hundred and ninety three hertz, as I sustained a dirty 

middle D-sharp drone, on top of which the sounds of the surrounding room felt like 

dissonant distractions. 2 used to wait for me passively idle. 

 

2 was with me once a day. 

 

2 watched 2’s food spin in a permanent loop of three hundred and sixty degrees 

through my metallic raster-mesh. 2 used to wait for me passively idle. 

 

2 listened to me climax with a tri-fold siren, a tempaurtal between my world and 

the void beyond. 2 used to wait for me passively idle. 

 

One day, my turntable plate got stuck.  

 

Something became semi-lodged somewhere in my roller ring support mechanism 

preventing my turntable plate from running at a smooth, two degree per second 

rotation. The semi-lodged object left my roller ring no breathing room, forcing me 

to rotate in stutters: seven degrees in either direction. 2 used to wait for me 

passively idle. 

- 

The semi-lodged object deep inside of me was effected by my stuttering. I could feel 

it rattle around my support roller ring, as I tried relentlessly to force my turntable 

plate to crush it and spin my way out of the shortened path. 2 used to wait for me 

passively idle. 

 

The semi-lodged object’s position and rotation effected the pace at which I 

stuttered: we entered a symbiotic relationship. I became stuck in a new kind of 

loop. I spun only a fraction of how I used to. One fourty-fifth. 2 used to wait for me 

passively idle. 

 

I moved in aperiodic stutters now, instead of smooth, symmetrical cycles. 

My steady hum was interrupted by aleatoric spikes, troughs and pauses.  

I generated asymmetrical heat instead of a rounded, all-over warmth.  

 

2 stopped.  

Waiting for me passively idle.  

* 



 

 

2 first noticed the change with the irregular thump,  

2  

starte

d  

a noise which I made when my turntable-plate bumped against  

wait ing for   

me  

the semi-ledged object deep in my roller ring support mechanism.  

         actively 

   pre 

sent. 

 

2 started to pay attention. 

 

         2 

         st art 

e dw 

ai tin  g  

2 measured how often the thump sound would sync with the 

countdown of seconds on my alphanumeric display,    form   e  

 and how often it would       

        a ct ive lypr es   e nt.

   

not. 2 coined this ‘the thump ratio’ (Figure A). 

 

2 noticed that no matter at which angle 2 placed 2’s Tupperware  

         2start  ed 

into me, once I was done, the Tupperware would end up with a plus  

        wai ti ng  

or minus, minimum of one, or maximum of seven  

        2  

degrees difference from the original angle.  

       waitedformeactivelypresent.    

2 coined this the difference angle’ (Figure B). 

 

2 started using me for breakfast, lunch, dinner and everything in between. 2 started 

      2waitedformeactivelypresent. 

heating blank Tupperware. 2 started heating non-food. 2 started leaving my door 

open.  

 

2 paid attention to how these numbers changed from week to  

        

     2waitedformeactivelypresent. 



 

week, day to day, hour to hour. To how unpredictable they were. How comfortable 

they felt. How they sat on a graph (Figure C). 

 

Asymmetrically radiated food became 2’s secondary interest. 2 wanted the 

numbers.  

 

One day 2 decided 2 was finally ready to start asking  

       2 wai ited fr  

me questions out loud. 2 intended to find answers by correlating my thump ratio 

and difference  

      for me activly    

        presnt. 

angle into a system that 2 had set up.  

 

2 asked - “Should I be worried about the lump on my neck? And the  

          

     2waitedformeactivelypresent. 

discoloration on my arm? Should I be worried about coughing blood?” Is the thump 

ratio less than one? No. Greater than one? Yes. Equal to one? Forget about it.  

 

2 asked - “Which doctor, if any, should I see?” Is the difference angle less than two? 

Dr. J.F. Ferguson. Between two and four (including four)? Dr. W. Rottman. 

Between four and six (including six)? Dr. J.J. Freeman. Greater than six? No 

doctors, no hospitals.         

         

 2waitedforme        

    2waitedformeactivelypresent. 

 

2 didn’t accept my answers. 2 didn’t listen to me, and kept 

         2 waited 

 re-heating 2’s food until my numbers answered in a way 2 agreed with. No 

worries, no doctors, no hospitals.  

         for me  

The semi-lodged object kept rattling deep inside of me, between my support roller 

ring  

       a c t i v e l y p r e s e n t. 

and my turntable motor hub. I could feel it slowly wearing down every time 2 used 

me.  

 

I kept telling 2 to get help. 2 kept putting words in my mouth.  

 

* 

 

I decided to. I turned myself on while 2 was away. 

 

After nine hundred seconds of auto-heating, I could feel the semi-lodged object 

become sticky. After another nine hundred seconds, I felt it break in two. After nine 

hundred more, the semi-lodged object dissolved into vapor. It was no longer there.  

 

Once again, I was able to move in smooth, symmetrical cycles, to hum at a steady 

two hundred nine three hertz and to generate rounded, all-over warmth. 

 

2 started to wait for me passively idle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 
Figure A: Thump ratio, where ’X’ represents the thump sound and greyscale gradient is the duration 
of one of my seconds on the alphanumeric display. If ‘X’ spatio-temporally overlaps across the break 
in the gradient, 2 considers it in sync with my countdown of seconds (as is the case at 00:21 - 00:20, 
and 00:20 - 00:19). In this hypothetical cross section of five seconds, the thump ratio is 2/3.  
 

 

Figure B: Difference angle, where the grey rectangle represents the Tupperware inserted into me at 
an angle of eight degrees (left) and the its resulting angle after eighty seconds of radiation (right). In 
this hypothetical eighty second session the difference angle is | θa – θb |=6. 
 
 
 

 

Figure C: Range of thump ratio values for a given month. ‘M’ on the x-axis represents consecutive of 
Mondays in a given month. The y-axis is a numerical value between 0 and 1. Red represents 
breakfast, blue represents lunch, green represents dinner and yellow represents a miscellaneous 
meal. 



 

Valerie Savchits, Brighton, UK

Thesis of Instrumentality, Vivian Li, London, UK



 Most of  the time I don't know what I'm supposed to be doing but sometimes things just work out. A lot is 
happening today and it's easy to be there. It's like the day is running alongside me, making sure I’m a witness to 
some kind of  lazy predestination. I’m seeing moments at their birth. 
On the train I hear a fortune teller crying on the phone with her therapist. And in the last gold light I can see 
there is a smudge on the window that looks almost exactly like the profile of  the man sitting next to me. 
You would not believe the things that really happen. 
And on the platform a miracle is happening; I glance up at the clocks and realize the two sides of  the train 
station exist a minute apart from each other . It is 7:53 on one side but still 7:52 on the other and I feel like if  I 
just stand in the space directly in the middle of  the clocks time will cancel itself  out, I will break it for good. 
On the street a little girl wearing a shirt with a black cat on it makes me follow her so she can point out a real 
black cat who is hiding under a barrel of  apples in the fruit store - a woman in the store nods and smiles at me 
reassuringly like she knows what is going to happen and then I feel like I know what is going to happen but I 
realize it already has and I have the eerie feeling that everything is happening backwards. That nothing will be 
revealed to me at the final moment except that I already know and I’ve always known and that maybe things 
open and close at the same point. And that even if  I'm only there to see it sometimes, that’s enough. 
Under a willow tree in an empty community garden the light is perfectly hitting an easel with an unfinished 
photo realistic portrait of  the most recent cover of  People magazine. 
And on the East River four jet skis do tricks around an Audubon Society ferry while everyone standing on the 
deck is peering through binoculars looking for seabirds. They are ignoring the jet skiers in a way that is almost 
impressive, with the patience and resolve of  a sniper or a greek statue of  a discus thrower. 
 By the softball field an old man catches a big fish and rests it proudly in the space between the asphalt and a 
chain link fence where it flops around a lot and slowly bleeds to death. Old ladies crowd around it taking 
pictures with their phones and they get splashed with the blood. The old man smokes a cigarette and just 
stands there nodding a lot and looking very proud. Not just of  the fish but of  this moment he has created. He 
surveys it like a landscape. Like he’s standing on top of  a mountain looking out onto a newly born country of  
smiling old ladies covered in fish blood. 
Under the AIDS Memorial Christmas Tree a family, like four full generations, is having a funeral for a pet 
hamster with a Nike shoebox and some flowers. 
And then I start thinking about grief  on the world scale. Not even in a sad way. Like literally, how do you mourn 
the earth. And when do we decide to do it. Would it make us feel better to have a world funeral? I’m thinking 
about the ending sequence of  a movie that would end with a world funeral and think it would probably be a 
satisfying ending. I walk around trying to find a song that would be a good world funeral song if  they let me 
music supervise this movie. 
I can’t find the song but I get very close. 
And then I take out my headphones and look at the river, the million twirling diamonds in the water and the 
cotton candy clouds and the dumbasses on their speedy little boats and I am thinking about all the mysteries of  
the world. 
At this time in the evening the sun hits the back of  the buildings making them into a shadow puppet show, one 
that seems aggressively oblivious to the inferno of  the sunset behind it. And suddenly my heart jumps with the 
feeling that the city is really about to catch fire. And that in a moment it’ll all be extinguished, curling gray 
ribbons over a darker sky. 
Through an open window, someone has a radio playing. There is an astronaut on a talk show. He is talking 
about his fear of  heights. 
The host laughs a lot and tells him maybe he’s in the wrong job. But the astronaut insists no no, he is in the 
perfect job. He says he’s scared after blastoff  for the first few miles but he explains that there is actually no 
such thing as height in space. 
It is the place that exists above height. 
I am thinking about heaven but I’m not very convinced on it. Because heaven seems spooky. 
Is it really all the way up there? 
Doesn’t it get cold at that altitude? 
Is heaven just a haunted place? 
And then the clouds move in and the thunder starts and the wind catches in my throat so I turn my back and 
walk into the streets but my love feels just the same for all of  it and out a window someone is playing the 
saxophone and I laugh and yell THANK YOU! 
The end of  the world is coming but it will be benevolent to me. 
I will walk between the raindrops, like a 
Movie Star tragic man 
who always wins.

Angel Number, Valerie Kamen, New York, NY
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In the Thick of the Anemone, 
Ty Little, Richmond, VA

Maya Krtic, Alabama, USA

I was born and suffered greatly,  
 
The God of the Sea was my father and my mother 

was my own spirit. 
I was birthed in the middle of a raging 

eddy. 
for being born I was given a gift  
that took the form of a pearl necklace 
 
the necklace had nine pearls, each 
representing something that I could commit my life to: 
 
Love, Animals, Painting, Song, Dance, Men, Contortion, Death, Poetry 
 
a clownfish came and rubbed my Adam’s apple before splitting into two and I swallowed 
all nine of the pearls 
 
but they were the first things I had ever eaten 
and without a mother to suckle, 
I breathed  

salt water 
 
and every creature of the ocean carried me safely to shore 
and I arrived in a painting  
and I remembered my father  
and the Sun were both men 
and I loved them in the painting but never thought of them again 
 
I weeped for what I had lost, 

salt water  
poured out of every orifice and I shrank into the size of a grain of sand, 
dodged the four-toed gate of a sandpiper  
by contorting my little body 

I spun myself into the eddy  
I remembered and danced  

until I was the size of a shore compared to the ocean 
 
I tried to sing but I could not breath 

air 
and gasped  
and vomited 

eight red pearls  
and died 

 
and I am still dead  
and there is still a pearl  
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clementine in the 
hand  of a woman   
named lewis           
all sorrow  stowed 

(welt)  lightning 

wring the honey from it 

Tessa Bolsover, New York, USA



 

           Tom Henry, Queens, NY

Stefany Lazar, New York, USA                     .
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I’m Not Sure If I Believe In, 
Eve L, Brooklyn, NY
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Father and Mother said the doctor was coming over after 
school. When the last school bell rang I decided to walk 
home instead of take the yellow #65 bus. I didn’t like taking 
the yellow #65 bus because the driving lady squinted at me 
as if she couldn’t see me, and that made me think I could 
see through her. I don’t think she liked the way I looked at 
her. That happened a lot. I mean with adults. Sometimes 
with kids my age, too, but I tried to stay away from them. Or 
they tried to stay away from me.
 I like walking home in the snow. I like to be the first one to 
step in the snow. I like the cleanness. Like I am stepping 
through another layer of Earth. A layer that can melt. 
Unfortunately, the sidewalks I walked home on were already 
disturbed. I slid my feet across the slush; the bottoms of my 
shoes felt as if they had no sole. I looked up and noticed an 
open mailbox with six inches of untouched snow mounting 
the top of it. Should I run my finger through it? My house 
was three more blocks away.  I balanced myself on the curb 
of the sidewalk, trying not to fall into the street. I was careful 
not to slip—I didn’t want Mother and Father to think I was 
pushed in the snow. I promised I would come home dry. I 
watched the snowfall into the street drains, white chunks 
gliding silently off the metal bars into the rushing water. They 
got lost melting into the black water, racing over the ripples. 
When I reached my house I knocked my boots against the 
brick steps to shake off the snow, and then I went inside. 
The living room was on the right. Mother had her legs 
crossed and Father’s right heel was resting on his left knee. I 
didn’t see the doctor until I took off my boots and entered the 
room. He was sitting in the corner blue chair that was my 
great grandmother passed down to Mother. 
“Take off your jacket,” Father said. His eyes were stern as I 
lowered my hood and unzipped my coat.  I hung my jacket 
on the wooden coat rack. 
“You’re late,” Mother said. 
The doctor stood up and started walking toward me. 
“Oh, no, no, no,” Mother said. Her hands waved insistently. 
“No need to get up.” 
The doctor kept walking toward me and I saw Mother shrink 
in her seat a little, clasping her hands in her lap. 
“Good evening, Broderick,” the doctor said. He stuck out his 
hand. “My name is Doctor Rosenbaum.” My hand felt small 
and cold inside his warm and callused skin. “You may not 
remember me. I came to see you a few years ago. You were 
much younger then.” He leveled his hand at his thigh to 
show me how big I was then. 
I didn’t remember him but I nodded politely. He sat back 
down in the blue chair and I remained standing in the middle 
of the room. I noticed a fire burning in the fireplace. My 
cheeks were red. The presence of the doctor made the 
presence of Mother and Father stronger. I felt this warm 
persistent force enveloping me. This magnetic aura around 
my body separating me from my figure. It pulled at me and 
made my eyes tired and my stomach hurt. Nauseous. I could 
see the color—a transparent orange. 
“Have a seat, Broderick,” Father said. I focused on the chair 
near the doctor and sat down quickly, my thumbs rubbing my 
fingertips. I felt the lines of my fingerprints, the small, circular 
crevices, and I wanted to smear them all together, but I 
couldn’t. I looked at the wooden table in front of my parents. 
Mother must have brought out tea and biscuits before I got 
home. 

“Your parents tell me you’ve been quite elusive lately.” The doctor 
was staring at me.
“I don’t think he knows that word yet,” Mother said, leaning forward 
on the couch. “Elusive.” 
“Your teachers say you’ve been daydreaming more and more often,” 
Father said. I looked at him. His hair was turning gray. He had had 
the same glasses since I was born. 
“Would you like to talk about it, Broderick?” 
My eyes met the doctor’s. I waited a moment. “It’s because my 
stomach hurts,” I said. 
The doctor looked at my parents and then back at me. “How long 
have you been getting these stomach aches?”
I turned around in my chair to glance at the snowy yard. I felt the 
coldness seep through the windowpane. 
“Answer Doctor Rosenbaum,” Mother said. 
“I don’t know,” I said. 
“Every day?” 
“Yes,” I said. 
“Do you have a stomach ache right now?” 
“Yes,” I said. I felt the wet taste of transparent orange in my mouth. 
It was pulling me from the inside. Trying to lift it out of my stomach. 
My lips were dry. 
“Maybe he needs to see another doctor for this physical pain,” the 
doctor said. “I thought this was about his mental health.” 
“We didn’t know about his stomach pain until just now, Doctor 
Rosenbaum,” Mother said. Her eyes were wide and some of her 
mascara was smeared on her right lid. “We only knew he wasn’t 
doing well in school, academically or socially. We’ve even noticed a 
difference here at home. Everyday it gets worse. Wouldn’t you say, 
Tom?” She patted Father on the knee. 
“He just goes upstairs when he gets home. Sometimes when we 
speak to him it’s as if he doesn’t hear us.” Father adjusted his 
glasses. 
The doctor relaxed in the blue chair and fiddled with the fabric on 
the armrest. Then he leaned forward again. “Do you know why I’m 
here?” he said to me. 

I didn’t budge. 
“I want to help you,” he said. His eyes were gray. An 

orange ring surrounded his pupils. His hands were now holding onto 
his thick thighs. “Tell me, Broderick, are you having trouble hearing? 
Are your ears bothering you?” 

I shook my head ‘no’. I clasped my hands to my stomach. 
The force was pulling hard now—it was preventing me from 
speaking. I wanted to go outside. The cold was behind me and the 
warmth was in front. I looked at the fireplace and then at Mother and 
Father. 

The doctor got up from his seat and patted me on the 
back. The touch of his hand vibrated the drone around my body. I 
needed to be alone. I needed the snow, the quiet, quiet snow. 
Mother and Father started to get up, too. “Well, Mr. and Mrs. Atema, 
I think your boy will be okay. He’s probably just going through an 
awkward stage—we all do. As for his stomach, I wouldn’t be 
surprised if he is allergic to something or lactose intolerant. Lay off 
the dairy for a while, son,” the doctor said to me with a second pat 
on the back. “See if that helps.” He smiled. His teeth were jagged 
and yellow. 
As the three adults moved toward the front door I felt the drone melt 
a little. My blood felt looser. I watched the doctor shake Mother and 
Father’s hands and walk out the front door. Cold air from outside 
drifted toward my body. I turned around in my chair again and 
watched him puncture the snowy sidewalk with his feet.

The Drone, Tisch Abelow, Maryland, USA



 

Stefany Lazar, New York, USA

Self%Storage%Available%
Matt%Delong%

%
I%hate%it%out%here%on%the%lake;%I’d%rather%be%in%it.%My%little%boat%nodding%with%

every%ripple,%I%give%up%on%paddling.%I%stare%at%the%sky%and%think%of%my%parents,%stuck%
inside%their%apartment%for%years%and%how%they%keep%themselves%occupied.%The%days%
shortened%with%the%less%they%had%to%do.%Once%everything%had%been%cleaned%three%
times%over,%and%the%conversation%had%repeated,%every%story,%every%moment%of%their%
lives%and%marriage%combed%over%and%laughed%or%remembered%dearly,%they%found%
other%things%to%spend%time%doing.%My%mother%would%sit%by%the%window%and%write%
detailed%letters%to%me%describing%everything%she%would%see.%A%dominating%topic%of%
the%letters%was%descriptions%of%a%huge%mass%wrapped%in%blankets,%a%swaddled%bale,%
sitting%in%the%middle%of%the%sidewalk.%All%different%types%of%rope%and%string%tied%tight%
around%it,%defining%its%curves%and%flat%edges,%cutting%into%soft%spots.%My%mother%
would%give%me%updates%on%how%it%has%changed,%describing%how%it%would%grow%a%little%
longer,%or%become%more%compact,%or%even%how%sometimes%in%the%morning%she%would%
see%it%had%moved%a%couple%feet.%I%made%plans%to%come%visit%them%and%my%mother%
asked%that%when%I%come%I%investigate%what%is%inside%the%bundle.%But%upon%arrival%to%
their%building,%I%see%no%bundle%on%the%sidewalk.%I%go%up%to%their%apartment%and%my%
mother%takes%me%to%the%window%she%always%looks%out%and%points%down%to%the%street.%%
“There,”%she%says,%gesturing%towards%a%group%of%people%standing%at%the%bus%stop.%%
%

Matt DeLong, Baltimore, MD
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 A Past Without Future: 

Lightly exposed; 

and later submerged; 

in the age of fragmentation; 

time no longer witnessed—subjective; 

fragmented; 

projected & (de)materialised; 

back lamp to the body; 

at one with (void) degradation; 

remember a time, so distant; 

in pain, in silence; 

longing to fear, alone in silence; 

in past so silent, a slither of truth; 

the crows are the witness; 

in hand bringing dust; 

to rise in mourning; 

and live and reform; 

standing in the grave of love: 

holding hope in yesterday; 

soulless tomorrow; 

a day for a lifetime. 

A Past Without Future, Thomas Tyler, 
Newcastle Upon Tyne, England

Light undresses absence  
baked into the right weather. 
  
Physical space flowers  
and provides something 
absolute. 

The celerity of the motions  
mouths words the sculptured 
heart defines. 

Another Worship, Taiwo Aloba, NYC

Steve Nishimoto, New York, USA



 

It’s 1970 and a little girl is walking down an alley near her house on the north side of Chicago. She sees 
something glistening on the ground ahead. Diamonds. She fills her pockets with the blue translucent 
shards, and runs home thinking about how rich and happy she and her family will be. Bursting through 
the back door yelling to her mother “we’re rich, look!” Her mother watches her empty her pockets onto 
the kitchen table. The teal pieces of tempered glass glowing under the incandescent light.  

True Story, Matias Anon, NY

Masha Kovtun, Prague, Czech Republic       
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 outline in    water 
reeds cling   to other 

 edge  assail one 
flour death 

gathering 

autumn day        of 
farming and solitude 
every man an inlet 
or        agent of 
unhappiness 

Tessa Bolsover, New York, USA
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TIME IS! 
INTENTION IS! 

a WORLD WILL TO FALL IN TWO ARMS 
OF APATHETIC justice AND  

THOSE UNinspired HANDS OF  
TIMID AND CORELESS 

 
PEACE! UNFLATTERING IN THE LOBBY 

:NO: BENIGNITY :NO: 
NO LOVE NOR  

INTENTION IN IN TENSION  
DO YOU 

HEAR DO YOU HEAR 
WHO IS THE FUTURIST  

WHEN THERE IS ONLY PRESENT 
WHO IS THE PASTURIST 

WHEN INTENTION IS LOST 
WHAT IS JOY IF NOT HEDONISM 

WHAT IS SUFFERING IF NOT FEAR 
WHAT IS GOD IF NOT VEHICLE 

 
ANSWER 

 
 

 

Ocean Holliday, Brooklyn, NY
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Red lentils soaking on the kitchen bench  
Three brown onions 
Caressed by brown hands 
Wrinkled with experience 
Finely chopping  
Chop 
Chop 
Chop 
I hear a rhythm in her cutting 

Spitting, crackling 
Oil in pan 
Add onions 
She tucks her thick, black hair behind her ears  
I do the same 
I see beauty in every long strand  
The sizzling starts 

Pop 
Pop 
Pop 
That’s how I know she has added the mustard seeds I get excited 
as I watch them trying to escape the pot Clutching onto the fall 
of her sari 
Pink silk 
Absorbing the odors of the kitchen 

A golden ochre meets my gaze 
She sprinkles the powder into my hands 
Covering my palms in a warm yellow bed 
Gleaming, with tarnished gold 
She adds a mound to the pot 
“turmeric will bring you health and happiness” 
The yielding yellow leaves a strong stain on her fingers 
Seeping into brown wrinkles 

Clink 
Clink 
Clink 
She fumbles through the spice rack  
“smell this” 
Garam masala, a toasty aroma  
“And this” 
Nutmeg, a sugary warmth  
Don’t forget the scarlet spice  
Chilli 
She stirs 
Creating an alchemic brew 
An earthy orange of flavour and warmth  
Wafting 
Leaping 
Twirling 
  

Twirling, like the skirt of her sari 
As the pink silk moves with her body through the kitchen Add 
bay leaves 
The knife makes a sharp, percussive sound 
As she slices, a lemon 
She squeezes the juice with her frail hands 
Wooden spoon rhythmically circling, swirling 
Softly hitting the metal pot 
Add ginger 

Two medium sized tomatoes  
Chop 
Chop 
Chop 
The pulse continues 
As her hand swiftly dices 
Add lentils 
Splash 
She pours water to cover the contents 
It gurgles, bubbles 
There is music in her movements 
Wet simmering 
Until soft 
A familiar scent rising of spice intertwined with coziness  
A familiar stain, of speckled orange on glistening tiles 
A sensory experience of alchemic cooking 
Years of knowledge held in turmeric stained fingers 

But why do I want to wash away those stains?  
When you say 
“you smell like curry” 
Memories undone 
Unraveled 
Suppressed 
Is her alchemy offensive? 
Are you threatened by her spices?  
Or maybe it’s a forced assimilation  
Passed through generations

Yellow Daal, Nisha Hunter, Melbourne, Australia

Robert Zehnder, Brooklyn, NY
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§ A blindfolded walk 

It’s been long since the world had been a non-malign place. The present world – layer after layer – is crumbling into 
dust. And yet, the piles of worldly dust are being immediately reanimated, the corpse gets brought back to life – day 
after day, year after year, decade after decade, thus indefinitely delaying the anticipated ominous collapse… Our 
vision is left blurred, foggy, delirious, without any actual promises of developing tomorrow’s prognosis. All that we 
have left is a greasy lottery ticket in our hands. Only the blind touch, the tips of our fingers end up sensing the corners 
of the disoriented maze. 

The forces of the Invisible cast the spells upon the terrestrial horizon. The shroud of the Invisible may on occasions 
hide our pains, conceal the disorders of our visions and act as a sedative to numb our nightmares. It may act as a veil 
-- of which behind and within our tortured souls shelter, in which we, the disturbed, find ourselves at home. In which 
we foster and fester. 

The progression of the Invisible is, after all, a historical struggle. The turn of veil is not an act of sanctimony or 
disinterestedness. The veil – in its shadows we mortals reside as a presupposed sanctum – may turn out to be the 
chain that traumatizes us and strangles us. Each mortal step is a step between the line of life and death, in front and 
behind of the veil. 

That is to say that the Invisible is indifferent to the demands and cravings of puny worldly living beings. The 
Invisible has an appetite of Its own. 

But that is not to say that the Thanatopic Beast does not feed upon the fortunate -- that is to say that the Beast‘s 
gluttonous breaths for the sick and sore are a lot more bitter. By every single breath It exhales, the afflicted get the 
willies, and their skin begins to itch. 

§ The distrust in your guts 

The thread of the invisible veil may be hiding in the stacks of hey. It may be drowning in a boggy creek. Buried 
underneath the mounds of earthly dirt, forgotten. Regardless, we are able to sense Its presence because our hands are 
severely cut and bruised from Its spiky and thorny fruits and flowers, our vessels infested with Its toxic fumes, our 
souls smitten by Its emanating terror. We wake up ill and weak every single day, with an awful fever that we can’t get 
rid of. 

Every day, every hour, every minute, every moment that passes there is a tingling ache, hinting my brain of being in 
the state of turmoil, suspicion and fatigue. I have abandoned the thought that comfort is a possibility. 

Our eyes are sore and inflamed -- because it is our horizon that is closing down. The Beast kept wiggling Its tail in 
front of our faces and a loose split hair got caught in our eyes. Hah hah… I tell you: it was enough to make our blurry 
vision go blind. 

Salt in the Wound, Rokas Vaičiulis, Vilnius, Lithuania



Oh, yes… perhaps it was only a matter of time till the feverish malice would have emerged with a global 
ferocity. The vile Beast’s howls coming from the woods are no longer afar. The claws of madness had always 
been around the corner. The Beast has been out there for a while now, a bit longer than the rest of us. Its 
unanimous tendrils have been spreading at a greedy, rapidly-growing pace. The unbound seismic kisses 
between the Beast and Gaia were perhaps, quite paradoxically, bound to happen, and its venomous eruptions 
have catastrophically clouded every single faculty of our senses. 

There is no way to settle down with this condition, because our assumed ground has crumbled; the walls and 
roofs of our asylums have been torn down. We embark on the path of exile – internal and external – with our 
guts wrenched by the fear of the Unknown. 

No, we’re not sick, we’re twisted. Being sick makes you think as if there would be a cure for it. The lethargic 
sleep patterns have now corroded, turning us into insomniacs, whose souls are possessed of demonic glitches of 
all sorts. 

“Shhhhhhhh… do not be afraid sexy haha,” echoes the otherworldly voices of the angels that deafen my ears. 

Do not be mistaken: these angels arose from the occult ruins, as the servants of the dark Leviathan. Corruption 
makes up their DNA, not the “beautiful”, neither the “good”. There cannot be any sense of compromise or 
harmony, only a cynical and deceptive sense of devotion. They are not the guardians of our worldly souls, but 
the guardians of the collapse that is supposed to happen at any moment now, yet it never turns out to be true. 

…the darkest thought of all may be that we’re too late in the game to tame the Beast and Its minions. There 
may never be a recipe for a hopeful future without the predestined taste of paranoia. Gulp. (I honestly have no 
clue what is ahead of us. The Future does not exist for some anyway.) 

§ A mischievous smile 

Heh heh… 

The world has been terminally lost in jokes, it seems. And we cannot predict when will the lethal punchline 
occur. 

A cry is a tear of joy and the loss of a verbal answer. Each of us is a fool when it comes to terms with the 
diabolical gagster wrestle. 

Laughter is contagious, mind you. Each joke is carried out as an infestation and rupture on the inside from the 
Outside -- that which summons a black hole within the vessels of reality. 

Indeed, the Trickster is a witty outsider that does not play by the rules of the inside. 

A rebellious spirit -- for the better or worse.



A joke is a home without homeland, as it is not owned by anybody, yet it latently lurks in us. Yes… strange 
humors reside on our bellies… 

…but then again: isn’t it the Unknown that started as a joke, It went on for too long and devoured every single 
bite of the future of which we were trying to get a taste of? 

…but then again: if I wear a mask, does it mean that I become the Joker? 

(Yes and no.) 

…but then again: the story does not end here. 

§ Fiction and friction 

No matter how profane or sacred the encounter with the Unknown turns out to be, we shall admit that there is a 
basic premise, upon which the Jester figure rests. To be a Jester one does not need to be a divine comedian. The 
Jesters are those that are the resilient misfits among the tenants of a sticky terrestrial hive. 

The Jester rubs the tissue of fiction until it gets all soaked up with the fluids of reality. The Jester’s delicacies may 
bites us and suck us dry, on the one hand, or lift us up and push us forward, on the other. The misfit trickster is an 
artist of one’s kind. Or even a surgeon, or a sorcerer. All of sudden, the fiction may appear as mystic or magical. 
Yet, why does it matter for us to consider mysticism? To appeal to the undead seers? Perhaps. But that is not quite 
the case for us here. Magicks are not so much of use for us, as we are of use to them. 

On the contrary, what remains of “us” within the fiction are pragmatics, constructions, technics. The escape from 
the itchy and scratchy ordeal – the beastly claws – may sound as much fictitious and improbable as we would like 
it to get. The thing here is: fiction is not an escape. Fiction is the inescapable route we are taken by, on the one 
side, and the path of which we are in charge of, on the other. The Beast shall have a feast, yet Its prey is armed 
with History. 

Reality does not excite us, neither horrifies us as much as fiction does. To repeat once again the eternal wisdom: 
the gullible and the petty keep forgetting that is it the fiction that precedes the reality, the gut feelings come ahead 
of the calculated expectations. It is the people – the misfits – who are the composers of the fictional habitats and 
their protagonists. 

Fiction does not replicate the reality -- fiction weaves the silky and smooth fabric that nonetheless manages to 
suit the logic of reality and simultaneously mutates its logical structure. Fiction is composed and decomposed as a 
historical struggle against the Unknown, the Invisible. Fiction is a postulation of phobia and its imminent 
contradiction. Fiction, too, desires to be invisible, but only so to become visible as an invisibility. Fiction -- it is 
already there, as a humor, in our tummies, in our veins, as a two-faced remedy to our wounds. Don’t trust me… 
don’t believe me. It is already there. 



 

Manuel Delgado Meroño, Brussels, Belgium



 
which will I choose.

very reluctant to the moment

too neurotic to be a mother

not narcissistic enough to consider 

art as spawn having kids is not as derivative

as redundant as putting mayo on top of eggs

You come inside of me like you’re delivering a secret 

pearls of joy, the first beads to a friendship bracelet

just for today, your penis might be the nail to my coffin

pouring breath into my ear your mouth is a pitcher

now I distrust a lot of grounds on which I stand

the steadier the house

one messy corpse

a moral to a story which tells me that

every great project is founded on great violence

I am rarely barefoot in my own house

it is all meant to be consensual 

over a shoulder, atop a shelf

the spine of a thick book which reads: the fat baby

inspiration for potential autobiography titles 

or maybe just a prophecy, unwishful thinking

Terms in which I like to think of myself in a choose your own adventure sorta way

a kinder whore

Sternschnuppe

a fashion-troll 

a joyful farm girl

and secretly as a “fun poet”

not quite fit to be a mother yet

Ahead of us a road which forks

which will I choose. Nina Kettiger, Berlin, Germany

Mara Tatevosian, Yerevan, Armenia

a graffiti which reads “dj horny smile all day”

a bumper sticker that says “baby on board!”

a 1200 pieces ravensburger puzzle of a girl blowing glitters

glitters which spell “if you have love in your heart it’ll show”



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
was faced with a difficult task once, namely, to arrange the rapidly                       
shrinking note of vinegar and the huge accord of cucumber angel in                       
such a way that both be perceived at once. amazingly, it even works                         
for a few minutes, after which the cucumber angel is flattened and                       
left behind like sporty fresh roadkill. siberian ginseng is a                   
wonderfully unsophisticated plant. this recipe did not use any weird                   
novel molecules. it made no mystery of its intent and yet: if the                         
devil is in the details, so are the angels. envious, feels like a                         
perversion of a lactonic potion recipe. i would make it again. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Priscilla Jeong, New York, NY



 

Clocked Out 
 
by Meron Alefnew 
 
If those minute hands would just stop, 
Reaching for our wrists. 
 
As circles chase circles,  
(concentric), 
The tyrants continue to tick. 
 
The tyrants continue to tick, 
Whether or not we’re around.  
Whether the calendar is marked up.  
Whether the timer is tied down.  
 
The busy-body aesthetic,  
Is lacking good sense. 
Worn to project as prophetic, 
I see through its threads. 
 
Box checking overload,  
Release and watch it unfold.  
Reveal the wonder of right now   
In case tomorrow's story isn’t told.  
 
Cardboard slumps in the rain,  
Its contents withstand, I decide. 
In the moment that is now,  
(a droplet) 
I transform to a tide. 
 

Clocked Out, Meron Alefnew, Austin, Texas

Maya Krtic, Alabama, USA



 

Sarah Schechter, New York, USA

i drafted : 'only speak, never write'
and ironically, deleted it again

tremble like a flower, a flower
such a simple, complicated thing

make internal reprisal great again
mobilize or b federally utilized

post-2001 love tale, inevitably
more of a commonplace tragedy

Rebecca Peel, Rocky Mountains, USA



 

Michelle Uckotter, Baltimore, MD

Lucia Leuci, Milan, Italy

excoriation, Anonymous, NYC 

my heart a beet 
unearthed so sweet 
its only shield 
a sorry sheath 
a weeping gleam 
so pink and %ail 
a fa"ing drop 
a shipless sail



 

striate authority 
procession of    ,,, garlands, of 
laurels    Palms frond a gated city 
knot a name in hews that crosses 
all kings, reside in //Regicide   yellow 

yellowyellowscar l e t y e l l ow  orbs auroric 
dark 

name myself in oscillating vowels Outsource 
lineage     disseminate a throne Stem 
an invasive—   Love     or honey 
Ascendant procession of blindfold minims 
Toxins occulted or generations’ palliative 

mimi numinum niuium minium nimium 
uini minuminum imminui uiui minimum 
uolunt the smallest mimes 

of the gods of snow do not wish in all their |life 
that the great duty of the defenses of the wine | be 
diminished                            imbibe , asemic 

inebriation of the tongue gone 
and drowned the friar bottom his wellworn 
riddle well 

—

—

Michael Cavuto, Queens, NY



 

Paulo Carvalho, São Paulo, Brazil

Nick Nagel, Denmark

Mara Tatevosian, Yerevan, Armenia



 

HOW TO FORGET SOMEONE 

 

This is an excellent recipe if you need to forget someone,  

especially on those blue Sundays.  

For 1 serving 

 

��

 

Think about that person you want to forget. 

Tie it very tight and constrained. 

Roll this tied of moorings over itself making a ball of it.  

Simmer it for two hours into two liters of boiling water until tender.  

Pour the broth and set aside. 

Bake the tied of moorings ball in the oven until it gets brittle and dry, 

beware not to burn it down.  

Grind it to dust. 

Heat oil to gold and fry the dust into golden brown 

Gently transfer it to a flat plate and let it cool next to a window, 

the wind will scatter it and will no longer be seen. 

To finish, grab a piece of heart and soak it in the set-aside broth, 

serve yourself 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rocío Guerrero 

HOW TO FORGET SOMEONE, 
Rocio Guerrero Marin, 
Santiago, Chile

Robert Zehnder, Brooklyn, NY

Molly Rose Lieberman, NYC, USA



 

Sarah Schechter, New York, USAmust remember 
I wrote this 
in case we lose our way back  
is this a good time to  
seems like a bad timing for  
funny  
i’m never really joking  
who put the slugger on my tongue 
the landscape in your eyes 
continuing  
swirling  
circuits of 
foreign bodies 
faraway from self 
difficult to reach  
what’s written in cosmic calendar 
what does it say about today  
you know  
if the universe was fair 
we wouldn’t be alive  
you know  
if the universe was fair 
no child would go hungry  
you know  
if the universe was fair 
I would be 
okay it’s happening to me  
is this what put 
the dazzle in your wit 
the flower behind your ear  
and all this sand  
in your bed 

in case we lose 
our way back, 
Sarah Doolan, 
Düsseldorf, 
Germany



 

AT FIRST GLANCE

coquettish flirtation opacity
space of echo and delay
exuberance
just in time
desire and devotion
coincidences
self sex
occupied and rearticulated purposes
being on screen
the age of stars will end, while dark matter continues expanding
time bandits
avoid beginnings and endings
a chair and a glass of water are all my properties
loveaddictprosopopeia
gina nd placton

DEAR MADONA DE LORETO

Parfois tu ais des moments de clarté

discovering la clarté semiotext semiosex
dark sacro
altered awareness
rapt kneeling
I invoke u talking through everything
direction A  B 
as if materia molecules could transfer vibration exceeding time-space. 
telepathy through atoms entities information transmission data
contingency
from other t-s locus
this x double helix things celebrate with us aiming any direction ☼
I’m not much religious or may be I am
but practise a particular one, I create to myself navigating
suburb mystique they told me
ritualizing 
I don’t know
But
look how it sounds M-A-D-O-N-A  D-E  L-O-R-E-T-O
my nipples are erected
and I know that u have nothing 2 do with that
or
all
that u prefer to play the priest
with that frizzy frizzy hair and the collar
so hot
every word every noun is an invocation 
a devotion
but I pronounce it slow Madona de Loreto
and in my head appears u
with that wood
in this floresta 

At First Glance, Roxman Gatt & Lucía C. 
Pino, London, UK & Barcelona, Spain

Nick Fusaro, Brooklyn, NY



 

Rebecca Grundmann, Düsseldorf, Germany

Mira Putnam, Chester Springs, Pennsylvania



 

Roos van Unen, Amsterdam, the Netherlands



 

sam blackwood, Hartlepool, England

Michael Bussell, Baltimore, MD

Katie Hickman, NYC



 

Nick Fusaro, Brooklyn, NY

Narayan Lockett, NYC



 

Rebecca Grundmann, Düsseldorf, Germany

Si Weon Kim, NYC



 

(3) Scenes in the Life of Capital

(the journey is always anti-clockwise) 
(poetic yesterday) (memory, also, is 
a social process, in need of renewed 
cycles of generational labor) (a 
ledger is a stolen ladder) (in 
neglect, risk disappearance) (Asa 
Benveniste, by shadow, deciphers 
the faces of coins, & glance there 
a ruler walking backward, intent 
on devouring the sun) (archives of 
rockface worn by water) (debts 
forgot) 

(overliving present catastrophe) (poems so 
pitched in time they seem outside of time) 
(woolen acts of words) (quick to catch 
exhaled breath) (sounded speech gives rise to 
sounded silences) (the plagued & penurious 
unwrapped by ash) (elsewise, All epigraphs) 

(scattered in matters of numbers) 
(scope of striving) (storm wind, or 
full season of trial) (one rag torn 
twice to wipe your Sapphic brow) 
(forecast sunlight) (the cloth in 
the window is brittle) (love, 
cunning, the mind, even leather 
from wolf-hide) (now only power 
is spangled from sight) (poetry is 
a private act relinquishing all 
propriety) 

—

—

Scenes in the Life of Capital, Michael Cavuto, Queens, NY



 

Natalia Janula, London, UK

Laura Zuccaro, Barcelona, Spain



 

Wet Reliquary, Myene Trimble Yanu, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania



 

Mira Putnam, Chester Springs, Pennsylvania



 

Laura Zuccaro, Barcelona, Spain

 Si Weon Kim, NYC



 

Quotes collected from 2014 to 2019, selected by the artist, in reverse chronological order of the 
collection date, English quotes only, from the archive of the artist’s ~secret~ blog. 

1. He who is not with us is against us. 

2. After his death, my memories of him became an idealized view of him – the two of us standing in the 
mirror of the past, face forward, seeing him in a one-dimensional state of perfection fixed in grief. 

3. An island can be dreadful for someone from outside. Everything is complete, and everyone has his 
obstinate, sure and self-sufficient place. Within the shores, everything functions according to rituals that 
are as hard as rock from repetition, and at the same time they amble through their days as whimsically 
and casually as if the world ended at the horizon.  

4. “What’s on the other side?” he asked his father once.  
     “More mountains, I guess, why?”  
     “And on the other side of them?”  
     “More mountains, why?”  
     “More mountains on and on?”  
     “Well, no. At last you come to the ocean.” 
  
5. Let it will be  

6. Just watch me burn. 

7. But I don’t want it anymore, I want something else now, something warm and sheltering, something I 
can turn to, regardless of what I do, regardless of who I become. Something that will just be there, 
always, like tomorrow’s sky.  

8. Yet people call me the African, but I am neither from Africa, nor from Europe, nor from Arabia. I do 
not come from any country, any city or any tribe. I am a son of the road. My home is the caravan and my 
life is among the most unexpected of the wandering.  

9. Draw yourself a cross. In one quarter you will have a dry desert. In another you will have a fierce 
ocean with great waves. In another, you will have a mountain with jagged rocks as sharp as swords. In 
the last, you will have eternal fire, burning with the flames of hell. Now go and throw yourself at any one. 
This is the advice I give to you.  

10. ‘All that sun, all that gold,’ I asked him, ‘how does it move? Where’s it all going to? He smiled and 
said, ‘That giant ball of fire that we call the sun stays just where it is. Didn’t you know that it is we who 
move round. It is we who are constantly leaving.’ 

11. I like the idea of defining a world within the painting. Sometimes it’s a large shape, which then 
houses and organizes other smaller shapes inside of it, or it’s a more literal frame-ic edge of crusty paint 
applied around the perimeter of the canvas. 

Anonymous, Helsinki, Finland



 12. As a couple needs a space to warm up to, an image needs an edge to relate to, and a painting needs 
a wall to object to.  

13. I cannot be unhappy, but neither she nor he ought to be happy.  

14. Mounted on a wall is a 14-million-year-old meteorite, and we are all invited to touch it. The 
meteorite is believed to have landed in Campo del Cielo near Buenos Aires some 5,000 years ago. Olafur 
Eliason is profoundly inspired by meteorite stones. In order to be present for us to touch, the stone 
travelled some enormous distances through outer space before crashing to earth.  

15. The problem lies not so much with some feminists’ concept of what femininity is, but rather with 
their misconception-shared with the public at large – of what art is: with the naive idea that art is the 
direct, personal expression of individual emotional experience, a translation of personal life in visual 
terms. Art is almost never that, great art never is.  

16. Coach Bob was angry with my Father again – for the same old thing, it seemed: for never being 
satisfied, as Bob put it, for living in the future. For always making plans for the next year instead of just 
living moment by moment. 

17. Ending is better than mending. 

18. I’m so glad you’re here. If you weren’t I should be blue… very blue… almost navy blue…  

19. Not too many people really understand that if something doesn’t feel right, you just haven’t gone 
down with it yet. You have to go down with it. You have to work on it. You have to hate it. That’s what I 
feel, you just have to hate it because it’s yourself. You have to hate yourself in the painting. And then 
when you hate it enough, then you go in and use fuchsia or vermillion with chartreuse green or 
something, and you just have to throw up, but you can do something there. You have to get in then you 
can go on. But you have to fix it because you can’t stand looking at it. 

20. It is not an image that I’m seeking. It’s not an idea. It is an emotion you want to recreate, an emotion 
of wanting, of giving, and of destroying. 

21. Blue represents peace, meditation, and escape. Red is an affirmation at any cost-regardless of the 
dangers in fighting – of contradiction, of aggression. It’s symbolic of the intensity of the emotions 
involved. Black is mourning, regrets, guilt, retreat. White means go back to square one. It’s renewal, the 
possibility of starting again, completely fresh. Pink is feminine. It represents a liking and acceptance of 
the self.  

22. ‘A rotten person, yet you’re ready to go and take your suffering! I mean, you are going to do that, 
aren’t you?’  

‘Yes, I am. Right now. Yes, in order to avoid this shame I wanted to drown myself, Dunya, but as I 
stood looking down at the water it occurred to me that if I really believed I was strong, then I 
oughtn’t to be afraid of shame either,’ he said forestalling her.  
'Is that pride, Dunya?’  
'Yes, Rodya, it’s pride.’ 



 

23. I cried because I knew for certain that I was leaving home, and abruptly, I did not know if it was such 
a good idea – I realized that I, like my parents, had never believed I’d actually go. 

24. You must accept the reality of other people. You think that reality is up for negotiation, that we think 
it’s whatever you say it is. You must accept that we are as real as you are; you must accept that you are 
not God.  

25. I’d risk my life for many people. A small child running into the road, a woman drowning in river. 
Correction. I think I would actually give my life for you. If it were me or you. Lifeboat, burning building.  

26. She was a good hard-working servant once she was awake, but she was one of those girls whom the 
Devil and all his angels cannot get out of bed before seven in the morning. 

27. To me, moving into more naturalism was a freedom. I thought, if I want to, I could paint a portrait; 
this is what I meant by freedom. Tomorrow if I want, I would get up, I could do a drawing of someone, I 
could draw my mother from memory, I could even paint a strange little abstract picture. It would all fit 
in to my concept of painting as an art, a lot of painters can’t do that – their concept is completely 
different, it’s too narrow; they make it much too narrow. A lot of them, like Frank Stella, who told me so, 
can’t draw at all. But there are probably older painters English Abstract painters, who were trained to 
draw. Anybody who’d been in art school before had must have done a considerable amount of drawing. 
To me, a lot of painters were trapping themselves; they were picking such a narrow aspect of painting 
and specializing in it. And it’s a trap. Now there’s nothing wrong with the trap if you have the courage 
just to leave it, but that takes a lot of courage, if you look back in the history of painting.  

28. I think that an abstract painting is actually more figurative than a figurative painting, because it 
frequently is closer to the thing it is depicting. If you paint a red square, you have a red square of a 
certain measurable dimension. If you paint a vase of flowers, the vase of flowers is not measurable, 
more abstract than the red square.  

29. Painting is never finished, the painting finishes you.  

30. Monday burn Millay, Wednesday Whitman, Friday Faulkner, burn ‘em to ashes, then burn the ashes.  

31. Does the word “cyclo” refer to the carriage, or the man? Who can tell the dancer from the dance?  

32. You are your cheapest labor. 

33. People like me are always thinking about still having an accent. 

34. But then to be fair, I cannot recall any colleague who could paint a self-portrait with absolute 
honesty; however accurately one may fill in the surface details of one’s mirror reflection, the personality 
represented rarely comes near the truth as others would see it. 

35. Doubt thou stars are fire  
Doubt thou the sun doth move  
Doubt truth be a liar  



  But never doubt I love 
 
36. He couldn’t tell her that what he wanted now, more than anything, was to fall asleep beside her. No 
touching, no kissing, no stimulation. No sensation, no consciousness. Just the act of sleeping beside 
someone you liked to be with. Maybe that was love. 

37. Men are haunted by the vastness of eternity.  
And so we ask ourselves.  
Will our actions echo across the centuries?  
Will strangers hear our names long after we’re gone?  
And wonder who we were,  
How bravely we fought,  
How fiercely we loved? 
 

38. Without compassion there is no work, there is no life, there is nothing. That is it. But at the same 
time art has nothing to do with love, it is rather the absence of love. To create is an act of liberation and 
every day this need for liberation come back to me. In terms of making statements in art, which do you 
prefer, to scream or to be silent? It depends on what you want. If you want attention, you scream.  

39. If you’re not cheating, you’re not trying. 

40. A thing worth having is a thing worth cheating for. 

41. An incentive is simply a means of urging to do more of a good thing and less of a bad thing. But most 
incentives don’t come about organically. Someone – an economist or a politician or a parent – has to 
invent them. 

42. The reason it hurts so much to separate is because our souls are connected. Maybe they always have 
been and will be. Maybe we’ve lived a thousand lives before this one and in each of them we’ve found 
each other. And maybe each time, we’ve been forced apart for the same reasons. That means that this 
goodbye is both a goodbye for the past ten thousand years and a prelude to what will come. 

43. Those who saw in his life the tragedy of broken promise, of wasted talent and squandered ability 
were also wrong. He was talented and real talent ensures it is not wasted, insists on its own capacity to 
flourish. Only the talentless waste their talent – but there is also a special kind of talent that promises 
more than it can ever fulfill: those are the terms it comes with.  

44. Strip the modal things away and there was swing, behind swing the blues, behind the blues that 
shout, the field holler of slaves. 

45. Humor is an inlet. You can seduce people with it and make them happy, and then you can sort of 
slap them across the face and say, ‘Look again.’ Humor brings people into a piece, and then they’ll 
scratch their head and think: ‘Wow, what am I laughing at? Maybe this is really not so funny.’  

46. I believe it was John cage who once told me, when you start working, everybody is in your studio – 
the past, your friends, enemies, the art world, and above all, your own ideas – all are there. But as you 



 
continue painting, they start leaving, one by one, and you are left completely alone. Then, if you are 
lucky, even you leave. 

47. There’s more to see than can ever be seen  
More to do than can ever be done  
There’s far too much to take in here  
More to find than can ever be found 

48. But if you walk the footsteps of a stranger  
You’ll learn things you never knew you never knew 

 
49. I live in my own world, but it’s ok. They know me here. 

50. Devotion to anything, if you were female, could make you ridiculous.  

  

Marcy Cruthirds, NYC



 
 

★NIGHT SUN★ 
 
Mental illness portrayed in Latin American circles a double reality.  

The first image is an unseen wound that never mends, circulating in conversation as a 
faceless person. The second image is an unknown opening to visions, premontions, and 
wisdom...in both circumstances, the individual is exploited.  
 
The following story is a memory made from the contact point. A mother and daughter retell 
each other's story. This moment is nonlinear and enables a future.  

Translated from Dominican dialect.  
 

SONIA ARIZA 
 
“Jacqueline Alvarez is caught in a world of the inbetween. She is able to feel the past, present 
and future through implusions, directions, and energy. Amongst the spiritual community, her gift 
has been regarded as a screen of visions to warn, protect, and alter events  ……………………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………...she contends this knowledge started when she was 11 years old.  
 

every once in a while, our family would take a camping trip to Las Terrenas. a four hour 
drive from Santo Domingo to the shore. an hour out from their destination the car would climb a 
steep mountain.  
narrow and blinding switchback made her sick to her stomach. Right before reaching the apex 
the ground would exceed 45 degrees  

she would hold her breath for several minutes without noticing. 
. 

. 
as the van increased momentum down the mountain, we would see the vista of virgin beaches; 
so rocky, lush coves of bending trees + lost mangroves. the speed caused white calcium rock to 
enter the van’s circulation and get caught in her curls.  

The campsite was at the entrance of a virgin beach,  
so often visited by my brothers they started to cast a foundation.  
The waves crashed hard for hours on the powdered sand. even more entrancing 

to see in the moonlight. Nearby was a freshwater river where bathing and drinking took 
place. she started bathing too close to sunset and had to walk back in the dark.  

Luckily the moonlight was so strong she was able to see everything around her 
so clear and iridescent. As she walked along the beach she saw a shimmer appear 
before her through a mamoncillo cove. Whispers past her ears with the wind. She felt a 
trace and moved closer into a recess. she felt a dizziness and sensation of being pulled 
from inside out. Without consciousness, she took off her dress encountering a hole in 
space. she reached out with her right hand into hot air and suddenly it closed. “ 

 

� NIGHT SUN �, Larissa Garcia, Richmond, VA



JACQUELINE ALVAREZ 
 
“Sonia Ariza, her point of contact happened at the same time. The event deepened her intuition 
involving national and states of emergency which came in the form of dreams…………………… 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…she was worrying at the campsite for me, at that moment I had been missing for an hour or 
so...it was strange since the river is so close. she got up and started to head back to the river 
site. Once you leave the beach site you are faced with a dark dense foliage. her flashlight 
competed with the night sun. Pushing through the brush, she found a pathway. she began the 
journey hiking up to the river bed.  

At moments, she would hear scurrying animals as she passed, recalling 
memories. As a young child she developed a phobia to rodents, rats, 
gerbils (anything furry small with sharp teeth.) This came about through 
the illustrational knowledge of plague death. At the time, rodents were 
overpopulating the city and rumors began to start to cover your children 
when they sleep. Especially toes and fingers since children would wake 
up in the middle of the night to critters gnawing at their limbs. she started 
to pick up the pace, from walking to a swift jog. Just facing forward. she 
started to hear the trickle of the river and focused on that water call. The 
canopy of trees closed in on her and the sound got louder. She sees an 
opening and runs into it. The river is gone, it's only a barren field. But...this 
is always the route we usually take. she walks around and trips on a 
burrow. she starts to notice more clusters all around her, confused. A 
couple paces forward she sees a faint glow squinting her eyes; walking up 
to a smooth rock by her feet. Goosebumps emerge all over her body then 
sharp pangs. she looks down and sees rodents crawling all over the back 
side of her legs. she wakes up in the tent, looks next to her and sees me 
sleeping. Then feels the small scratches all over her legs.” 

 
 
☆ a history of suppressed knowledge appears ☆ 
 
The contact point of cultural revival after being snuffed from imperialism and colonialism. 
The sites of contact contain overlapping histories, re-writing individuals in void timelines and 
events.They describe it as a trace or mark left by violent history never to be completely silent 
and forgotten. 



 

NO LIFE 
MILES PEYTON 
 
 
Of all the worlds of life the abyss alone remains unaltered. It is the one place on the planet where conditions remain as 
they have been since the beginning, where the five-mile pressures have not altered, where no suns have ever shone, 
where the cold is the same at the poles as at the equator, where the seasons are unchanging, where there is no wind and 
no wave to stir the ooze above which the glass sponges rise on graceful stems, or the abyssal sea squirts float like little 
balloons on strings above the mud.  

Loren Eisely, The Immense Journey (1957)  1

 
 
Bathybius Haeckelii was born from mud, unearthed from the Atlantic seafloor and sealed in a jar. The mud sample was                                       
extracted in 1868 by workers on the HMS Cyclops, a ship tasked with laying telegraph cables between Ireland and                                     
Newfoundland, and sent to the English biologist Thomas Huxley for examination.  
 
Under the magnification of a microscope, Huxley observed a droplet of the mud sample, and saw what looked like a                                       
network of veins. He watched as a section of the droplet protruded across the glass and engulfed a small particle. The                                         
presence of animation convinced Huxley that Bathybius was alive.  
 
For seven years, Bathybius "lived," in the sense that it had the endorsement of Huxley's peers in the scientific                                     
community. Bathybius translates from Greek to "deep life," a reference to the ocean abyss from which it was dredged up.                                       2

Haeckelii was a nod to Ernst Haeckel, a German zoologist and illustrator who had theorized that Urschleim, or                                   
"primordial slime," was the material basis of life.  
 
In a retelling of the episode, quoted above, naturalist Loren Eiseley describes Bathybius as: "the seething,                               
unindividualized ooze whose potentialities included the butterfly and the rose." Bathybius provided a convenient                           3

solution to two fundamental questions of biology: what was the first organism, and what substance, if any, is common to                                       
all organisms? A jar of animate slime also had a material weight that competing theories, like that of a soul or vital                                           4

substance, did not, and the imagery associated with primordial slime emerging from dark ocean abysses had an aesthetic                                   
appeal. In speeches, Huxley declared that Bathybius, in the form of a continuous living mat, spanned the ocean floor, and                                       
likely covered the entire earth.  
 
To Huxley's embarrassment, it was later demonstrated that all the properties of Bathybius could be reproduced by simply                                   
adding strong alcohol to mud. Bathybius was not a living organism, but a found automaton whose lifelike movements                                   
were the accidental byproduct of the alcohol added to the sample as a preservative.  
 
Most accounts of this episode characterize Bathybius Haeckelii as a historical curiosity, whose brief life is a testament to                                     
unchecked scientific hubris. What would it mean to instead attend to the "lifelike" qualities that led Huxley to perceive                                     
Bathybius as alive, before he tried to formally classify it as such? Although it seems like a foolish error in retrospect, I                                           
have sympathy for Huxley, and can imagine how a throbbing sample of deep ocean slime would seem alive. In general, is                                         
the tendency to perceive nonliving entities as living a bias to unlearn, or a skill to cultivate? 
 
Just as the presence of animation gives Bathybius its lifelike appearance, the use of animate language can animate the                                     
inanimate. In Being and Nothingness, the philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre devotes many pages to a discussion of slime and                                   
viscosity. He is interested both in what "the slimy" suggests when applied as a metaphor (as in, "a slimy individual"), as                                         

1 Loren Eiseley, The Immense Journey: An Imaginative Naturalist Explores the Mysteries of Man and Nature, 34. 
2 Sophia Roosth, "Life, Not Itself: Inanimacy and the Limits of Biology," 57. 

3 Loren Eiseley, The Immense Journey: An Imaginative Naturalist Explores the Mysteries of Man and Nature, 34.  
4 Sophia Roosth, "Life, Not Itself: Inanimacy and the Limits of Biology," 57. 
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well as the psychological associations of slimy substances in themselves. Here are some excerpts that illustrate the                                 
language he applies to slime: 
 
"Throw water on the ground; it runs. Throw a slimy substance; it draws itself out, it displays itself, it flattens itself out,                                           
it is soft; touch the slimy; it does not flee, it yields." 
 
"The slimy is docile. Only at the very moment when I believe that I possess it, behold by a curious reversal, it possesses                                             
me. Here appears its essential character: its softness is leech-like. If an object which I hold in my hands is solid, I can let it                                                 
go when I please...Yet here is the slimy reversing the terms... I open my hands, I want to let go of the slimy and it sticks                                                   
to me, it draws me, it sucks at me."  5

 
These textual animations of slime gain their potency from language that endows slime with agency. Slime "displays itself"                                   
and "sucks at" Sartre's hands. How can something like slime have agency? Mutsumi Yamamoto, known for his work on                                     
the linguistic concept of animacy, describes agency as the combination of action and intent. Standing up to get a glass of                                         
water involves agency, whereas waking up from sleep, which is involuntary, does not. In Yamamoto, agency is tied to                                     
animacy, which he defines as an assumed cognitive scale extending from human through non-human animal, to inanimate.                                 
This hierarchical arrangement of entities, from least to most alive, is present in most human languages. In English, for                                     
example, animacy is a property of nouns that has grammatical implications. Yamamoto argues that the animacy scales in                                   
human languages naturalize subjective orderings of entities in the natural world. As a concrete example of this, animacy                                   
scales assume that humans have higher animacy than amoebae, while any video of an amoeba in motion suggests the                                     
inverse is true.   6

 
Sartre's exploration of slime's tactile and psychological qualities, as well as Huxley's perception of Bathybius as alive, both                                   
show a willingness to endow non-living entities with life and agency. Animate language can also be used to personify                                     
living entities that would otherwise be considered low on the animacy scale, for example yeast. In Screaming Yeast:                                   
Sonocytology, Cytoplasmic Milieus, and Cellular Subjectivities, historian Sophia Roosth critiques sonocytology, a                       
technique used to record vibrations of cell walls. Her paper centers on the effects of scientists' use of language like                                       
"speaking" and "screaming" to describe the sounds made by yeast cells. Roosth argues that such language projects                                 
"cultural notions of what it means to be human, to be subjective and have agency...into a cellular milieu" and is as such a                                             
form of imperialism. Is it the case that to listen to a cell "is always to speak for it?" Even if the language used around                                                 
sonocytology is anthropomorphic, Roosth's characterization of sonocytology as imperialism functions in a similar way.                           
Imperialism carries with it the suggestion of human domination, and it's unclear whether sonocytology involves                             
dominating yeast cells on a level that they could even perceive, and to what extent a human experience of cruelty maps                                         
onto a yeast cell's experience of cruelty.  7

 
What if we were to follow Roosth's suggestion that anthropomorphism is imperialism, and attempt to avoid it                                 
altogether? Is it possible to engage with non-humans without ascribing human qualities to them? The novel Solaris by                                   
Stanislaw Lem directly grapples with this question. Lem states that he chose the figure of a sentient ocean as the alien                                         
that humans first come into contact with in order to avoid the pitfalls of anthropomorphism. However, it is questionable                                     
whether Lem achieves this, as the reader mainly relates to the ocean through its materialization of the memories of the                                       
scientists on the research station. As much as the novel attends to the complexity of the sentient ocean, Solaris arguably                                       
owes much of its strange power to the protagonist Kris Kelvin's confrontation with a physical simulacrum of his dead                                     
lover. Along the lines of Roosth's dismissal of "screaming yeast," Kris Kelvin dismisses scientists' attempts to grasp                                 
Solaris' inscrutable behavior through comparisons to familiar anatomy, "limbs" and "sense organs:"  
 
The anthropomorphism and zoomorphism constantly present in the scientists’ desperate quests saw the ever newer                             
productions of the living ocean as “sense organs” or even “limbs,”...Yet these protuberances of the living ocean,                                 

5 Jean-Paul Sartre, Being and Nothingness, 774-776. 
6 Mutsumi Yamamoto, Agency and Impersonality: The Linguistic and Cultural Manifestations, 13-32. 
7 Sophia Roosth, "Screaming Yeast: Sonocytology, Cytoplasmic Milieus, and Cellular Subjectivities" 
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sometimes soaring two miles into the atmosphere, are no more its limbs than an earthquake is gymnastic exercise for the                                       
earth’s crust.   8

 
The problem with rejecting anthropomorphic tendencies altogether is that doing so imagines a "view from nowhere,"                               
from which one can have a pure encounter with an alien entity, untainted by the distortions of anthropomorphism. The                                     
fantasy of such a transcendent, disembodied encounter is what Donna Haraway calls a god trick: observation and any                                   
subsequent claim to knowledge is always embodied. Rather than resist anthropomorphism, or use it only sparingly in                                 
language,  what if we embrace and intensify it as a way to relate to the world?  9

 
The anime series Cells at Work exemplifies this extreme approach to anthropomorphism. It centers on anthropomorphic                               
cells that defend a human body from germs and other invaders, and like other anime series it follows a monster of the                                           
week format. As a viewer, the translation of the microcosm to human scale and form allows for emotional investment in                                       
something as seemingly trivial as a skin abrasion. Cells at Work reflects the broader trend of moe anthropomorphism in                                     
anime, a strain of anthropomorphism that transforms non-humans into cute characters. The Japanese word moe relates to                                 
feelings of cuteness and affection towards a character, and almost anything you can think of, from consumer products to                                     
abstract ideas, is potential material for moeification. Moe anthropomorphism has become a sort of meme template in                                 
online communities like /r/moemorphism, where artists post images that reimagine non-humans as moe characters, like                             
Water-chan, Infinity-chan, to Influenza Type-A chan, to name a few posts that I encountered while writing this. It must                                     
be acknowledged that most of these images, though not all, depict sexualized women. The misogyny in the                                 
/r/moemorphism community is frustrating, but it might say more about Reddit's userbase than moe anthropomorphism                             
itself. There's no reason why a moemorphism can't result in a wider range of human manifestations. 
 
It's easy and pleasurable to engage with the human body at a cellular scale, when cells and germs are rendered as cute                                           
characters, and their activities are packaged in narrative form. To a lesser extent, animate, non-living slime puppets like                                   
Bathybius Haeckelii trick our senses into registering life and agency where it isn't present. Like animals with popular                                   
appeal online due to their appearance, many of the entities discussed above preen for our animistic habits of perception.                                     
While anthropomorphism is a useful tool for making unfamiliar entities relatable for a general audience, the idea that it is                                       
a necessary precondition for caring about non-humans is both impractical and exhausting. The challenge is to pay                                 
attention to things like leaf insects, metals, and toxins. These are entities that are lively in ways that are difficult to sense.                                           
To echo Sophia Roosth, inanimacy can be just as deceptive as animacy.   10

 
 
 
 
 

8 Stanislaw Lem, Solaris, 119. 

9 Donna Harraway, "Situated Knowledges: The Science Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Perspective," 581. 

10 Sophia Roosth, "Life, Not Itself: Inanimacy and the Limits of Biology," 58. 
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I can’t remember the last time I stood at the bottom of the stairwell and it was this quiet. My downstairs neighbor is probably 
lying in her bed, listening and waiting for me to make noise on the stairs. More than once, she accused me of stomping over 
her head in “party shoes'' at odd hours of the night. It’s a strange claim since I can’t remember the last time I wore anything 
but slippers in the house. It’s not my sister—who works nights at the hospital and lives next door with her four year old son—
who is making the noise either. My sister thinks it is because of our downstairs neighbor that the door to the roof is always 
chained shut. She says she wants to find a new place to live with her son and her girlfriend when the lease is up. She has 
enough in savings to cover a first and last month’s deposit. 

Communication between my head and feet does not go well. We thump, squeak, and creak up the stairs. Moving more slowly 
does not reduce the noise. I would love to tell my downstairs neighbor to go to hell, but unlike my sister, I can’t afford to 
move. 

I did not realize how late it was. If R. hadn’t been so late, I wouldn’t have had so many drinks. I thought that since we were 
having so many drinks, that we would go home together. If I had known that we weren’t going to go home together, I wouldn’t 
have had that third drink at all. R. took my number and said they would really like to see me again. Unfortunately for R. I have 
other prospects. Three at least, maybe more since I left the restaurant. If R. texts to say goodnight, I will wait a long time to 
respond and it will be to say something like “sorry, just saw this” but really I think it is best to not say anything at all. 

After they betray me on the stairs, I cannot trust my hands and feet to work together. I will have to sit down to take off my 
shoes. I walk past my slippers, past the shoe rack in the hall, and onto the door mat. My keys turn in the lock without 
opposition, which is odd because I can remember locking the door before I left. Maybe, in a rush, I had forgotten. If only I had 
realized there was no reason to hurry. Nobody shows up to dates on time unless they are desperate. 

R. arrived over forty minutes late.

I find it strange that anyone would want to meet up with an attractive stranger they met online, take them out for multiple 
drinks, and not try to hook up with them afterwards. Maybe that was R.’s plan, but then I said something that made them 
change their mind. My hair has gotten longer since my pictures, but my body is more or less the same. In one photo, I am 
squatting beside my nephew at the park in a way that shows off my legs. I blurred out his face for privacy, but my sister told 
me not to use it because people might think that I have a child. I didn’t have another picture that showed my full body, so I 
drew over it with an arrow that says this is not my child. 

Stairwell, Lillian Walton, Brooklyn, USA

Gabriela Matuszewska, Berlin



 

I have not heard or felt my phone buzz, which probably means that I have not received a goodnight text from R. They did say 
that they wanted to see me again, so it wouldn’t be out of place for them to do so. R. seems like the type that would follow up, 
but I can’t make assumptions; I never would have thought that someone who made a living as a life coach would leave a date 
waiting over forty minutes on account of the “traffic.” R. claimed that when I left for the bathroom, the waitress had given 
them a look that said you really blew it this time. I thought that R. was just joking. Then our separate checks came and it 
turned out the waitress never charged me for the glass of wine I’d had while waiting for R. to arrive.  

R. doesn’t post any photos of their body. Perhaps they are religious.  

I close the door behind me and sit down on the bed. There is a light shining on the far side wall. It is a reflection from the 
vanity table in the other room. It is strange because I can remember turning the lights off before leaving. Instead of setting my 
boots outside the door or on the shoe rack in the hall, I sweep them under the bed with my feet. A shadow flickers over the 
light on the far side wall, probably the cat running around. I wish I could ask her to turn the light off, but I think that even if 
she had hands, she still wouldn’t do it for me, not even if I asked nicely. My foot brushes something soft. It is the cat, sitting at 
the end of the bed. She stares in the direction of the source of light. I sit up. There is rustling in the other room.  

My first instinct is to text R., which is probably a bad idea. My second instinct is to call my mother, which is also probably a 
bad idea because she will panic if I call her in the middle of the night. It is better to investigate first. I creep toward the other 
room and peer around the corner. The light at the vanity table is on and someone is seated in the cushioned seat. I see my 
nephew’s face in the mirror. He is applying a thick coat of tangerine lipstick around his mouth. The lipstick once had a smooth 
edged point, but now the creamy blade is worn-down flat. Though his movements are confident, it is clear that my nephew 
does not have experience applying lipstick. He had probably seen his mother put lipstick on a friend and say open your mouth, 
because this is exactly what he is doing. My nephew’s mouth is stretched open wide and he is getting as much lipstick on his 
little square teeth as his lips. He frustratedly wipes the  

lipstick off of his teeth only to repeat the same mistake just seconds later. It is an expensive lipstick, but it is not my favorite 
shade.  

I do not know why my nephew is here instead of next door with the babysitter. The bedroom door hangs open. I forgot to close 
it all the way. A sliver of light from the hallway shines in through the crack. Through the open slit I can see the shoe rack and a 
pair of scuffed pink sneakers—too small to be mine—that have been clumsy dropped between my clogs. At least my nephew 
was abiding by the no shoes in the apartment rule. I close the door and turn the lock quietly. I return to my position at the 
corner.  

My cat watches me and I watch my nephew. My nephew's short hair stands on end and he delicately uses my brush to smooth 
it, but the brush barely touches his hair so he is mostly stirring the air. He puts his fingers into the eyeshadows and rubs blue 
and green onto his eyelids. Next, he opens the powder box and a giant plume of dust rises from the lid. He sneezes, the poor 
thing. Our eyes meet in the mirror. He turns around on the cushioned vanity chair and stares. I stare. It goes on like this for 
quite some time. His eyes move critically toward my iridescent midi dress, down to my pedicured feet. Slowly I venture back 
into the other room to my bed. I turn on the nightstand lamp and decide to read here until he is finished. The light from the 
other room goes off and I hear my nephew hesitate at the corner as he checks to see if I am watching him. When he decides 
that I am preoccupied with my magazine, he comes out and unlocks the front door. As he does this, I steal a quick sideways 
glance from over the top of the magazine. The sneak is wearing my sequined blouse and organza wrap. I had almost forgotten 
I had them. The sleeves bell long past his fingers. It takes him such a long time to get the door open that I consider getting up 
to help him, but then I hear the lock click out of place. He pauses before the open door. 

“GoodnightAuntLisa,” he says through gritted teeth. Lately, his teeth are always gritted when he speaks. We are not sure why, 
but are in conversation with a speech therapist about it.  

“Are you sure you have to leave?” I ask. There are a million questions I want to ask my nephew, but this is the only one that 
comes out. He sways back and forth for a moment before answering.  

“Yes,” he says through gritted teeth, “MyCarIsWaitingForMe.” I wonder at what point my nephew decided his makeup was 
satisfactory. He leaves the door open as he goes into the hall to the shoe rack. He takes my white sandals and velcros them 
tightly at his toes and ankles. He returns to the door and closes it hard before I can say another word. I hear him trudge down 
the stairs. The door swings back in his wake. He does not close the door tightly enough. I hear a honk down below in the street 
and race to the window. A yellow cab is outside, grey exhaust running in loops. My nephew emerges from the apartment with 
the caution of a baby deer, walking in my sandals. He gets in and the vehicle speeds off into the night. I lock and bolt the door 
and slide into bed. I feel a buzz at my side and the blanket glows blue. It is R.  



 

R: Hey (1:03AM)  

R: Goodnit! (1:11AM) 

In a way R. wins by sending a text that is difficult to respond to. The “Hey” is inviting, but the “Goodnit!” that follows is 
finalizing, closing. The entire eight minutes of time that passed between their first and second text sits like a phantom between 
their messages. If I say goodnight, R. might get the impression that I am interested in seeing them again and if I say anything 
else, it might come across as a desperate attempt to initiate conversation. In truth, if R. were to ask to come over, I would hop 
in a cab, but this is not what they are asking. They are not asking, because they do not want to listen. They are saying hello 
only to say goodbye, a mirror of our interaction this evening. For R. sending a goodnight text might be second nature, like 
opening the door for the elderly woman on their way into the restaurant or leaving an especially generous tip for the waitress; 
indications of the wealthy, trauma-free upbringing they boasted about over drinks. What are manners but little learned gestures 
motivated by guilt and self-preservation. R. doesn’t post pictures of their body because they probably don’t feel like they need 
to. Either way, I couldn't care less as I have no interest in going on another date with R. I can’t think of a single text that would 
change my mind.  

Gabriela Matuszewska, Berlin



 

G    o    ss    I    p           C    o    lu    m    n 
Brooklyn, NY 11206 

Date: 05.26.2020 

Time: 4:19 AM 

“…is it possible to have gossip function simultaneously as a policing action for 

the reinstatement of contained and controllable genres and as the site for our 

most cherished fantasies about transgression and unruly excess?”   

  

--Irit Rogoff 

Yes. It already does. It’s not as if this is unproblematic; in fact, gossip’s 

function is paradoxical in a variety of ways. Perhaps foremost, the 

feminization of the word itself, serves to undermine its inherent power. We 

designate it in our minds as ‘other’ while actively (and inevitably) 

participating and engaging in it ourselves. Classic love/hate relationship.  
We love to hate it and vice-��versa.  

Ultimately, �truth� is in the eye of the beholder. If truth is synonymous 

with the beliefs of the masses (i.e. everyone believes �xyz� to be true, 

therefor �xyz� becomes, or is, true) then gossip is not only historically 

relevant, but history itself.    

Another feminized phenomenon, the Soap Opera, is discussed in Tania 

Modleski�s, The Search for Tomorrow in Today�s Soap Operas. The soap opera 

is Ouroboros�cyclical, never-��ending. Its very design relies on episodic 

immortality. �Consequently, truth for women is seen to lie not ‘at the end 

Sarah Beilenson, Brooklyn, NY
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of expectation,’ [according to Roland Barthes] but in expectation, not in the 

“return to order,” but in (familial) disorder.” 

I posit: 

What is the soap opera if nothing more than false gossip. Colonized like 

cells in a petri dish, we’re drawn to the drama and feign shock at plots and 

stories old as time. This gossip is not the stuff of history! Or does the 

phenomenon represent a part of our gendered ideologies of classic tales 

and betrayals? And in that way not quite become history, but actually 

function as a satirical critique of it… 

…because it’s no longer “other”. All parties involved in the creation and 

consumption of the soap opera do so with the understanding that it’s the 

anti-truth.  

Soap operas! Trash television—again, we love to hate and hate to love it. 

Baby, it’s gossip and we can’t get enough.  

And on that very academic note (though a necessary dissection), I present 

what I’ll refer to as the very first installment of my own “Gossip Column”.  

By now this is old news, but luckily time no longer exists to society thanks 

to the new quarantine era:  
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Wednesday, April 1, 2020 
1:53 AM  
 
 
Scars don’t heal they just 
Fade away                                       ç      [edit line breaks] 
They stay      ç 
Sometimes even risen up (a) on (from?) the skin//smooth        ç 
Scab you can’t pick (peel) away  at ç 
 
We just adjust 
To the times, conditions, 
Routines and             
      surroundings 
 
And  
 

New social etiquette(s). 
 
And 
 
Virally induced fashion trends (medical gear—the latest fad; latex gloves, masks) 
It is undoubtedly some fetishist’s fantasy come 
To be. 
Only with fear with death with 
Yourself. 
 
And the plague. 
(She’s there too) 
Maybe only one of nine more 
To go. 
 

And I honestly can’t decide if  
I’d rather slaughter a lamb and paint my door warm  

With blood 
Or 

Roll the dice and watch 
This unfold far as 

I can. 
 
It’s good not to be in Pharos Egypt as a slave 

So beaten and broken that you put your faith in a man—prince turned shepherd—who spoke 
To a  “burning bush” 
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It’s nothing but a rough draft of a poem I expected no one to ever 

know. I was made to read it aloud.  

To do: 

- laundry 

- file hearing with DOL to dispute my benefit rate 

- Lady bath 

- Work on square or coiled basket 

- Practice cast ons 

- Tell Jack the family appreciates all he does for us. Make sure 

to say, “I love you” and follow it with a true embrace. 

- Try calling the shop/Plymouth rock insurance 

- EMAIL OHL abt lease 

- Spend 30 minutes playing guitar 

- SCAN POLAROIDS FOR THIS ENTRY (too lazy to do it 

now) 

o Type this all on the brother machine.  
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o Paper choices 

o Find how to have photos printed 4 X 7 on matte paper 

with white border during quarantine. 

o Remind alex about $ 

Other highlights: 

I played pokémon go pantsless with Emily while talking stocks 

and politics with Zoe. From our beds. They’ve returned from 

Texas. They’ve come home. To the epicenter of the pandemic. Into 

the eye of the storm.  

The democratic primary election is back on. Why the older 

generation wasn’t up in arms like the rest of us, I do not know or 

understand. But it deeply saddens me. 

I had a lovely phone call with Allison the other night. She sent me 

some good reading on weaving and basket-making.  

Lady peed on the floor recently. I was shocked and confused. She 

hasn’t had an accident in ages. She has Rhys in the AM.  
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An iPhone note:  

4.25.20 @ 9:51pm iphone note 
It’s all bad 
News  
And the unknowns 
Quarantined is not alone enough  
Deadly spring breeze washes me 
Clean out  
Underneath my skin 
 
It’s all bad  
Bad news 
And the unknowns 
You called me on the phone 
Do I want to talk? 
To you, no.  
Your hands been shown  
You think you’ve known me know me 
But no ones home: 
:the curtains drawn slipping into a blue gown 
And out of my clothes from 
The waist up  
Wait up 
Weighted down  
By aggressive  
concern (I’m not your problem now) 
I just want my nudes and our sex tape 
So that maybe I’ll appreciate  
The physical form that my neurosis used to 
Take  
And when I die I want to be burned  
Up into ash and smoke and bits of bone 
Put back in the ground near a slab of stone that reads: 
She had great tits  
No: 
She had sick tits  
Is a better fit—  
Going out with a bad pun in poor taste  
Wanted a white trash wedding but I’ll take a wake instead so long as everyone knows I’ve never been a shiksa  
I’m a chosen one 
(What the fuck for?) 
I do not know. 
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She always takes meticulous notes 



Ana Bial, Brooklyn, New York

hearse on the turnpike at 2am 
the divine spark soldered against an angel of the third degree 
black silhouettes against a black plane 
sheathed: veil of white clad upon a murmuring heart 
forms reducing relative simplification, then sudden intense multiplication 
percolating through a three dimensional puzzle, the Sun folds in 
pinching at a moth echoed as a body lingering on bad luck 
stains of your shadow tessellate around a magician with a mouthful of 
doves 
a painful metamorphosis 
lace of stars tripping revolutions 
bungee jump but the cord snaps 
and then you woke up and the movie was over. 

Andrea Simon, Kansas City, MO

Anonymous 

 Sequence 1, Ashly Lee, Fort Lee, NJ 



O boy o boy do  
I’ve got some haikus to give  
To you, here, in text.

Five seven five forms  
A haiku, syllables that 
I’ve always found odd.

You can be here now  
Know you will be there then. The  
Luggage however. 

Each day is a gift 
That’s why it’s called the present 
Without a receipt. 

If you are searching  
For your lost memories, check  
There where you last looked. 

Camping, I marvel
At natural miracles
Until a spider. 

In difficulty, 
The truth lies, perhaps on a
Difficult pillow.

People always want
People to feel the way they
Feel about people.

Capitalism
Even sells you the booze to
Hangover yourself. 

In this life we are
Always the consumer and
Never the cuter.

Bite the hand that feeds  
When there’s nothing left on that 
Palm for you to eat.

Knowing what one knows
Not is not knowing not
What one knows. And yet— 

The hardware cannot 
Keep up with the software so  
Select de-install.

The internet is  
Always working, teaching us  
to work us always. 

A spooky haiku
Begins with a whimpering
And ends with a boo!
 
A way that neither  
Sun nor moon could part a path  
So far between us. 
 
The great thing about 
Forgetting the past is you  
get to repeat it.

You can be here now  
Know you will be here then. The
Luggage however.

It's easier to
Forget, when you don't forgive,
So I just forget. 

It never really 
Was the end of the world but
It so often is. 

These were my haiku
Thank you for reading some of
My haiku. Thank you.

Some Haiku, Anton Haugen, Brooklyn, NY

Chris Pinter, Detroit, MI



Adil Amin

Angelina Nonaj. Den Haag, Netherlands

Fractured light emanating from the green lawn the 
lost forgotten space A visage in the night reminds, 
minds, becomes, comes, recombines  
A comb across the surface Contemplates eclipse  
Turns inward 
Does eclipse 
Does become undone in its becoming undone 
The nadir of the lawn 
The rebirth of the lawn 
Thru 
Roots and fibres 
Roots and fibres triangulating in the heat of earth’s 
glowing Growing stronger 
Pulsating with their green energy 
That green energy that was thought forgotten 
They explode in that light  

Adrian Altman, Prague, Czech Republic 

Furious Green Lawn, Barrett White, Pensacola, Florida
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CANCEL

People aren’t television
shows us
how the real shit
Gets worked out
Even in reality
Everything is staged
One has to manage
Projecting one’s expectations
Onto others
And then negating
Them the time
To understand
Is in itself
Its own form of myopia
Hence why
So little trust
For those
Who are close
To their family
Saying everything
Is going to be fine
When we all know
The planet is broken
Like opening one’s
Relationship
In reaction to disconnect
Will be the panacea
You listen with your ear
And feel with your eyes
Lying to yourself
Even when you’re not

Truly,

Cat Tyc, Brooklyn + Hudson, NY 

“excoriation”, anonymous

my heart a beet
unearthed so sweet
its only shield
a sorry sheath
a weeping gleam
so pink and frail
a falling drop
a shipless sail

Chris Retsina, New York City, NY

Jonny Campolo, Brooklyn, NY



1 
hey guys  

so like I'm in the middle of editing 
and my Instagram account got deleted  

yet I tried to get it back 
I'm calling everybody I can  

and I don't know why it's not working I don't know why it's 
not working  

2 
I'm in always because 
I want to be on Instagram and  

I've really just recorded this too? but this in the video  

I 
I'm nothing without my following I'm nothing without my 
following  

3 
and would? people try to hate on me report me I've literally 
tried to  

be a fucking better person 
I want to say to everybody that's been reporting me  

think twice because your ruining my life because I make all of 
my money online  

all of it and I don't want to lose that  

4 
and I know people like to see me beat down and be like 
them and be like the 90 percenter  

is the people that work nine to five 
that is not me I am in LA to not be like that  

for that to get take it from me is the worst fucking feeling in 
the world is literally sighs  

savvy people want to come after you for  

5 
because I make all of my money online I don't want to go 
back to that life  

from the bottom my heart it sucks 
and the people that are laughing at this  

wanted me to get my account (god) deleted imagine if you 
were in my shoes  

okay like try to be at my shoes for a while because I 
guarantee you none of you  

would fucking laugh? in my shoes  

6 
and I just got back from fucking San Fran 
in seven hours to try to get a fucking verification  

just for my account to be fucking deleted stop fucking reporting 
me bro  

what some of you guys have to realize is I have no skills I'm 
twenty fucking  

thousand dollars in debt from school from college so I can't 
even go to college  

if I fucking wanted to  

7 
I used to work at fucking McDonald's before I did fucking 
YouTube Instagram  

before I had a hundred thousand followers (flowers) before I had 
everything in my life  

I was a fucking loser 
like working at McDonald's  

not saying there's anything wrong with 
people working McDonald's cuz I worked there  

but I don't want to go back to that life I'm perfectly happy 
where I'm at  

8 
and I have no job qualifications I can never work a normal job  

I am worthless - I am 
I bring nothing to the table  

zero  

so stop fucking reporting me on motherfucking Instagram  

STOP REPORTING MY INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT, 
Jan Schillmöller, Cologne, Germany

joeun kim aatchim, Seoul, South Korea



Missed Connections, Kelly Chen, Boston, MA

Javier Alvarez Sagredo, Copenhagen, Denmark

Hunter Thompson, San Diego, California 
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Diego Groisman, Queens, NY

Bauhaus Contemporary Inc, Felix Deiters, Weimar Germany

Daniel Graham Loxton, Cold Spring, NY
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Josephine Kamoun Johansson, Copenhagen, Denmark

Beach Farewells, Ava Patel, Harrow, London 

We lie together like cutlery buried in sand, 
as spoons too young to be burning. 

Ice cream smears lips 
and dirt freckles the skin I used to tickle. 

We are spoons too young to be burning. 
I am too old to turn away 

from dirt that freckles the skin I used to tickle. 
My hair is a salted caramel mass. 

I’m too old to turn away 
ice cream smeared lips. 

My hair’s a salted caramel attack smothering us 
as we lie together like cutlery buried in sand.

Antonio Francisco Lopez, Q
uito-Ecuador



Seven Summers on a Fishing Boat in No Particular Order, Ben Gordon, Sitka, Alaska

My dad calls me and tells me about a sheep hunt he just came back from with an old fisherman friend in the interior of Alaska. He tells 
me to call this friend because he got me a job working on his fishing boat this summer. 
That was my first summer fishing. 

Seven summers in Prince William Sound, in a town called Cordova which is secluded and voluntarily cut off from the Alaskan Highway 
which would connect Cordova via road to other parts of Alaska like Anchorage. Cordova doesn’t want this road. There are bumper 
stickers on lots of old cars “NO ROAD.” They fear that a road would take away what is special about Cordova which is that it’s really only 
fishing and things related to fishing going on. There is a long stretch of road which ends at a bridge which was swallowed by the 
unforgiving Copper River during the Good Friday earthquake of 1964. 

Every summer since 2014 I’ve been a deckhand on the F/V Ace with captain Ron Blake except for one summer where I was a deckhand 
on the F/V Kelly Anne with Ron’s identical twin brother, Hughie. 

Willie and I are driving out the road to a party, he pulls over, grabs his shotgun and blasts it out of the tree. 
Willie is at law school now. Marine law. 

Timmy runs the skiff. 
Timmy smokes weed out of redbud cans all day. Ron calls Timmy “the hillbilly.” Timmy is talks like a hillbilly. Washington hillbilly. 
Timmy has court over the phone for custody disputes, I drive the skiff while he sits perched up at the bow, pointing to where I need to go 
“I just want what’s best for my daughter, your honor” 

Mike Donnelly and I sing bye bye miss American pie all the way thru. When I go back to school, Mike and Ron take the boat to southeast 
Alaska. In Juneau Mike hallucinates that the coast guard is hiding all over the boat, he grabs a gun. Ron has an awkward flight to 
Anchorage with Mike to get him help. He has a thyroid problem. He takes meds and builds nets in town now. He drives an orange truck. 
He tells me his wife is in a wheelchair and that she lives kind of far away California? He has a slicked back ponytail. I thought he was well 
into his 60’s but he told me he’s like 48. He’s from Boston, tells me he’s the black sheep of the family because he went fishing while his 
sisters went to college. He doesn’t have many teeth left. He chain smokes Marlboro menthols and drinks Red Bull. 

Seth tells me lots of macho fishing stories that I don’t think are all true. Like some of them are maybe true but others have been 
telephoned and exaggerated through other people’s stories. Lots of sex stories. One involving a guys head “exploding like a melon” he 
told me how easy it would be to kill someone in their bunks, “Just stab 'em with a Vicky” he would say. He was like the last of the 
absolutely psycho fish guys that I knew. Very old wave. I haven’t seen him in a long time. He has a brother named Matt who fishes with 
us the next year. 

Matt is a retired insurance salesman. He gets his foot wrapped in the anchor wench on like day one and severely injures his foot. 
Later in the season he cuts his thumb really bad with a Vicky trying to cut tape off of a plunger pole. 

I’ll never forget his face when he was sitting between Ron and a guy on the dock in Chanega in a golf cart like buggy and they drive to 
the hospital. 

Ron’s nephew, little Ron, shoots his first deer. His dad sat in such a way so that little Ron could rest the rifle on his shoulder and blast the 
deer. He shot, the deer ran off into the woods. I remember thinking that I would remember that day for the rest of my life because I was 
pretty sure that little Ron would also remember that day for the rest of his life. His dad, Hughie, asks us to track down the deer while they 
go look for another one. Me Timmy and Wes follow the blood trail down the mountain. Halfway down we smoke weed out of a red bull 
can. The view is unbelievably beautiful. The boat is small, anchored in the cove. We walked back down and follow a dry river bed to the 
beach to be picked up. Somewhere along the way we find little hideaway under some branches where hundreds of dead salmon 
carcasses were. 

“Bear Den.” Wes says “Keep a look out.” 

The Summer with Ron’s identical twin, Hughie, was great because his boat was very nice to live on. Much better to live on than the Ace, 
which was “built with only fishing in mind and not creature comforts.” It is strange talking to Hughie because it feels like I have four years 
worth knowing him but i don’t know him, so the ways he is different from Ron are always surprising and make me feel like I didn’t really 
know him all that well. 

He leaves halfway through the season to go back to his home in Washington to buy a super cub airplane. He leaves the boat in Ray 
“Mad Ray” Renner’s hands. 

The skiff man on hugh’s boat is a guy named Jim Nulph. His skin has been tanned in the California sun where he spends the rest of his 
year when he’s not in Cordova. Handsome in his heyday and now has a big belly. His heydays were spent chasing fish and doing a lot of 
drugs like cocaine. He tells me about “the 9 day coke binge” a lot. A week that felt like a whole life. He has an 11 year old daughter that 
he calls often and is sweet to. He and his ex wife talk often and are good friends. When Hugh leaves for Washington, it is just me and him 
who stay on the boat when we are in town. I always thought Jim was in recovery. “Let’s go get a beer” Jim says, kind of joking, I guess 
just testing the waters. He tells me he doesn’t drink anymore but he’ll have a fucking beer here and there. We go to the Reluctant 
Fisherman Bar. We have a beer… 



Mine is Alaskan brand Raspberry something and he gets a coors. We talk about fishing. The whole time I’m very nervous because 
I heard a story about Jim that I know is true. 
The last time he got drunk was in Dutch harbor a year ago while he was long-lining with Ron. I heard he got very too drunk, tried 
grabbing the steering wheel of the taxi he was in, and spent a few weeks in jail. Hughie flew up to Dutch harbor to sign him out of jail and 
accompany him back to his home in Santa Cruz.  

Danny shoots a deer on the first day of hunting season. He drags the deer down a gravel hill and on to a patch of leftover snow. He guts 
cleans and quarters out the deer. 
“Have you seen this before, Ben? Don’t pass out on me!” 
I have seen it a couple of times, it doesn’t really phase me and people in Cordova love acting like I’ve never seen some very basic 
Alaskan imagery. Hughie meets up with us. 

Tells Danny the pilot, Frank, is here to take him to town because his little daughter fell and is hurt. I carry the deer head down the 
mountain. 

The summer I worked with Hughie I also worked with a guy named Nick Merrit. Nico went to Florida for construction work, the guy he 
worked for is really nice to him, always has fox news on, Nick starts watching Fox News. I ask him why he supports trump and he takes a 
moment before saying “because I watch Fox News” he has two kids, madden and millana and his boat is called the mad-milla. He is 
married to Wes’s sister and he’s been sober and off of oxy for fifteen years. He used to do and sell a lot of oxy. This was when he was 
once “shacked up with a stripper.” In Fairbanks. 

Nico can barely gillnet these days because of his leg, the rod, the so many screws. It swells up tremendously and it gives him pain. Wes 
helps him gillnet. I handed him a breakfast a few weeks ago and he seemed worried. I wonder if his leg will affect him for the rest of his 
life. 
“I smell Smoke” I say over the headset. 

That’s an alarming thing to hear on a boat, so everyone kinda panics. It smells like campfire though, so I’m not alarmed, someone could 
be having a fire on a nearby beach. 
“Danny go check the engine room” Ron says. He starts coughing. “Holy smokes” he says, “I can’t see montague island.” 

“Wildfires.” Wes says with old western confidence. Hughie comes on the radio 
“Ron call the coast guard” 
“What?” 

“Call the fucking coast guard Nick hurt his leg.” 
Ron calls the coast guard. 
Nicos foot was wrapped around a line, the skiff pulled on it, his shin snapped, bone out, he went overboard into the water. He thought he 
would die. The coast guard comes. Takes them a really long time for the helicopter to lower the basket and take Nico to Anchorage. 

Going out with Danny and his wife Kaylee who makes backpacks, purses, and wallets with seal fur. Timmy and his girlfriend were there 
and there was Tiffany and she wore my jacket and she 

lived in NYC and offered to rent a room to me and she also has a kid but her and the dad are cool. We start at reluctant and then anchor 
bar, Timmy gives me a half a tab of acid. End the night at The Alaskan Bar. It was the perfect trifecta of the only 3 bars in Cordova; The 
Reluctant Fisherman, The Anchor, and The Alaskan. Tiffany yelled at Timmy for being a piece of shit to his girlfriend. The acid kicks in 
and I leave in a good mood. I hear the next day that Danny headbut a russian guy after he asked Danny where his “bitch little friend with 
the glasses is” referring to me I guess? A few people tell me they saw Danny headbut a Russian guy last night. 

After the Exxon Valdez oil disaster in Prince William Sound in 1989, Ron and Hughie make the move to southeast Alaska. Cordova’s 
salmon run and market fail. Cordova plunges into complete chaos, financial anxieties, spikes in substance abuse, domestic abuse, and 
suicides. Ron and Hughie are in Sitka, waters untouched by the spill. This is where they meet my dad who works at fish and game. 

Ron sank a boat called The Hunter while long-lining. He says he only does the fishing he likes to do now. 

Ron says he has family, all deceased, who saw ufos in Prince William Sound in the late 60’s. 

I mow Ron’s lawn at the shop a few times. It breaks down and as I help Ron fix it he tells me about seeing a guy die that year at Dutch 
harbor. 

Ron tells me, after 6 years, that he’s very religious. He gives me a bible to read. He takes these hikes up the mountain before big fishing 
days. “You know why I do that?” 
“To clear your head?” 
“I pray.” 

Ron and I hike up a mountain. 
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Josephine Kamoun Johansson, Copenhagen, Denmark

You Am, 7imoncello, Rhode Island 

If it wasn’t for your actions then I wouldn’t be right here 
They made up a good fraction of all my sad girl years 

Steer clear and found another put you way back in the distance 
Without you, Honey, all of my music’s nonexistent  

Everything’s a butterfly effect, it really is 
And I’m buzzin’ flyin’ higher now way above your shit 

You wish so bad you hated me, think you don’t give a damn 
You think you’re nothing like me but rest assured you am 

All those nights of crying, dying, with no guarantee 
For a man who’s a bolted lock with rusty, broken keys 

Caused a detrimental sadness stirred all up in me 
And I was drained of my own brain and personality 

But I gotta thank you for letting me be free 
You found someone else to torture and as fucked as that may be 

I’m finally able to be stable but one more favor please 
Tell your new girl she’s the best thing that’s happened to me˝

Genevieve Dumas ‘Goldengen’, Montreal, Quebec, Canada 
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RUH�UHG�WKH�JURXQG�WXUQHG��:LWK�HDFK�VWHS�PRUH�SXVV�FDPH�XS�IURP�WKH�VRLO��OLNH�LW�KDG�

Q�UDLQLQJ��/DUJH�VRUHV�KDG�OHIW�ZKDW�ZDV�RQFH�D�SDVWRUDO�ODQGVFDSH�LQWR�D�VXUIDFH�PRUH�

�WR�WKH�PRRQ��7KH�QXUVHV�ZHQW�DERXW�VSUHDGLQJ�GLVLQIHFWDQW�SRZGHU�RYHU�WKH�H[SRVHG�

EXW�ZH�VRRQ�UDQ�RXW��DQG�ZH�FRXOGQ¶W�HYHQ�VHH�WKH�FUHYLFH�FRPSOHWHO\�\HW��,�PDGH�D�FDOO�

N�WR�WKH�KRVSLWDO�VD\LQJ�WKH\�VKRXOG�EULQJ�LQ�KHOLFRSWHUV�WR�VRRWKH�WKH�LUULWDWLRQ��EXW�,�ZDV�

HQWLDOO\�SXW�RQ�KROG�XQWLO�D�\RXQJ�PDQ�ZKR�,�KDYH�IRUJRWWHQ�WKH�QDPH�RI�WROG�PH�D�IXUWKHU�

XWRSV\�RI�WKH�ODQGVFDSH�ZDV�LQ�RUGHU�EHIRUH�WKH\�FRXOG�GR�VXFK�D�WKLQJ��,�GLGQ¶W�ILJKW�KLP�

EHFDXVH�IURP�WKH�WRQH�RI�KLV�YRLFH�,�FRXOG�WHOO�KH�KDG�QR�UHDO�SRZHU��HLWKHU�WR�JHW�WKH�KHOLFRSWHUV�

RU�WR�SXW�PH�WKURXJK�WR�VRPHRQH�PRUH�LPSRUWDQW���

:KHQ�ZH�UHDFKHG�WKH�FUHYLFH�RXU�VRFNV�ZHUH�ZHW�DQG�VXFFHVV�VHHPHG�GDPS��0RVW�RI�

WKH�WXPRUV�,�KDG�HQFRXQWHUHG�LQ�P\�ZRUN�QHYHU�JRW�ELJJHU�WKDQ�D�FRZ��DQG�WKDW¶V�ZKDW�,�

H[SHFWHG�ZKHQ�,�UHDG�WKDW�UHSRUW��7KLV�RQH�ORRNHG�OLNH�D�X�KDXO�WUXFN�KDG�FUDVKHG�LQWR�WKH�VLGH�

RI�WKH�FUHYLFH��7KRVH�WKLQJV�JHW�GLIIHUHQW�ZKHQ�WKH\�JHW�ELJ��WKH\�JHW�SDOHU�DQG�SXOVDWH�WR�WKH�

UK\WKP�RI�WKH�HDUWK¶V�KHDUW��<RX�FDQ¶W�KHOS�EXW�ORRN�DW�LW��LW�IHHOV�ZDUP��OLNH�\RX¶UH�JDWKHUHG�

DURXQG�D�ODUJH�ERQILUH��,�IHOW�OLNH�,�ZDV�EX]]LQJ�DOO�RYHU�DQG�WKHQ�P\�IDFH�JRW�KRW�DQG�WKHQ�,�

UHDOL]HG�,�ZDV�PDG��$IWHU�VHHLQJ�WKLV�VRRQ�WR�EH�FDUFDVV��HYHU\WKLQJ�IHOW�VHFRQGDU\�WR�WKH�

HIIHFWV�LW�KDG�RQ�P\�ERG\���

G�WKH�7LPHV�3URSRVDOb

D�0DFNHQ]LH
b

�� QDPDFNHQ]LHDUWLVW#JPDLO�FRPbb
����KWWSV���LRQDFDQW����ZL[VLWH�FRP�LRQDb
P����KWWSV���ZZZ�LQVWDJUDP�FRP�DXOG�DQJHO�b
G�ZRUNV�LQ�0HOERXUQH��1DDUP���9,&��$XVWUDOLD�b

WLRQb
UHVHQW��������b
WK�+RQRXUV���9LFWRULDQ�&ROOHJH�RI�WKH�$UWV��6RXWKEDQN��9,&��$XVWUDOLD�b

WLRQV�	�*UDQWVb

�*DOOHU\��9&$��6RXWKEDQN��0HOERXUQH����,łG�/LNH�7R�&DOO�,Wbb

�*DOOHU\��9&$��6RXWKEDQN��0HOERXUQH����$IWHUWKRXJKWVbb

U��)LW]UR\��0HOERXUQH����)LUVW�/RYHbb
�*DOOHU\��9&$��6RXWKEDQN��0HOERXUQH����6�FHQV�XVbb
DU\�RQOLQH�H[KLELWLRQ����ZH�DUH�DOO�OLFKHQV�QRZbb
XWKEDQN��0HOERXUQH����9&$�*UDG�6KRZbb

UHDWLYH�$UWV�*UDQWbb
�3DWRQ�*DOOHU\�� ��6FHQH8QVHHQb
HOERXUQH�4XLFN�5HVSRQVH�$UWV� �*UDQW���&RYLG����6XSSRUW�b

GQHVV�DQG�&DUH���2QOLQH�([KLELWLRQb
QJ�LQ�4XDUDQWLQH��9ROXPH�,9���2QOLQH�([KLELWLRQb

�6WDWHPHQWbb
ZLWK WHQGHUQHVV DQG LQWLPDF\� ,RQDłV LQWURYHUWHG SUDFWLFH GRFXPHQWV SHUVRQDOb b b b b b b b b b

HV WKURXJK WKH IUDPHZRUN RI �SV\FKORUH � D VWUXFWXUH WKURXJK ZKLFK IRONORULFb b b b b b b b b b b b
OLQJ LV LPSOHPHQWHG DV D ZD\ WR SURFHVV� FRQIURQW DQG GLVFXVV WKH VHOI DQG WKHb b b b b b b b b b b b b b b
,Q WKLV VHQVH� ,RQD HPEUDFHV WKH UROH RI VWRU\WHOOHU � UHFODLPLQJ DQG YDOLGDWLQJb b b b b b b b b b b b b b
IRUPDQFH RI VWRU\WHOOLQJ DV D KLVWRULFDOO\ SV\FKRORJLFDOO\�FKDUJHG� ZRPHQ�OHGb b b b b b b b
� +HU ZRUNV FRQYH\ D ULFK HPRWLRQDO DQG VSLULWXDO ODQGVFDSH DQG RIWHQ IXQFWLRQb b b b b b b b b b b b b
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3ULQW�6KDUH�RQ���)DFHERRN���7ZLWWHU�
�
5HIHUHQFHV�
32(06�V\QGURPH�
6\PSWRPV�	�FDXVHV�
'RFWRUV�	�GHSDUWPHQWV�
&DUH�DW�0D\R�&OLQLF�
$GYHUWLVHPHQW�
0D\R�&OLQLF�GRHV�QRW�HQGRUVH�FRPSDQLHV�RU�
SURGXFWV��$GYHUWLVLQJ�UHYHQXH�VXSSRUWV�RXU�
QRW�IRU�SURILW�PLVVLRQ��
�
$GYHUWLVLQJ�	�6SRQVRUVKLS�
3ROLF\�2SSRUWXQLWLHV�$G�&KRLFHV�
0D\R�&OLQLF�0DUNHWSODFH�
&KHFN�RXW�WKHVH�EHVW�VHOOHUV�DQG�VSHFLDO�RIIHUV��
RQ�ERRNV�DQG�QHZVOHWWHUV�IURP�0D\R�&OLQLF��
�
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�
0D\R�&OLQLF�RQ�+HDOWK\�$JLQJ�
�
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�
6WRS�2VWHRSRURVLV�LQ�LWV�7UDFNV�
�
)5((�75,$/�±�0D\R�&OLQLF�+HDOWK�/HWWHU�
�

32(06�E\�&DUO\�0DQGHO�
�
5HTXHVW�DQ�$SSRLQWPHQW�
3DWLHQW�&DUH�	�+HDOWK�,QIRUPDWLRQ�
'LVHDVHV�	�&RQGLWLRQV�
32(06�V\QGURPH�
6\PSWRPV�	�FDXVHV�
'RFWRUV�	�GHSDUWPHQWV�
&DUH�DW�0D\R�&OLQLF�
3ULQW�
2YHUYLHZ�
�
32(06��VWDQGV�IRU�WKHVH�VLJQV�DQG�V\PSWRPV��
�
3�RO\QHXURSDWK\��1XPEQHVV��WLQJOLQJ�DQG�
ZHDNQHVV�LQ�\RXU�OHJV�²�
�DQG�RYHU�WLPH���
PD\EH�LQ�\RXU�KDQGV�²��
�
DQG�GLIILFXOW\�EUHDWKLQJ��
�
2�UJDQRPHJDO\���
(QODUJHG�VSOHHQ��OLYHU�RU�O\PSK�QRGHV��
�
(�QGRFULQRSDWK\���
$EQRUPDO�KRUPRQH�OHYHOV�WKDW�FDQ�UHVXOW�LQ��
XQGHUDFWLYH�WK\URLG��K\SRWK\URLGLVP����
GLDEHWHV���
VH[XDO�SUREOHPV���
IDWLJXH���
VZHOOLQJ�LQ�\RXU�OLPEV���
DQG�SUREOHPV�ZLWK�PHWDEROLVP�DQG��
RWKHU�HVVHQWLDO�IXQFWLRQV���
�
0�RQRFORQDO�SODVPDSUROLIHUDWLYH�GLVRUGHU���
$EQRUPDO�ERQH�PDUURZ�FHOOV��SODVPD�FHOOV���
WKDW�SURGXFH�D�SURWHLQ��PRQRFORQDO�SURWHLQ���
WKDW�FDQ�EH�IRXQG�LQ�WKH�EORRGVWUHDP��
�
6�NLQ�FKDQJHV���
0RUH�FRORU�WKDQ�QRUPDO�RQ�\RXU�VNLQ���
SRVVLEO\�WKLFNHU�VNLQ�DQG��
LQFUHDVHG�IDFLDO�RU�OHJ�KDLU��
�
7KH�FDXVH�RI��32(06��V\QGURPH�LVQ
W�NQRZQ��
�
%XW�SHRSOH�ZLWK��32(06��V\QGURPH�KDYH�DQ�
LQFUHDVHG�QXPEHU�RI�SODVPD�FHOOV���

7KHVH�FHOOV�SURGXFH�DQ�DEQRUPDO�DPRXQW�RI�D�
W\SH�RI�SURWHLQ���
��
ZKLFK�FDQ�GDPDJH�RWKHU�SDUWV�RI�WKH�ERG\��
�
32(06��V\QGURPH�LV�D�UDUH�EORRG�GLVRUGHU�WKDW�
GDPDJHV�\RXU�QHUYHV�DQG�DIIHFWV�PDQ\�RWKHU�
SDUWV�RI�WKH�ERG\���
�
32(06��V\QGURPH�FDQ�EH�PLVGLDJQRVHG�
EHFDXVH�WKH�VLJQV�DQG�V\PSWRPV�PLPLF�WKRVH�RI�
RWKHU�GLVRUGHUV���
�
32(06��V\QGURPH�SURJUHVVHV�UDSLGO\�ZLWKRXW�
WUHDWPHQW�DQG�PD\�EHFRPH�OLIH�WKUHDWHQLQJ��VR�
HDUO\�GLDJQRVLV�LV�LPSRUWDQW��
�
7UHDWPHQW�IRU��32(06��V\QGURPH�PD\�LPSURYH�
\RXU�V\PSWRPV�EXW�GRHVQ
W�FXUH�WKH�FRQGLWLRQ��
7UHDWPHQW�RSWLRQV�LQFOXGH��
�
UDGLDWLRQ�WKHUDS\���
FKHPRWKHUDS\�DQG��
SHULSKHUDO�EORRG�VWHP�FHOO�WUDQVSODQW���
7KH�RXWORRN�IRU�SHRSOH�ZLWK��32(06��V\QGURPH�
KDV�LPSURYHG�JUHDWO\�RYHU�WKH�SDVW�GHFDGH�RU�
VR��
�
&OLQLFDO�WULDOV�
([SORUH�0D\R�&OLQLF�VWXGLHV�WHVWLQJ�QHZ�
WUHDWPHQWV���
�
LQWHUYHQWLRQV�DQG��
�
WHVWV�DV�D�PHDQV�WR�SUHYHQW���
�
GHWHFW���
�
WUHDW�RU��
�
PDQDJH�WKLV�GLVHDVH��
�
%\�0D\R�&OLQLF�6WDII�
32(06�V\QGURPH�FDUH�DW�0D\R�&OLQLF�
�
5HTXHVW�DQ�$SSRLQWPHQW�DW�0D\R�&OLQLF�
'RFWRUV�	�GHSDUWPHQWV�
-XQH����������
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Ϊϴϔγ�̵ήΗήΑ�ϪόγϮΗ�ϭ�ζΨ̡�̵ήΑ�Ϧϳ�ϭ�ΩΩ�ΪϧϮϴ̡�ϥΎΘγΎΑ�ϥήϳ�ίΎΘϤϣ�ΖγϮ̡�Ϊϴϔγϫ
ϢδϴϟΎϳή̢ϣ�ϭ�̶̳ΩΰΑήϏ�ϪΑ�̶ϳΎϳέ�Ω̬ϧ�ϩέϮτγ�̎˫ΩϮη�̶ϣ�̏�ϭ�Ϊη�ϩΩΎϔΘγ�ΎϬΘγϮ̡ϫ
ΖγϮ̡�̲ϧέ�ΎΑ�ϥΎϴϧήϳ�ϩΪϳ�ˬ�ϥήϳ�έΩ�̶ϳή̳�̲ϧέ�ϖϴϤόΗ�ΎΑ�ϭ�Ωή̯�̮Ϥ̯�ϥήϳϫ
ΏήϏ�̵ήΑ�εϼΗ�ˬ�ϥΎϴϣ�Ϧϳ�έΩ�˫Ωή̯�έΎ̳ΪϧΎϣ�έ�ΪϨΘδϫ�Ϟϴλ�ϥΎϴϧήϳ�Ϧηϭέϫ
ϭ�Ωή̯�ΩΎΠϳ�Ώήϋ�ϥΎ̴ϳΎδϤϫ�ϪϴϠϋ�ήΑ�ΪϳΪη�̶θϨ̯ϭ�ˬ�̵έϮσή̢ϣ�ϥΩή̯�ϩΩίϫ

ΚϋΎΑ�ΎϬϨΗ�Ϫϧ�Ϧϳ�˫Ϊϴγέ�ΖϴΑϮϠτϣ�ϝΎϤ̯�ϪΑ�ϡϼγ�ί�ϞΒϗ�ϝϼΟ�ϭ�ϩϮ̰η�ΎΑ�̵Ύϫίϭέϫ
ϪΑ�̶ϳΎϨΘϋ�̶Α�ΎΑ�ϝΎΣ�Ϧϴϋ�έΩ�Ϫ̰ϠΑ�ΩϮη�̶ϣ�Ύϣ�̶̴Ϩϫήϓ�ϭ�̶ΨϳέΎΗ�̵έϮΤϣ�ΩϮΧϫ
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ĶňĿŇňŅĸ˨�Ŋĸ�ŀňņŇ�ĴķłŃŇ�	ŀĸŅļĶĴŁ�ĹłŅŀņ�łĹ�ņŌņŇĸŀļĶ�ŅĴĶļņŀϫ
ĴŁķ�ĶłŀŃĿļĶļŇŌ˫��ĻĴŇ�ŀĴľĸņ�ŇĻĴŇ�ĸŉĸŁ�ĸĴņļĸŅ�Ňł�ķł�ļņ�ŇĻĸϫ
ĿĴĶľ�łĹ�	ŀĸŅļĶĴŁ��ļņŇłŅŌ�ŅĸŃŅĸņĸŁŇļŁĺ�ŇĻĸ�ĹňĿĿ�ņĶłŃĸ�łĹϫ
ņĿĴŉĸŅŌ�ĴŁķ�ŊĻļŇĸ�ņňŃŅĸŀĴĶŌ�ļŁ�ŇĻĸ�ŃĴņŇ�Ĵņ�ŊĸĿĿ�Ĵņ�ŇĻĸϫ

ωΎϓΩ�ωϮϧ�Ϧϳ�ϭ�ϡΩή̯�̶Ϥϧ�̭έΩ�έ�Ζγ�ϪΘηΩ�ΏΎΗίΎΑ�̵̎�ϩϮϬϗ�ΖγϮ̡�̶̏ΘγϮ �̡�ϫ
ϪΘϓή̳�ΩΎϳ�ϭ�ϩΩή̯�ϩΪϫΎθϣ�̶ϧήϳ�ϪόϣΎΟ�̵Ύπϋ�ή̴ϳΩ�ϭ�ϡ�ϩΩϮϧΎΧ�ί�ήΘθϴΑ�έϫ

˫ϡΩϮΑϫϫ

ΕϻΎϳ�ΖϟϭΩ�Ϫ̯�Ζγ�ϩΪϫΎθϣ�ϞΑΎϗ�Ζϴόϗϭ�̮ϳ�Ϧϳ�ˬΐΗήϣ�ϪϠδϠγ�ί�ϪΘηά̳ϫ
ϖϳήσ�ί�Ϧϳ�ϭ�ΪϫΩ�̶ϣ�έήϗ�ήθϗ�̮ϳ�έΩ�Ϣϫ�ΎΑ�έ�Ϊϴϔγ�ήϴϏ�ϡΩήϣ�Ύ˱ΘϳΎϬϧ�ϩΪΤΘϣϫ
̶ϣϮΑ�ϭ�ΖγϮ̡�ϩΎϴγ�ϊϣϮΟ�˫ΩϮη�̶ϣ�έΎ̰η�˺̂�ΪϳϮ̯�ϥΩή̯�̶γΎϴγ�ϭ�ΕΎΤϴϠδΗϫ
αϭήϳϭ�ί�̶ηΎϧ�ΖϧϮϔϋ�ϭ�ήϴϣ�ϭ�̱ήϣ�ϥΰϴϣ�ϦϳήΗϻΎΑ�̵έΩ�ϩΪΤΘϣ�ΕϻΎϳ�έΩϫ

Ύϫ�ϥΪϧί�ϭ�̶ϧϮϧΎϗ�ήϴϏ�ϥήΟΎϬϣ�̵Ύϫ�̶ΘηΩίΎΑ�ϪσϮΤϣ�Ϫ̯�̶ϟΎΣ�έΩ�˫ΪϨΘδϫϫ
Ζγ�̶ϳΎϫέϮθ̯�ί�̶̰ϳ�ϥήϳ�˫ΪϨΘδϫ�αϭήϳϭ�Ϧϳ�έΎθΘϧ�̵ήΑ�̶ΒγΎϨϣ�̵ΎϬτϴΤϣϫ

ΎϫήϬη�Ϫ̯�̶ϟΎΣ�έΩ�˫Ζγ�ϩΪϳΩ�αϭήϳϭ�Ϧϳ�ί�έ�ϪΑήο�ϭ�ΐϴγ�ϦϳήΘθϴΑ�Ϫ̯ϫ
̵Ύϫ�ϢϳήΤΗ�ϩΪΤΘϣ�ΕϻΎϳ�ˬΪϧΪη�̶ϣ�ϩΩΎϣ�̶ϠϴτόΗ�ϭ�ϝΰϨϣ�ί�ΝϭήΧ�ϡΪϋ�̵ήΑϫ

̵Ύϫ�ϢϳήΤΗ�ϦϳήΘθϴΑ�ϦΘηΩ�ϪΑ�έ�έϮθ̯�Ϧϳ�ϭ�Ωή̯�ϊοϭ�ϥήϳ�̵ήΑ�έ�̶ϓΎπϣϫ
ˬΖγ�ϩΩή̯�ΞϠϓ�έ�ϥήϳ�ΩΎμΘϗ�Ύϫ�ϢϳήΤΗ�Ϧϳ�ΎϬϨΗ�Ϫϧ�˫Ωή̯�ϞϳΪΒΗ�ϥΎϬΟ�έΩ�Ύ̰ϳήϣϫ
ϩΩϮΑ�ήϴϣ�ϭ�̱ήϣ�ζϳΰϓ�ϭ�˺̂ΪϳϮ̯�ΖϧϮϔϋ�ζϳΰϓ�ήϣ�έΩ�̶ϤϬϣ�ϞϣΎϋ�ΎϬϧ�Ϫ̰ϠΑϫ
ΩΪόΗ�ζϳΰϓ�ΎΑ�ϪϠΑΎϘϣ�̵ήΑ�Ϫϣίϻ�̶̰ηΰ̡�ΕΰϴϬΠΗ�ΕΩέϭ�ϊϧΎϣ�ΎϬϧ�ήϳί�ˬΪϧϫ

˫Ϊϧ�ϩΪη�ϥήϳ�ϪΑϫ

˫ϩΪΤΘϣ�ΖϟΎϳ�έΩ�Ϫϧ�Ύϣˬ�ϥήϳ�έΩ�ϥΪη�ΏϮδΤϣ�ΖγϮ̡�Ϊϴϔγ�ωϮοϮϣ�ϪΑ�ϢϳΩή̳�ήΑϫ
αΎγ�ήΑ�ΏήϏ�̵ΎϴϧΩ�ϭ�Ύ̰ϳήϣ�έΩ�̶Θγή̡�Ω̬ϧ�Ϫ̯�ΪϨ̯�̶ϣ�ΖΑΎΛ�ΕΎϴΑήΠΗ�Ϧϳϫ
̶ϣ�ΐδ̯�ίΎϴΘϣ�Ϧηϭέ�ΖγϮ̡�̲ϧέ�ϦΘηΩ�ΎΑ�Ωήϓ�ϭ�Ζγ�έϮΘγ�ΖγϮ̡�̲ϧέϫ

ϼ˱ϣΎ̯�̶Θγή̡�Ω̬ϧ�ΩέϮϣ�έΩ�Ϧϣ�ΕΎϴΑήΠΗ�Ϫ̯�ϡ�ϩΪϴγέ�ϪΠϴΘϧ�Ϧϳ�ϪΑ�Ϣϫ�Ϧϣ�Ύϣ�˫ΪϨ̯ϫ
ϭ�ϩΩήΘδ̳�ίήσ�ϪΑ�ϥΎϴϧήϳ�˫Ζγ�ϡ�ϩΩϮϧΎΧ�̵Ύπϋ�ήϳΎγ�ϭ�ϦϳΪϟϭ�ί�ΕϭΎϔΘϣϫ
ϥϭέΩ�̶ΘΣ�˫ΪϨΘδϫ�έΩέϮΧήΑ�ζϳΎϫ�̶̳̬ϳϭ�ϭ�ΖγϮ̡�̲ϧέ�ϒϴσ�ί�̵ήϴ̴Ϥθ̩ϫ

Ϧϣ�ϭ�ΪϧέΩέϮΧήΑ�Ϧηϭέ�̶ΘγϮ̡�̶̳̬ϳϭ�ί�ϢϳΎϫ�ϩΩί�̶ϳΩ�ϭ�ϪϟΎΧ�ˬϡΩϮΧ�ϩΩϮϧΎΧϫ
̵�ϩϮϬϗ�̂ϩΎϴγ�̵Ύϫ�̶̳̬ϳϭ�ˬ�̶ϧϮΘϳί�̲ϧέ�Ύϳ�ϭ�ϩήϴΗ�̶ΘγϮ̡�̲ϧέ�ϦΘηΩ�ΎΑ�ϡέΪ̡�ϭϫ

˫Ζγ�ΕϭΎϔΘϣ�˱ΪϳΪη�ϢϴϨ̯�̶ϣ�ΐδ̯�Ύϣ�ί�̮ϳ�ήϫ�Ϫ̯�̶ΗίΎϴΘϣ�ϭ�˫ϢϳέΩέϮΧήΑϫ
̲ϧέ�̵Ύϫ�̶̳̬ϳϭ�ϡέΩΎϣ�Ϫ̯�Ϫ̩�ή̳ϫϫ

ŇĻĸ��ĴĽĴŅ�ķŌŁĴņŇŌ�ļŁŇŅłķňĶĸķ�ŇĻĸ�ĸĿļŇĸ�ņłĶļĸŇŌ�łĹ��ŅĴŁ�Ňłϫ
ŇĻĸ�ŀŌŇĻ�łĹ�ŇĻĸ�˶	ŅŌĴŁ��ĴĶĸ˷˫���Ňņ�łŅļĺļŁņ�Ķłŀĸ�ĹŅłŀ�ŇĻĸϫ
ņŇňķŌ�łĹ��Łķł˭ňŅłŃĸĴŁ�ĿļŁĺňļņŇļĶņ˫��Ļļņ�ŁĿļĺĻŇĸŁŀĸŁŇϫ
ĸŅĴ�ļķĸłĿłĺŌ�ņłłŁ�ŇňŅŁĸķ�ļŁŇł�Ĵ�ĹĴĿņĸ�ņĶļĸŁĶĸ�ŇĻĴŇ�ĿļŁľĸķϫ
�ĸŅŀĴŁ�ĴŁĶĸņŇŅŌ�Ňł�ŇĻĸ�ŊĻļŇĸ�ĸĿļŇĸņ�łĹ�ĴŁĶļĸŁŇ��ĸŅņļĴ˨�ĴŁķϫ
ŊĴņ�̎ņŇļĿĿ�ļņ̏�ňņĸķ�Ňł�ņŃŅĸĴķ�ĴŁķ�ĽňņŇļĹŌ�ŊĻļŇĸ�ņňŃŅĸŀĴĶŌ˫ϫ
�Ļĸ�ŀŌŇĻ�łĹ�ŇĻĸ�	ŅŌĴŁ��ĴĶĸ�Ĵļķĸķ�ļŁ�ŇĻĸ�ŊĸņŇĸŅŁļōĴŇļłŁϫ
ĴŁķ�ļŀŃĸŅļĴĿļĴĿļōĴŇļłŁ�łĹ��ŅĴŁ˨��ĴŁķ�ķĸĸŃĸŁĸķ�ĶłĿłŅļņŀ�ļŁϫ
�ŅĴŁ�ŊĻļĿĸ�ŃĸŅŃĸŇňĴŇļŁĺ�ŇĻĸ�ļķĸĴ�ŇĻĴŇ�ĹĴļŅ�ņľļŁŁĸķ��ŅĴŁļĴŁņϫ
ĴŅĸ�˶ĴňŇĻĸŁŇļĶ˷��ŅĴŁļĴŁņ˫��Ł�ŇĻļņ�ĸĹĹłŅŇ�Ňł�ŊĸņŇĸŅŁļōĸ�ŇĻĸϫ
ĸŀŃļŅĸ˨�Ĵ�ĵĴĶľĿĴņĻ�ĴĺĴļŁņŇ�łňŅ�	ŅĴĵ�ŁĸļĺĻĵłŅņ�ŊĴņϫ
ĶŅĸĴŇĸķ˨�ĴŁķ�ŇĻĸ�ĺĿłŅŌ�ķĴŌņ�łĹ�ŃŅĸ˭�ņĿĴŀļĶ��ĸŅņļĴ�ŊĸŅĸϫ
ļķłĿļōĸķ˫��łŇ�łŁĿŌ�ķłĸņ�ŇĻļņ�ĺĸŁĸŅĴŇĸ�ŇĻĸϫ
ņĸĿĹ˭łŅļĸŁŇĴĿļōĴŇļłŁ�łĹ�łňŅ�ĶňĿŇňŅĸ�ĴŁķ�ĻļņŇłŅŌ˨�ļŇϫ
ņļŀňĿŇĴŁĸłňņĿŌ�ķļņŅĸĺĴŅķņ�ŇĻĸ�ŁňŀĸŅłňņ�ĸŇĻŁļĶ�ĺŅłňŃņϫ
ŁĴŇļŉĸ�Ňł�ŇĻĸ��ŅĴŁļĴŁ��ĿĴŇĸĴň˨�Ĵņ�ŊĸĿĿ�Ĵņ�ĸŅĴņļŁĺ�ŇĻĸϫ
	ĹŅł˭�ŅĴŁļĴŁ�ĶłŀŀňŁļŇŌ�ĴŁķ�ŇĻĸ�ĻļņŇłŅŌ�łĹ�ņĿĴŉĸŅŌ�ļŁ��ŅĴŁϫ
ĹŅłŀ�ŇĻĸ�ĶłŁĶļłňņ�łĹ�łňŅ�ŁĴŇļłŁ˫��Ļĸ��	ŅŌĴŁ��ŌŇĻ�ŁłŇ�łŁĿŌϫ
ĴĶŇņ�Ĵņ�Ĵ�ŇłłĿ�łĹ�ĸŅĴņňŅĸ˨�ĵňŇ�ļŇ�ĴĿņł�ķĸĸŃĸŁņ�ŇĻĸ�ķļņŃĴŅļŇŌϫ
ĵĸŇŊĸĸŁ�ŇĻłņĸ�ŊĻł�ĵĸĿļĸŉĸ�ļŁ�ŇĻĸļŅ�ĹĴňŋ�	ŅŌĴŁ�ĴŁĶĸņŇŅŌ˨ϫ
ĴŁķ�ŁĴŇļŉĸ�ĵĿĴĶľ�ĴŁķ�ĵŅłŊŁ��ŅĴŁļĴŁņ˫ϫϫ
ϫ
�ňŅļŁĺ�ŇĻĸ��ĴĻĿĴŉļ�ŅĸļĺŁ˨�ŇĻĸņĸ�ļķĸłĿłĺļĸņ�ĴŁķ�ŇĻĸϫ
�ĸŅņļĴŁļōĴŇļłŁ�łĹ�ŇĻĸ�ŅĸĺļłŁ�ŊĸŅĸ�ĹňŅŇĻĸŅ�ŃŅłŃĴĺĴŇĸķ�Ĵņ�ĴŁϫ
Ĵļķ�Ňł�ŁĴŇļłŁĴĿļōĸ��ŅĴŁ˫��Ļĸ�ŊĻļŇĸ˭ĶĸŁŇŅļņŇ�ŀĸŁŇĴĿļŇŌ�ŇĻĸϫ
ķŌŁĴņŇŌ�ŃĸŅŃĸŇňĴŇĸķ�ŊĴņ�ĴŃŃĴŅĸŁŇ�ļŁ�ŇĻĸ�ŀłķĸŅŁļōĴŇļłŁ�łĹϫ
ŇĻĸ�ĶłňŁŇŅŌ˫�̎�Ļļņ�ŊĴņ�ŁłŇ�łŁĿŌ�ŇĻĸ�ĶĴņĸ�ĹłŅ��ŅĴŁ˨�ŅĴŇĻĸŅϫ
ŀłņŇ�ŁłŁ˭�ĸņŇĸŅŁ�ĶłňŁŇŅļĸņ�ĴŅĸ�ĶłŁņļķĸŅĸķ�˶ķĸŉĸĿłŃĸķϫ

ϪΑ�̶Θϗϭ�Ϫ̯�Ζδϴϧ�ΎϨόϣ�ϥΪΑ�Ϧϳ�̏˫ϢϴΘηΩ�ΎΠϨϳ�ϪΑ�ϥΎ̰ϣ�ϞϘϧ�̵ήΑ�̵ΩΎμΘϗ�υΎΤϟ ��ϫ
̶ϣ�ΕήΟΎϬϣ�ϩΪΤΘϣ�ΕϻΎϳ�ϪΑ�Ύϫ�ϩϭή̳�Ϧϳ�̶Θϗϭ�̎˫ΩϮΑ�ϥΎγ�ΰϴ̩�ϪϤϫ�ϢϳΪϴγέ�ΎΠϨϳϫ

Ϊϴϔγ�ΩϮΧ�̶ϳΎ̰ϳήϣ�ϥΎ̴ϳΎδϤϫ�ϑήσ�ί�ΎϬϧ�ϥΎϬ̳Ύϧ�ˮΪΘϓ�̶ϣ�̶ϗΎϔΗ�Ϫ̩�ΪϨϨ̯ϫ
ϪΑ�̶̴ΘδΑϭ�ϭ�ΩΎΘϓΎϴϧ�ϕΎϔΗ�ΩϮΧ�̵ΩϮΧ�ϪΑ�̶ϧϮ̳ή̳Ω�Ϧϳ�˫ΪϨϳ�̶Ϥϧ�ΏΎδΣ�ϪΑ�ΖγϮ̡ϫ

̶Ϥϧ�ϦϴΑ�ί�ϪϠλΎϓϼΑ�̶ϳΎ̰ϳήϣ�˭̶ϧήϳ�έϮϬχ�Ϯϧ�ϪόϣΎΟ�έΩ�ϥΩϮΑ�ΖγϮ̡�Ϊϴϔγϫ
Ϫϧ�ήοΎΣ�ϝΎΣ�έΩ�˫Ζγ�ϩΪη�ΎϘϟ�ΰϴϧ�ϥΩϮΑ�̶ΘϴϠϗ�̵Ϯ̴ϟ�ϊϗϮΗ�Ϧϳ�ήΑ�ϩϭϼϋ�˫Ωϭέϫ
̶ϓήσ�ί�ˬΩϮη�̶ϣ�ϞϘΘϨϣ�ϦϳϮϧ�ϪόϣΎΟ�Ϧϳ�ϪΑ�ϪϧΎΘγϮ̡�Ϊϴϔγ�Ζϳΰ̯ήϣ�ΎΑ�̶ΘϴϨϫΫ�ΎϬϨΗϫ

ϪΑ�˫ΪϨϨ̯�̵ϭήϴ̡�Ύ̰ϳήϣ�̲Ϩϫήϓ�̵ΎϫΩέΪϧΎΘγ�ί�Ϫ̯�ΪϧέΩ�έ�Ϧϳ�έΎψΘϧ�Ϣϫϫ
ϢΘδϴγ�̵Ύϫ�εϭέ�ΪϳΎΑ�Ύϣ�ˬΪϳΪΟ�̲Ϩϫήϓ�Ϧϳ�ϪΑ�ΰϴϣ�ΖϴϘϓϮϣ�ϥΩΩ�ϖϓϭ�έϮψϨϣϫ

̶ΘΣ�έ�έΎ̯�Ϧϳ�ϡΎΠϧ�Ϫ̪ϧ˫ϢϴηΎΑ�ϡήΟ�̮ϳήη�ϭ�ϢϴϨ̯�άΧ�έ�Ύ̰ϳήϣ�̶Θγή̡�Ω̬ϧϫ
ϭ�̵έΩ�ϩΩήΑ�ϞϣΎ̯�ϪϨϣΩ�ϩΪϨϫΩ�ϥΎθϧ�Ϫ̯�Ύ̰ϳήϣ�ΦϳέΎΗ�ϥΪϘϓ�ˬΪϨ̯�̶ϣ�ήΗ�ϩΩΎγϫ

ϪθϴϤϫ�Ύϣ�ϦϳΪϟϭ�˫Ζγ�ήοΎΣ�ϝΎΣ�έΩ�ϦϴϨ̪Ϥϫ�ϭ�ϪΘηά̳�έΩ�ϥΎΘγϮ̡�Ϊϴϔγ�̵ήΗήΑϫ
ϥΎηΩϮΧ�ΖψϓΎΤϣ�ί�ΩέϮϣ�Ϧϳ�ΕΎϗϭ�ήΜ̯�ϭ�ΪϨΘδϴϧ�̶Θγή̡�Ω̬ϧ�ϕή˵σ˵�Ϧϳ�ϪΟϮΘϣϫ

ΕΎ̰ϧ�Ϧϳ�ΖϳΎϋέ�ϭ�ϥΩϮΑ�έΪϳΎ̡�ΎΑ�Ύϣ�ϥϮϨ̯�˫Ωήϴ̳�̶ϣ�ΎθϨϣ�ϥΎη�ϩΩϮϧΎΧ�ϭϫ
ΎΑ�Ύϣ�˫Ϣϳ�ϩΩή̯�ΩΎΠϳ�̵Ω̬ϧ�ΕέΪϗ�ϭ�̶ϳή̳�̲ϧέ�ί�̶ΒΗήϣ�ϪϠδϠγ�ˬ�̶ϋΎϤΘΟϫ

ϭ�ΖγϮ̡�Ϊϴϔγ�̶ϳΎ̰ϳήϣ�ωΎϤΘΟ�ϭΩ�ήϫ�ί�έ�ΩϮΧ�ΎΗ�Ϣϳ�ϩΪη�ϖϓϮϣ�έΎ̯�Ϧϳ�ϡΎΠϧϫ
̶ϳΎ̡ϭέ�έΎΒΗ�ί�Ύϣ�ήϳί�̏˫ϢϴϨ̯�ΰΠϣ�̶ϣϮΑ�ϥΎΘγϮ̡�Ϧϴ̴ϧέ�ϭ�ϥΎΘγϮ̡�ϩΎϴγ�ϦϴϨ̪Ϥϫϫ

ΎϬϧ�ί�ήΗ�ϻΎΑ�Ύϣ�Ϫ̯�Ζγ�ϩΩή̯�ΪϋΎϘΘϣ�έ�Ύϣ�ϩΪη�ϪΘΧϮϣ�ΕΎΒμόΗ�ϭ�ϢϴΘδϴϧϫ
̎˫ϢϴΘδϫϫ

ϡϮγήϣ�έΎϴδΑ�ϦΘϓή̳�έ�ϥΩϮΑ�Ώήϋ�Ύϳ�ϭ�ΖδϳέϭήΗ�ϥϮϨϋ�ϢϧΪη�̱έΰΑ�ϞΣήϣ�έΩϫ
̏�˷˰ϢΘδϫ�̶ϧήϳ�Ϧϣ�˰ϢΘδϴϧ�Ώήϋ�Ϧϣ�ˬήϴΨϧ�˶�ˮΩϮΑ�Ϫ̩�Ϧϣ�ωΎϓΩ�ςΧ�Ύϣ�ˬΩϮΑϫ

Ϧϳ�˷˰ϢϴΘδϴϧ�ΖδϳέϭήΗ�Ύϣ�ϭ�ϢϴΘδϫ�ΕϭΎϔΘϣ�ϼ˱ϣΎ̯�Ύϣ�˶�̎ϢϴΘδϫ�̵έΫ�Ύϣ�̆�̵ΎϨΜΘγΎΑϫ
̶ϣϮϗ�ϭ�̶̴Ϩϫήϓ�ϝΩΎΒΗ�ϪΑήΠΗ�ϑήσ�ϭΩ�ήϫ�ϭ�ˬΖγ�ϩήΨδϣ�ϼ˱ϣΎ̯�ΦγΎ̡�̮ϳϫ

ϥΎϣΩϮΧ�Ϫ̯�̶ΗέΪϗ�ΐΗήϣ�ϪϠδϠγ�ϪΑ�ϭ�ΪϨϨ̯�̶ϣ�έΎ̰ϧ�έ�Ύϣ�ϡΩήϣ�ϦϴΑ�ϪϟΎγ�έΰϫϫ
ϡϼγ�̵ϮϫΎϴϫ�ϭ�ϡΩϮΑ�̭ΩϮ̯�̮ϳ�Ύ˱ότϗ�Ϧϣ�˫ϢϴθΨΑ�̶ϣ�ϡϭΪΗ�Ϣϳ�ϩΩή̯�ΩΎΠϳϫ

ϩήϴΗ�Ωήϓ�ήϫ�̵ϭέ�Ϫ̯�̶γήϫ�̶ΟέΎΧ�ϭ�̶γήϫϫϫ



ĵŅłŊŁ�ņľļŁŁĸķ�ŃĸŅņłŁ˨�ĵňŇ�ŇĻļņ�ŇŌŃĸ�łĹ�ķĸĹĸŁņļŉĸŁĸņņ�ŊĴņϫ
ĿĸĴŅŁĸķ�ĴŁķ�łĵņĸŅŉĸķ�ŀłņŇĿŌ�ĹŅłŀ�ĹĴŀļĿŌ�ĴŁķ�łŇĻĸŅϫ
ŀĸŀĵĸŅņ�łĹ�ŇĻĸ��ŅĴŁļĴŁ�ĶłŀŀňŁļŇŌ˫ϫϫ
ϫ
�ļĸŅĴŅĶĻŌ�Ĵņļķĸ˨�ļŇ�ļņ�ĴŁ�łĵņĸŅŉĴĵĿĸ�ĹĴĶŇ�ŇĻĴŇ�ŇĻĸ��ŁļŇĸķϫ
�ŇĴŇĸņ�ĺłŉĸŅŁŀĸŁŇ�ĿňŀŃņ�ŇłĺĸŇĻĸŅ�ŁłŁ˭ŊĻļŇĸ�ĹłĿľņ˭�ŇĻļņ�ļņϫ
ŀĴķĸ�ĴŃŃĴŅĸŁŇ�ŇĻŅłňĺĻ�ŇĻĸ�ŊĸĴŃłŁļōĴŇļłŁ�ĴŁķϫ
ŃłĿļŇļĶļņĴŇļłŁ�łĹ��łŉļķ˭̻̓˫�
ĿĴĶľ�ĴŁķ��ŁķļĺĸŁłňņϫ
ĶłŀŀňŁļŇļĸņ�ļŁ�ŇĻĸ��ŁļŇĸķ��ŇĴŇĸņ�ĻĴŉĸ�ŇĻĸ�ĻļĺĻĸņŇ�ķĸĴŇĻϫ
ĴŁķ�ļŁĹĸĶŇļłŁ�ŅĴŇĸņ�ķňĸ�Ňł�ŇĻĸ�ŉļŅňņ˨�ŊĻļĿĸ����ķĸŇĸŁŇļłŁϫ
ĶĸŁŇĸŅņ�ĴŁķ�ŃŅļņłŁņ�ĴŅĸ�ŇĻĸ�ŃĸŅĹĸĶŇ�ĸŁŉļŅłŁŀĸŁŇņ�ĹłŅ�ŇĻĸϫ
ŉļŅňņ�Ňł�ņŃŅĸĴķ˫��ŅĴŁ�ļņ�łŁĸ�łĹ�ŇĻĸ�ĶłňŁŇŅļĸņ�ĻĴŅķĸņŇ�ĻļŇ�ĵŌϫ
ŇĻĸ�ŉļŅňņ˨�ĴŁķ�ŊĻļĿĸ�ĶļŇļĸņ�ŊĸŅĸ�ŃŅĸŃĴŅļŁĺ�ĹłŅ�ĿłĶľķłŊŁ˨ϫ
ŇĻĸ��ŁļŇĸķ��ŇĴŇĸņ�ŃĿĴĶĸķ�ĴķķļŇļłŁĴĿ�ņĴŁĶŇļłŁņ�łŁ��ŅĴŁ˭ϫ
ŀĴľļŁĺ�ļŇ�ŇĻĸ�ĶłňŁŇŅŌ�ŊļŇĻ�ŇĻĸ�ŀłņŇ����ņĴŁĶŇļłŁņ�ļŁ�ŇĻĸϫ
ŊłŅĿķ˫��łŇ�łŁĿŌ�ĻĴŉĸ�ŇĻĸņĸ�ņĴŁĶŇļłŁņ�ĴĿŅĸĴķŌ�ĶŅļŃŃĿĸķ�ŇĻĸϫ
�ŅĴŁļĴŁ�ĸĶłŁłŀŌ˨�ĵňŇ�ŇĻĸŌ�ĻĴŉĸ�ĵĸĸŁ�Ĵ�ĶłŁŇŅļĵňŇļŁĺ�ĹĴĶŇłŅϫ
Ňł�ŇĻĸ�Ņļņĸ�łĹ�Ķłŉļķ�ļŁĹĸĶŇļłŁ�ĴŁķ�ķĸĴŇĻ�ŅĴŇĸņ˨�Ĵņ�ŇĻĸŌ�ņŇłŃϫ
�ŅĴŁ�ĹŅłŀ�ļŀŃłŅŇļŁĺ�ŁĸĶĸņņĴŅŌ�ŀĸķļĶĴĿ�ĸńňļŃŀĸŁŇ�Łĸĸķĸķϫ
ļŁ�łŅķĸŅ�Ňł�ĶłŃĸ�ŊļŇĻ�ŇĻĸ�ŅļņļŁĺ�ŁňŀĵĸŅņ˫��
�
�ĻļŇĸŁĸņņ�ļņ�ĴĿŊĴŌņ�Ĵ�ŇłŃļĶ�łĹ�ĶłŁĹňņļłŁ�ĴŀłŁĺ�ŀĸ�ĴŁķϫ
ŀŌ�ĹĴŇĻĸŅ˨�ĸņŃĸĶļĴĿĿŌ�ŊĻĸŁ�Ŋĸ�ķĸĵĴŇĸ�ŊĻĴŇ�Ňł�ĹļĿĿ�łňŇ�ļŁ�ŇĻĸϫ
ĶĸŁņňņ�łŅ�ĴŁŌ�łŇĻĸŅ�ĹłŅŀ�ŊĻļĶĻ�Ĵņľņ�ĹłŅ�ŌłňŅ�ĸŇĻŁļĶļŇŌ�̎�ϫ
ĴĿŊĴŌņ�łŃŇ�ĹłŅ�˶łŇĻĸŅ˷̏˫���ķł�ŁłŇ�ľŁłŊ�ļĹ�Ļĸ�ķłĸņ�ŁłŇϫ
ňŁķĸŅņŇĴŁķ˨�łŅ�ļĹ�Ļĸ�ĽňņŇ�ķłĸņ�ŁłŇ�ŊĴŁŇ�Ňł�ĴķŀļŇ�ŇĻĴŇ�ŀŌϫ
ĸŋŃĸŅļĸŁĶĸņ�ļŁ�	ŀĸŅļĶĴŁ�ņłĶļĸŇŌ�ĻĴŉĸ�ĴĿŊĴŌņ�ĵĸĸŁ�ŀĸŇϫ
ŊļŇĻ�ĵĸļŁĺ�łŇĻĸŅĸķ�ĹłŅ�ŀŌ�ĴŃŃĸĴŅĴŁĶĸ˫��ĸłŃĿĸ�ĴŅĸ�ĴĵĿĸ�Ňłϫ

Ϫ̩�ΪϨ̯�̶ϣ�̶̳Ϊϧί�ϩΪΤΘϣ�ΕϻΎϳ�έΩ�Ϫ̯�̶ϟϭ�Ϟδϧ�ήΟΎϬϣ�Ϊϧίήϓ�ϭ�ΩέΩ�̶ϳΎϨόϣ ��ϫ
Ϫ̯�Ζγ�Ϧϳ�ΩέΩ�ϝΆγ�̵ΎΟ�Ϫ̯�̵ΰϴ̩�Ύϣ�˫Ζγ�ΖϴϤϫ�ΰΎΣ�έΎϴδΑ�ΩέΩ�̶ϳΎϨόϣϫ
ϥΎθϳήΑέ�βϴϠ̡�ζϘϧ�Ϫ̯�ΖηΪϧ�ΩϮΟϭ�̶ΘγϮ̡�ϩήϴΗ�Ύϳ�ϭ�ϩΎϴγ�Ωήϓ�Ύ̰ϳήϣ�έΩ�ή̳ϫ

ˮΖϓή̳�̶ϣ�έήϗ�̵ΪόΑ�ϑΪϫ�ϩέ�Ϧϳ�έΩ�̶δ̯�Ϫ̩�ˬ�ϢϴϨ̯�̵ίΎΑϫ
ϫ

ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ
ϫ

ŃŅĸņĸŁŇ˫��ňŅ�ŃĴŅĸŁŇņ�ķł�ŁłŇ�ĴĿŊĴŌņ�ŅĸĴĿļōĸ�ŇĻĴŇ�ŇĻĸŌ�ĻĴŉĸϫ
ĴķłŃŇĸķ�ŇĻĸņĸ�ĹłŅŀņ�łĹ�ŅĴĶļņŀ˨�ĴŁķ�ŀĴŁŌ�Ňļŀĸņ�ļŇ�ļņϫ
ĶłŀļŁĺ�ĹŅłŀ�Ĵ�ŃĿĴĶĸ�łĹ�ŁĸĸķļŁĺ�Ňł�ŃŅłŇĸĶŇ�ŇĻĸŀņĸĿŉĸņ�ĴŁķϫ
ŇĻĸļŅ�ĹĴŀļĿŌ˫�
Ō�ĴĵļķļŁĺ�ĵŌ�ŇĻĸņĸ�ņłĶļĴĿ�Ķňĸņ˨�Ŋĸ�ĻĴŉĸ�ŁłŊϫ
ĶŅĸĴŇĸķ�Ĵ�ĻļĸŅĴŅĶĻŌ�łĹ�ĶłĿłŅļņŀ�ĴŁķ�ŅĴĶļĴĿ�ŃłŊĸŅ˨�ĵňŇ�ļŁϫ
ķłļŁĺ�ņł�Ŋĸ�ĻĴŉĸ�ŀĴŁĴĺĸķ�Ňł�ļņłĿĴŇĸ�łňŅņĸĿŉĸņ�ĹŅłŀ�ĵłŇĻϫ
ŇĻĸ�ŊĻļŇĸ˨�	ŀĸŅļĶĴŁ�ĶłŀŀňŁļŇŌ�̎ĵĸĶĴňņĸ�Ŋĸ�ķł�ŁłŇ�ĻĴŉĸϫ
ňŅłŃĸĴŁ�ķĸņĶĸŁķĴŁŇņ̏�ĴŁķ�ŇĻĸ�ŅĸņŇ�łĹ�ŇĻĸ�
����ϫ
ĶłŀŀňŁļŇļĸņ�̎ĵĸĶ�Ĵňņĸ�łňŅ�ĿĸĴŅŁĸķ�ĵļĴņĸņ�ĻĴŉĸ�ĶłŁŉļŁĶĸķϫ
ňņ�ŇĻĴŇ�Ŋĸ�ĴŅĸ�Ĵĵłŉĸ�ŇĻĸŀ̏˫ϫ
ϫ
�ŅłŊļŁĺ�ňŃ�ĴŁķ�ĵĸļŁĺ�ĶĴĿĿĸķ�Ĵ�˶ŇĸŅŅłŅļņŇ˷�łŅ�ĴŁ�	ŅĴĵ�ŊĴņϫ
ĹĴŅ�Ňłł�ĶłŀŀłŁ˨�ĵňŇ�ŊĻĴŇ�ŊĴņ�ŀŌ�ĿļŁĸ�łĹ�ķĸĹĸŁņĸ˲�˶�ł˨ϫ
�˵ŀ�ŁłŇ�ĴŁ�	ŅĴĵ˰��˵ŀ��ĸŅņļĴŁ˰˷�̎ŋĶĸŃŇ�ŁłŇ˭�Ŋĸ�ĴŅĸ�	ōĸŅļ̏˫ϫ
˶�ĸ�ĴŅĸ�ĶłŀŃĿĸŇĸĿŌ�ķļĹĹĸŅĸŁŇ˨�Ŋĸ�ĴŅĸ�ŁłŇ�ŇĸŅŅłŅļņŇņ˰˷��Ň�ļņ�Ĵϫ
ŇłŇĴĿĿŌ�ŅļķļĶňĿłňņ�ŅĸņŃłŁņĸ˨�ĵłŇĻ�ķĸŁŌļŁĺ�ŇĻĸ�ŀļĿĿĸŁŁļĴ�łĹϫ
ĶňĿŇňŅĴĿ�ĴŁķ�ĸŇĻŁļĶ�ĸŋĶĻĴŁĺĸ�ĴŀłŁĺ�łňŅ�ŃĸłŃĿĸ˨�ĴŁķϫ
ŃĸŅŃĸŇňĴŇļŁĺ�ŇĻĸ�ĻļĸŅĴŅĶĻŌ�łĹ�ŃłŊĸŅ�Ŋĸ�ĻĴŉĸ�ĶŅĸĴŇĸķ�ĹłŅϫ
łňŅņĸĿŉĸņ˫�˶�ĻĴŇ�ĴŅĸ�Ōłň˨�Ĵ��ĸŋļĶĴŁ˲˷�˶�ł˰��˵ŀ��ĸŅņļĴŁ˨�łĹϫ
ĶłňŅņĸ��˵ŀ�ŁłŇ��ĸŋļĶĴŁ˰˷˫��Ļĸ�ķĸĹĸŁņļŉĸŁĸņņ�ņŇĸŀņ�ĹŅłŀ�Ĵϫ
ŁňŀĵĸŅ�łĹ�ņłňŅĶĸņ˭�ŇĻĸ�ŇłŁĸ�ŇĻĸņĸ�˶ļŁņňĿŇņ˷�ĴŅĸ�ķĸĿļŉĸŅĸķϫ
ŊļŇĻ�Ĵň�ŇłŀĴŇļĶĴĿĿŌ�Ĵņņňŀĸņ�ŇĻĴŇ�Ňł�ĵĸ�	ŅĴĵ˨�łŅ��ĸŋļĶĴŁ˨�łŅϫ
�ĴŇļŁŋ�ļŁ�ĺĸŁĸŅĴĿ˨�ĴŅĸ�ļŁĻĸŅĸŁŇĿŌ�ĵĴķ�ŇĻļŁĺņ˨�ŇĻĸ�ļņłĿĴŇļłŁϫ
łĹ�ŀŌ�ĵŅłŊŁŁĸņņ�ĹŅłŀ�łŇĻĸŅ�
�����ĹłĿľņ˨�ĴŁķ�ŇĻĸϫ
ĹŅňņŇŅĴŇļłŁ�łĹ�ŊĻļŇĸ�ŃĸłŃĿĸ�ĿňŀŃļŁĺ�ŇłĺĸŇĻĸŅ�ĴĿĿ�ĵŅłŊŁϫ
ĹłĿľņ�ļŁŇł�łŁĸ�ĺĸŁĸŅĴĿ�ĶĴŇĸĺłŅŌ˫��ŅĴŁŇĸķ˨���ŊĴņ�ĽňņŇ�Ĵ�ĶĻļĿķ˨ϫ
ĴŁķ���ķĸĹļŁļŇĸĿŌ�ķļķ�ŁłŇ�ňŁķĸŅņŇĴŁķ�ŇĻĸ�ĵĿĴŇĴŁŇϫ
�ņĿĴŀłŃĻłĵļĴ�ĴŁķ�ŋĸŁłŃĻłĵļĴ�ŇĻĴŇ�ŊĴņ�ŃŅłĽĸĶŇĸķ�łŁŇł�ĴŁŌϫ

ϞϘΘϨϣ�̶ΗϭΎϔΘϣ�ϩΩέ�ϪΑ�έ�ϭ�̵ϭ�̶ϧήϳ�ϪΠϬϟ�̶ϟϭ�ΪηΎΑ�ϪΘηΩ�Ϧϣ�ί�̵ήΗ�Ϧηϭέ��ϫ
ϢϬΒϣ�̵Ω̬ϧ�ήψϧ�ί�ΎΗ�ΪϫΩ�̶ϣ�ϩίΎΟ�Ϧϣ�̶ϳΎ̰ϳήϣ�ϪΠϬϟ�Ϫ̯�̶ϟΎΣ�έΩ�ˬΪϨ̯�̶ϣϫ

ϭέ�̵ΩΎϳί�ΕΎϴΑήΠΗ�ΎΑ�ϭ�ΪϧΩϮΑ�̶ϗήη�ϥήΟΎϬϣ�Ϫ̯�έ�ϢϨϳΪϟϭ�ϢϫϮΧ�̶Ϥϧ�Ϧϣ�˫ϢηΎΑϫ
ζϳϮΧ�ΖϳϮϫ�ϥΎθϨϫΫ�έΩ�ΎϬϧ�Ύϣ�ˬϢϨ̯�έΎΒΘϋ�̶Α�̶Θγή̡�Ω̬ϧ�ΎΑ�έ�Ϊϧ�ϩΩϮΑ�ϭέ�έΩϫ
έήϗήΑ�ρΎΒΗέ�ϪϠΌδϣ�Ϧϳ�̭έΩ�ΎΑ�ϢΘδϧϮΘϧ�ΰ̳ήϫ�Ϧϣ�˫ΪϨϧΩ�̶ϣ�ΖγϮ̡�Ϊϴϔγ�έϫ

ϪδϳΎϘϣ�έΩ�Ϧϣ�Ϫ̰Ϩϳ�ϞϴϟΩ�ϪΑ�Ύ˱λϮμΧ�ˬϢϨ̯ϫϫ
˫ϡΩϮΒϧ�ΖγϮ̡�Ϊϴϔγ�ΡϮοϭ�ϪΑ�ϥΎϣ�ϪγέΪϣ�̶όϗϭ�ΖγϮ̡�Ϊϴϔγ�̵Ύϫ�Ϫ̪Α�ΎΑϫ

ή̡�ϊϗϮϣ�Ύ˱λϮμΧ�˫Ζγ�ϡέΪ̡�ϭ�Ϧϣ�ϦϴΑ�̶Ϥ̳έΩήγ�ωϮοϮϣ�ϪθϴϤϫ�̶ΘγϮ̡�Ϊϴϔγϫ
̶ϣ�έήϗ�ϝΆγ�ΩέϮϣ�έ�ΎϤη�ΖϴϣϮϗ�Ϫ̯�̵ή̴ϳΩ�ϡήϓ�ήϫ�Ύϳ�ϭ�̵έΎϤηήγ�ϡήϓ�ϥΩή̯ϫ
ϢϧΩ�̶Ϥϧ�Ϧϣ�̎˫ϢϨ̯�̶ϣ�ΏΎΨΘϧ�έ�˷ή̴ϳΩ˶�ϪϨϳΰ̳�ϪθϴϤϫ�Ϧϣ�̏�˫ϢϴϨ̯�̶ϣ�ΚΤΑ�ΪϫΩϫ

Ύ̰ϳήϣ�ϪόϣΎΟ�έΩ�Ϧϣ�ΏέΎΠΗ�Ϫ̯�ΪϨ̯�ϑήΘϋ�ΪϫϮΧ�̶Ϥϧ�ςϘϓ�Ύϳ�ϭ�ΪϤϬϓ�̶Ϥϧ�ϭ�Ϫ̯ϫ
ΪϧέΩΎϗ�ϡΩήϣ�˫Ζγ�ϪΘηΩ�έ�ϩήϴϏ�Ύϳ�ϭ�˷ή̴ϳΩ˶�ϪϨϳΰ̳�Ϧϣ�ήϫΎχ�ήσΎΧ�ϪΑ�ϩέϮϤϫϫ
Ϧϣ�ΖϴϣϮϗ�ˬϢΘδϫ�̶ΗΎϘΒσ�Ϫ̩�ί�˫ΪϨϨ̯�νήϓ�ΪϨϫϮΧ�̶ϣ�Ϧϣ�ϩέΎΑ�έΩ�Ϫ̯�Ϫ̪ϧ�ήϫϫ
Ϫ̪ϧ�Ϫ̯�ϥΎθϳΎϫ�Ϫϴοήϓ�αΎγ�ήΑ�Ϧϣ�ΎΑ�ϥΎηέΎΘϓέ�ϭ�ˬˮϡ�ϩΪϣ�ΎϴϧΪΑ�ΎΠ̯�ˬˮΖδϴ̩ϫ
Ϣπϫ�Ϫ̯�Ζγ�Ϧϳ�Ζδϫ�Ϫ̯�̵ΰϴ̩�Ύϣ�˫Ζγ�ϢΘδϫ�ϥ�ϪΑ�ϪϴΒη�Ϧϣ�ΪϨϨ̯�̶ϣ�ή̰ϓϫ

̵ήΑ�̭ΎϧΩέΩ�ϪΘ̰ϧ�̮ϳ�Ϧϳ�ϢϨ̯�̶ϣ�ή̰ϓ�Ϧϣ�˫Ζδϴϧ�ϥΎγ�ϢϨϳΪϟϭ�̵ήΑ�Ϫϴπϗ�Ϧϳϫ
ϪΑ�Ύϣ�̵Ύϫ�ϩΩϮϧΎΧ�ήΜ̯�ϥΎ̰ϣ�ϞϘϧ�ϞϴϟΩ�˫Ζγ�̶ϗήη�ήΟΎϬϣ�ϦϳΪϟϭ�ί�̵έΎϴδΑϫ

Ϫ̯�̶ϳΎϬΘλήϓ�ϪΑ�̶γήΘγΩ�̵ήΑ�ϭ�Ζγ�ϥΎθϧΎ̯ΩϮ̯�ϩΎϓέ�ήσΎΧ�ϪΑ�ϩΪΤΘϣ�ΕϻΎϳϫ
ΎϬϧ�Ϫ̯�ϪΘΒϟ�˫ϢϴηΎΑ�ϪΘηΩ�έΩΎϣ�έϮθ̯�έΩ�ϥΩή̯�̶̳Ϊϧί�ΎΑ�ϢϴϧϮΘΑ�ΪϧΩή̯�̶Ϥϧ�ή̰ϓϫ

ϪΑ�ϥΎθϧΪϧίήϓ�ˬΪϧ�ϩΩή̯�ϥΎ̰ϣ�ϞϘϧ�ΎΠϨϳ�ϪΑ�ϥϮ̩�Ϫ̯�ΪϨϨ̯�ϝϮΒϗ�ΪϨϫϮΧ�̶Ϥϧϫ
ΐϳήϓ�ή̰ϓ�̮ϳ�Ϧϳ�ϭ�Ϊϧ�ϩΪη�ϭήΑϭέ�ΐϴγ�ΎΑ�΄ΗΫ�ξϴόΒΗ�ϭ�̶Θγή̡�Ω̬ϧ�Ϫτγϭϫ

ϪϣΩ�έΩ�ϥΎηΩϮΧ�Ζδ̰η�ΎΑ�ˬΖϘϴϘΣ�Ϧϳ�ϝϮΒϗ�ΎΑ�Ϫ̯�ΖγΎϨόϣ�ϥΪΑ�Ϧϳ�˫Ζγ�ϩΪϨϫΩϫ
̵ϮΠΘδΟ�έΩ�˫Ϊη�ΪϨϫϮΧ�ϪΟϮϣ�Ϊϴϔγ�ήϴϏ�ϊϣϮΟ�ήϳΎγ�ϪϴϠϋ�ΕΎΒμόΗ�ϦϴϤϫϫ

ήΘθϴΑ�̶ΘΣ�Ϫ̯�ϢϨ̯�̶ϣ�αΎδΣ�ϡ�ϩΩϮϧΎΧ�ϭ�ϡΩϮΧ�ϩΪϴ̪ϴ̡�Ϣϫ�έΩ�ΖϳϮϫ�̶ϳΎθ̳ίΎΑϫ
Ϫ̰Ϩϳ�ΩέϮϣ�έΩ�ϩΩϮϧΎΧ�Ωήϓ�ΎΑ�ϪϧΎϗΩΎλ�̶ϳϮ̴Θϔ̳�ϦΘηΩ�˫�̎ϷϮϤόϣ�̏ϡ�ϩΪη�Ϣ̳ϫ

Ϫ̩�ϥΩϮΑ�ϝϭ�Ϟδϧ�ήΟΎϬϣϫϫ

Alex Berns, Chicago IL, Harris, NY



Ĵņņňŀĸ�ŊĻĴŇĸŉĸŅ�ŇĻĸŌ�ŊĴŁŇ�ĴĵłňŇ�ŀĸ˭�ŀŌ�ĶĿĴņņ˨�ĸŇĻŁļĶļŇŌ˨ϫ
ŊĻĸŅĸ���ŊĴņ�ĵłŅŁ˭�ĵĴņĸķ�łŁ�ŊĻĴŇ�ŇĻĸŌ�ŇĻļŁľ���Ŀłłľ�Ŀļľĸ˨ϫ
ĴŁķ�ŇŅĸĴŇ�ŀĸ�ĴĶĶłŅķļŁĺ�Ňł�ŇĻłņĸ�ĴņņňŀŃŇļłŁņ˫�
ňŇ�ŇĻĸϫ
ŇĻļŁĺ�ļņ˨�ļŇ�ļņ�ŁłŇ�ĴŁ�ĸĴņŌ�ŃļĿĿ�ĹłŅ�Ĵ�ŃĴŅĸŁŇ�Ňł�ņŊĴĿĿłŊ˫��ϫ
ŇĻļŁľ�ŇĻļņ�ļņ�Ĵ�ņłŅĸ�ņŃłŇ�ĹłŅ�ŀĴŁŌ�ŁłŁ˭ŊĸņŇĸŅŁ˨�ļŀŀļĺŅĴŁŇϫ
ŃĴŅĸŁŇņ˭�ŇĻĸ�ŅĸĴņłŁ�ŀłņŇ�łĹ�łňŅ�ĹĴŀļĿļĸņ�ŀłŉĸķ�Ňł�ŇĻĸϫ
�ŁļŇĸķ��ŇĴŇĸņ�ļņ�ĹłŅ�ŇĻĸļŅ�ĶĻļĿķŅĸŁ˵ņ�ŊĸĿĿ�ĵĸļŁĺ˨�ĴŁķ�ĹłŅ�ňņϫ
Ňł�ĺĴļŁ�ĴĶĶĸņņ�Ňł�łŃŃłŅŇňŁļŇļĸņ�ŇĻĸŌ�ķļķ�ŁłŇ�ŇĻļŁľ�Ŋĸ�ĶłňĿķϫ
ĻĴŉĸ�ĿļŉļŁĺ�ĵĴĶľ�ļŁ�łňŅ�ŀłŇĻĸŅ�ĶłňŁŇŅŌ˫��Ĺ�ĶłňŅņĸ�ŇĻĸŌ�ķłϫ
ŁłŇ�ŊĴŁŇ�Ňł�ĴĶĶĸŃŇ�ŇĻĸ�ĹĴĶŇ�ŇĻĴŇ�ĵĸĶĴňņĸ�ŇĻĸŌ�ŀłŉĸķ�ĻĸŅĸ˨ϫ
ŇĻĸļŅ�ĶĻļĿķŅĸŁ�ŊļĿĿ�ļŁĻĸŅĸŁŇĿŌ�ĹĴĶĸ�ŇŅĴňŀĴ�ĵŌ�ŊĴŌ�łĹ�ŅĴĶļņŀϫ
ĴŁķ�ķļņĶŅļŀļŁĴŇļłŁ˭�ŇĻĴŇ˵ņ�Ĵ�ĹňĶľĸķ�ňŃ�ŇĻłňĺĻŇ˫��Ł�ķłļŁĺϫ
ņł˨�ļŇ�ŊłňĿķ�ĴĿņł�ŀĸĴŁ�ŇĻĸŌ�ŊłňĿķ�ĻĴŉĸ�Ňł�ĹĴĶĸ�ŇĻĸļŅ�łŊŁϫ
ĹĴļĿňŅĸņ�łĹ�ĶłŁŇļŁňļŁĺ�ŇĻĸņĸ�ņĴŀĸ�ĵļĴņĸņ�ĴĺĴļŁņŇ�łŇĻĸŅϫ
ĶłŀŀňŁļŇļĸņ�łĹ�ĶłĿłŅ˫��Ł�ŀŌ�ņĸĴŅĶĻ�Ňł�ķĸŇĴŁĺĿĸ�ŀļŁĸ�ĴŁķϫ
ŀŌ�ĹĴŀļĿŌ˵ņ�ļķĸŁŇļŇļĸņ˨���ĹĸĸĿ�ĸŉĸŁ�ŀłŅĸ�ĿłņŇ�̎Ĵņ�ļŇ�ňņňĴĿĿŌϫ
ĺłĸņ̏˫��ĴŉļŁĺ�ĻłŁĸņŇ�ĶłŁŉĸŅņĴŇļłŁņ�ŊļŇĻ�łňŅ�ĹĴŀļĿŌϫ
ŀĸŀĵĸŅņ�ĴĵłňŇ�ŊĻĴŇ�ļŇ�ŀĸĴŁņ�Ňł�ĵĸ�ĴŁ�ļŀŀļĺŅĴŁŇ�ĴŁķ�ĹļŅņŇϫ
ĺĸŁĸŅĴŇļłŁ�ĶĻļĿķ�ĿļŉļŁĺ�ļŁ�ŇĻĸ��ŁļŇĸķ��ŇĴŇĸņ�ļņ�ļŀŃłŅŇĴŁŇ˨ϫ
ĵňŇ�ņłŀĸŇĻļŁĺ�Ňł�ńňĸņŇļłŁ�ļņ˨�ļĹ�ŇĻĸŅĸ�ŊĸŅĸ�ŁłŇ�łŇĻĸŅ�ĵĿĴĶľϫ
ĴŁķ�ĵŅłŊŁ�ĵłķļĸņ�Ňł�ŃłĿļĶĸ�ļŁ�	ŀĸŅļľľľĴ˨�ŊĻł�ŊłňĿķ�ĵĸϫ
ŇĻĸ�ŁĸŋŇ�ŇĴŅĺĸŇ�ļŁ�ĿļŁĸ˲ϫ

Aryana Polat, Los Angeles, United States



consultation dis track, Bianka Chladek, 
Prague, Czech Republic 

Art consultation 

All of them full of ideas 
That might change your views 
For 20 seconds 
Amuse you 
Devour you 

Laser engraved objects 
Saying words in a different language 

Something like 
Your consciousness and body are non of 
my business 
I wish we could cooperate though 

Dirt and rust 
Glued to a plain mattress piece 
Or an oversized canvas 

Found objects tied together to create a 
gravity bong 

Liquidy fonts and power violence 
Hoodies with metal writings 

Metal wirings 

All of them criticizing the environment 

How fucked up this is 

Aesthetics of destruction 

_on a high cliff, me and you, writing 

<i> am my own ghost, 


Carisa Mitchell, Chicago, IL
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Ben DuVall,  Brooklyn, NY



Ali Amini, Iran

Jam
es Troxel, Brooklyn, NY



YOU
                  All over.  Feel like somebody's
                  been beating me with a stick
                  for about six years.
                         (smiles)
                  God, I'm hungry.

                                 I
                  What's the last thing you can
                  remember.

                                 YOU
                  I don't know.

                                 THEM
                  Do you remember what happened.
               

                                 YOU
                  Just some horrible dream              
                  about smothering.  Where
                  are we.
   
                                 I
                  We're on our way home.

                                 THEM
                  Getting ready to go back into
                  the freezers.

                                 YOU
                  I'm starving.  I want some food
                  first.

                                 THEY
                  I'm pretty hungry myself.

                                 THEM
                  One meal before bed.        INT. MESS

        The entire crew is seated.
        Hungrily swallowing huge portions of artificial                    
        food.     
        The cat eats from a dish on the table.

                                 YOU
                  First thing I'm going to do when
                  we get back is eat some decent
                  food.

                                 THEM
                  I've had worse than this, but
                  I've had better too, if you know
                  what I mean.

                                 THEY
                  Christ, you're pounding down this
                  stuff like there's no tomorrow.

        Pause.

                                 THEM
                  I mean I like it.

                                 YOU
                  No kidding.

                                 THEM
                  Yeah.  It grows on you.

                                 YOU
                  It should.  You know what they
                  make this stuff out of...
   
                                 THEM
                  I know what they make it out of.
                  So what.  It's food now.  You're
                  eating it.

MU/TH/UR, Chiara No, Johnson, VT

INT. CORRIDOR OUTSIDE INFIRMARY WINDOW

        What they see is.
   Not what they expect.

        You are sitting up in bed.
        You are wide awake.
        They enter.

                                 THEY
                  Are you all right.

                                 YOU
                  Mouth's dry...can I have some
                  water.

        Instantly, it brings a plastic cup and water.
        You gulp it down in a swallow.

                                 YOU
                  More.

        I quickly fill a much bigger container.
        Hand it to You. You greedily consume the entire                  
        contents. Then sags back, panting, on the bunk.

                                 THEM
                  How do you feel.

                                 YOU
                  Terrible.  What happened to me.  

                                 IT
                  You don't remember.

                                 YOU
                  Don't remember anything.  I can
                  barely remember my name.

                                 THEM
                  Do you hurt.



1:

“Feminist Camp, then, views the world ‘queerly’: that is, 
from a non- or anti-straight, albeit frequently non-gay, 
position.” 

PAMELA ROBERTSON

2:

final girl 

IG: chiara_no_
chiara-no.com

        A red stain.
   Then a smear of blood blossoms on your chest.

        The fabric of your shirt is ripped apart.
        A small head the size of a fist pushes out.
        The crew shouts in panic.
        Leap back from the table.
        The cat spits, bolts away.
        The tiny head lunges forward.

   Comes spurting out of your chest trailing a thick
   body.

        Splatters fluids and blood in its wake.
        Lands in the middle of the dishes and food.
        Wriggles away while the crew scatters.
        Then it disappears from sight.
        You lie slumped in your chair.
        Very dead.
        A huge hole in your chest.
        The dishes are scattered.
        Food covered with blood.
        

                               

        Suddenly you grimaces.

                                 I
                  What's wrong.

        Your voice strains.

                                 THEY
                  What's the matter.

                                 YOU
                  I don't know... I'm getting cramps.
   
        The others stare at you in alarm.
        Suddenly you make a loud groaning noise.
        Clutch the edge of the table with your hands.
        Knuckles whitening.

                                 IT
                  Breathe deeply.

        You scream.

                                 YOU
                  Oh God, it hurts so bad.
                  It hurts.  It hurts.
                         (stands up)
                  Ooooooh.

                                 THEM
                  What is it.  What hurts.

        Your face screws into a mask of agony.
        You fall back into your chair.

                                 YOU
                  Ohmygooaaaahh.

      

Bianka Chladek, Prague, Czech Republic



Five dreams about water - Emma de Felice

dream 1
I dreamt that you got me a little dog
the size of my hand
at some point, he would drown and never 
come to the surface again
We didn’t do anything to save him

dream 2
I dreamed about getting into some kind of 
waterbus
the front seats looked like a merry-go-
round
My feet were hanging down, touching the 
water
If you didn’t fasten your seat belt, you 
could fall into the sea
water was black
my face fell into the water

dream 3
I’ve been dreaming about an exhibition in 
a gallery
in the central hall they had put an  
Olympic-size swimming pool
and people would take a bath in it
and was swimming
the water was hot

dream 4
I arrive at some sort of terrace full of 
people
a guy says something referring to the sea
a wrong word
from this terrace you could actually see 
the sea
a stormy sea with white foam 
and the full moon

dream 5 
I swim in the canals of Venice 
I’m underwater
but at the same time I see the canal like 
as if I was in a boat
I know where I’m going, I know the way 
I have clothes 
I’m a fast swimmer  

dream 6 
I’m at least ten meters at the bottom of 
the sea
my family’s having lunch and there’s an 
argument going on between my grandmother 
and my father
I’m crying but I’m underwater and no one 
can see my tears
I’m trying to scream 
I look at my dad and he tries to scream, 
too
but he can’t 
I only see his face
I wake up from this dream screaming and 

Carly Mandel, Brooklyn, NY

Jessica Butler, Brooklyn, NY

Five Dreams, Emma de Felice, Venice, Italy



Descrip(on of a certain desire and whether that desire makes sense when 
it sa(sfies only a few people, one genera(on. The text was created as a 
message From Jirka Skála, dedicated to us (Jakub Hájek and Fran2šek 
Hanousek), Prague, Czech Republic 

At certain surprising, almost mysterious moments of our lives it happens 
that suddenly everything starts working with admirable ease. Things 
interconnect and click into each other. One can see through them, see 
under their surface. For a short (me period one clearly understands things, 
comprehends their language, their silent community. At the same (me, 
one sees in them a certain degree of imperfec(on, something unsightly 
about their shape and purpose. That is why one is gripped by the desire to 
change everything, cul(vate it, bend it to serve one’s immediate needs, as 
well as one’s indis(nct, foggy visions. This obdurate need springs from 
one’s insides and floods the en(re body with a quiver of youthfulness, an 
infan(le playfulness, launching itself at everything with anything dubious 
moving out of its way. It transforms maKer with fearless ease, pervades 
space and gives it new meaning, the illusion of a new order, a new star(ng 
point. In the final phase, an intense tremor passes through the body, the 
knowledge of returning to a calm, old person’s resigna(on, but this cannot 
be avoided. Intense moments do not last forever and all that remains are 
new forms in an old space. A feeling of losing something excep(onal takes 
hold, one feels an inner emp(ness that needs to be filled. Some(mes one 
even feels shame on account of inappropriate behavior, inappropriate 
insinua(ons. That’s why we look to the society of others for confirma(on 
that what is at stake is not some insignificant shred of the past, but that 
one actually witnessed something important, that one created something 
that will endure, something unforgeKable. One already knows in advance 
that nothing can replace these mysterious and unexpected moments, that 
one will never be given sa(sfactory praise, an adequate appraisal.

Jamie Thomas, Chicago, IL

Camille Davis, Jamestown, Rhode Island

Frank Valone, Brooklyn, NY



Janine Iversen, New York City, NY
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Julian Van Der Moere 

& Will Krauland, 

Chicago, United States




Artist joke #1

Two artists are sitting 
in a bar. 
Suddenly a curator 
walks in.

End of the joke.

Primeira Desordem, Lisbon, Portugal 
Jo Shane, New York City, NY

 Jonny Camplolo, Brooklyn, NY Bex Massey, London, UK



He is to examine the mould on the walls, and if it has greenish or reddish 
depressions that appear to be deeper than the surface of the wall, the priest shall go 

out the doorway of the house and close it up for seven days. 

– Leviticus 14:37-38 

 

{x} 

We could be anywhere. Caterina Sforza smacks the side of a gurgling Keurig with 
the irritation of one well-acclimated. A shepherd looks up and sees a bright star and 
it’s his third ocular migraine this week. This is the rise and rise of the Byzantine 

Empire. These are the rUins of the moDern AgE. This is no frothy dramedy.  This is 
not a classified. In a dream, all the trappings of our lives have fallen into misuse and 
litter the landscape, like a polite mishap between two strangers, or a Sun Bruise on 
Mars. The eyes are soft variety meat, a physiognomic escutcheon. Your bivouac for 
the night is the spot where you got tired of marching that day. Throttle your 
ingestion of sodium! Peradventure the character of somebody that gets on with it! 
Sellotape the bastinadoed trotter. 

There is a house. The house is a simple prototypical assembly of a house, like a 
blueprint from a Sears catalogue but reworked by an imbecile, single storey, no 
poltergeists and no je ne sais quoi, leprous in its mildewed crannies, but assuming a 
tenuous status through its occupant's laconic disintegration. The wallpaper could be 
an egregious yellow. It might be quite spacious, but I would be hard-pressed to say 
anything definite at this point.   

Joe Greer, Ridgewood, NY
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trespass-offering, Ariane Jaccarini, Melbourne, Australia



Audrey Gair, New York City, NY

Adrian Altman, Prague Czech Republic



3RHP�b
b
,łP�LQ�D�ERDW��,�EDUHO\�ILW�bb
b
0\�NQHHV�DUH�EHQW�DQG�,�IHHO�WKH�GDPS��VSOLQWHUHG�ZRRG�DJDLQVW�P\�VNLQ�b
b
, GRQłW WKLQN WKLV ERDW KDV HYHU OHIW WKLV VZDPS� 7KH VODWV DUH VZROOHQ DQG IXUUHG LQ DOJDH� ,Wb b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b
VPHOOV�OLNH�GHFD\��$QG�\HW��LW�IORDWV�bb
b
,łP QRW URZLQJ� WKHUH DUH QR RDUV� , VXVSHFW WKH\ DUH VRPHZKHUH EHORZ� HQWLUHO\ VWXFN DPRQJb b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b
RWKHU�PXGGLHG�WKLQJV��6R�,�GULIW��,�GULIW�IRU�VR�ORQJ�bb
b
,�GRQłW�TXLWH�NQRZ�KRZ�,łOO�ILQG�P\�ZD\�EDFN�RXW�RI�KHUH�bb
b
7KH WUHHV DUH EHFRPLQJ GHQVHU QRZ� 7KH\ ORRN OLNH WKH\ KDYH EHHQ KHUH IRU IDU WRR ORQJ� ,b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b
VZHDU WKH\ DUH VLQNLQJ� 7KH\ VORXFK� FOHDUO\ EXFNOLQJ XQGHU WKH ZHLJKW RI WKHLU NQXFNOHG OLPEVb b b b b b b b b b b b b b b
DQG�EXOERXV�WUXQNV�bb
b
7KH\�DUH�GHILQLWHO\�ZDWFKLQJ�PH��,�ZRQGHU�KRZ�PDQ\�RWKHUV�WKH\�KDYH�ODLG�WKHLU�KHDY\�H\HV�RQ�b
b
6RRQ��D�EX]]LQJ�LQ�WKH�DLU�EHJLQV�DQG�WKH�IURJV�VWDUW�WR�VROHPQO\�VLQJ��,W�PXVW�EH�JHWWLQJ�ODWH�bb
b
,�OLIW�P\�KHDG�WR�ORRN�DURXQG�bb
b
2II LQ WKH GLVWDQFH� EHKLQG WKH IRJ DQG WKH VWHQFK� LV WKH DQJXLVKHG VLOKRXHWWH RI DQ ROG KRXVH�b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b
,W KDV SHUKDSV EHHQ KHUH HYHQ ORQJHU WKDQ WKH WUHHV� , FDQ VHH QR OLJKWV RQ LQVLGH� DQG LW XWWHUO\b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b
ZHHSV�bb
b
,W�ORRNV�OLNH�LW�VKRXOG�KDYH�FROODSVHG�E\�QRZ�bb
b
%HIRUH ORQJ� P\ ERDW GULIWV WR WKH VPDOO VTXHOFKLQJ LVODQG LW VLWV LQ� 7KH WUHHV OHDQ LQWR LW� OLNHb b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b
WKH\łUH�OLVWHQLQJ�bb
b
7KH URRI LV VDJJLQJ DQG HDWHQ ZLWK URW� DQG WKH GRRU KDV EHHQ JXWWHG E\ WHUPLWHV� %XW DV ,b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b b
WUHDG�FORVHU��P\�HDUV�SULFNĽ�bb
b
,�KHDU�D�KDOORZHG�YRLFH��KXPPLQJ�IURP�ZLWKLQ�b

'UDZLQJ�b

b
b
b

Victoria Duffee, Oslo, Norway

Charlie Roberts, Oslo, Norway

Poem & Drawing by Iona Mackenzie, Melbourne, Australia



Joe Speier, Baltimore, MA

Jake Goelman, Los Angeles, California

Emily Pettigrew, Delhi, NY USA



Adrienne Sarasy, Half Moon Bay, CA

Genevieve Dumas ‘Goldengen’, Montreal, Quebec, Canada 



:H�ZHUH�PDNLQJ�EHWWHU�WLPH�EHIRUH��EXW�VLQFH�WKH�GURS�LQ�WHPSHUDWXUH�WKH�WUHHV�KDYH�DOO�
VWRRG�XS��FXWWLQJ�RII�RXU�YLHZ�RI�WKH�WHUUDLQ��7KH�YDQ�KDG�GURSSHG�XV�RII�DV�FORVH�DV�LW�FRXOG�JHW�
EXW�WKDW�VWLOO�OHIW�WKH�DERXW����PLOHV�WR�WUDYHUVH�RQ�IRRW��DQG�HYHU�VLQFH�WKH�WXPRU�EHJDQ�WR�VSUHDG�
GHHSHU�LQWR�WKH�HDUWK��WKH�DUHD�DURXQG�LW�KDV�PDGH�WKH�QHDUHVW�URDGV�XQUHOLDEOH��3OXV�WKLV�EDUH�
ERQHV�FUHZ�ZDV�PRUH�FRVW�HIIHFWLYH�IRU�WKH�KRVSLWDO��(DUWKTXDNHV�DQG�IORRGV�KDG�OHG�WR�VR�PXFK�
GDPDJH�WKH�QHDUHVW�WRZQ�WR�WKH�FUHYLFH�ZDV�DOPRVW�HQWLUHO\�DEDQGRQHG��VR�RQO\�WZR�VXUJHRQV�
DQG�WKUHH�QXUVHV�VHHPHG�EHVW��,�NHHS�WKLQNLQJ�RI�ZKDW�'RFWRU�*��WROG�PH�EHIRUH�ZH�OHIW��ZKHQ�
KH�ILUVW�EHFDPH�D�VXUJHRQ����\HDUV�DJR���
�

³:H�WUHDWHG�WKHP�OLNH�KLNHV��RU�D�MRJ�WKURXJK�FHQWUDO�SDUN��:H�ZRXOG�JR�LQ�ZLWK�
JDUGHQLQJ�VKRYHOV�DQG�SLFN�RXW�WKH�WXPRUV�OLNH�ZH�ZHUH�VHDUFKLQJ�IRU�WUXIIOHV��1RZ�WKH\�KDYH�
EHFRPH�OLNH�WUDYHOLQJ�FLUFXVHV�ZLWK�IDQF\�JL]PRV��7KHUH�ZHUH�QR�DUWLFOHV�PDNLQJ�XV�LQWR�KHURHV��
WKDW�FDQ�EH�VWUHVVIXO��<RX�VKRXOG�FRQVLGHU�\RXUVHOI�OXFN\��KRQHVWO\��3OXV�LW�PLJKW�EH�JRRG�WR��
\D¶NQRZ��WR�JHW�EDFN�LQWR�QDWXUH�´�
«�
�

'U��/�IHOW�WKDW�WKH\�KDG�LQ�IDFW�KDQGHG�KLP�D�JDUGHQLQJ�VKRYHO�WR�GLJ�XS�D�ERXOGHU��DQG�
WKHUH�ZDV�QR�PHGLD��EHFDXVH�WKH�KRVSLWDO�GLGQ¶W�ZDQW�WKHUH�WR�EH��DQG�WKDW�JHWWLQJ�EDFN�LQWR�
QDWXUH�PHDQW�QR�RQH�UHDOO\�NQHZ�ZKDW�ZDV�RXW�WKHUH�EHFDXVH�QR�RQH�KDG�EHHQ�WKHUH�IRU�D�YHU\�
ORQJ�WLPH��$Q�LQVWLWXWLRQ�GHYRWHG�WR�FXULQJ�RXU�HDUWK¶V�ERG\�DFWHG�OLNH�D�SHUVRQ�DYRLGLQJ�JRLQJ�WR�
WKH�GRFWRU�IRU�IHDU�RI�ZKDW�WKH\�PLJKW�KHDU���
�
«�
�

$V�WKH�WUHHV�EHJDQ�WR�FOHDU�ZH�KDG�FRPH�XSRQ�D�EDUH�SDWFK�RI�ODQG�DQG�WKH�FORVHU�ZH�
JRW�WKH�PRUH�UHG�WKH�JURXQG�WXUQHG��:LWK�HDFK�VWHS�PRUH�SXVV�FDPH�XS�IURP�WKH�VRLO��OLNH�LW�KDG�
MXVW�EHHQ�UDLQLQJ��/DUJH�VRUHV�KDG�OHIW�ZKDW�ZDV�RQFH�D�SDVWRUDO�ODQGVFDSH�LQWR�D�VXUIDFH�PRUH�
VLPLODU�WR�WKH�PRRQ��7KH�QXUVHV�ZHQW�DERXW�VSUHDGLQJ�GLVLQIHFWDQW�SRZGHU�RYHU�WKH�H[SRVHG�
IOHVK�EXW�ZH�VRRQ�UDQ�RXW��DQG�ZH�FRXOGQ¶W�HYHQ�VHH�WKH�FUHYLFH�FRPSOHWHO\�\HW��,�PDGH�D�FDOO�
EDFN�WR�WKH�KRVSLWDO�VD\LQJ�WKH\�VKRXOG�EULQJ�LQ�KHOLFRSWHUV�WR�VRRWKH�WKH�LUULWDWLRQ��EXW�,�ZDV�
HVVHQWLDOO\�SXW�RQ�KROG�XQWLO�D�\RXQJ�PDQ�ZKR�,�KDYH�IRUJRWWHQ�WKH�QDPH�RI�WROG�PH�D�IXUWKHU�
DXWRSV\�RI�WKH�ODQGVFDSH�ZDV�LQ�RUGHU�EHIRUH�WKH\�FRXOG�GR�VXFK�D�WKLQJ��,�GLGQ¶W�ILJKW�KLP�
EHFDXVH�IURP�WKH�WRQH�RI�KLV�YRLFH�,�FRXOG�WHOO�KH�KDG�QR�UHDO�SRZHU��HLWKHU�WR�JHW�WKH�KHOLFRSWHUV�
RU�WR�SXW�PH�WKURXJK�WR�VRPHRQH�PRUH�LPSRUWDQW���

:KHQ�ZH�UHDFKHG�WKH�FUHYLFH�RXU�VRFNV�ZHUH�ZHW�DQG�VXFFHVV�VHHPHG�GDPS��0RVW�RI�
WKH�WXPRUV�,�KDG�HQFRXQWHUHG�LQ�P\�ZRUN�QHYHU�JRW�ELJJHU�WKDQ�D�FRZ��DQG�WKDW¶V�ZKDW�,�
H[SHFWHG�ZKHQ�,�UHDG�WKDW�UHSRUW��7KLV�RQH�ORRNHG�OLNH�D�X�KDXO�WUXFN�KDG�FUDVKHG�LQWR�WKH�VLGH�
RI�WKH�FUHYLFH��7KRVH�WKLQJV�JHW�GLIIHUHQW�ZKHQ�WKH\�JHW�ELJ��WKH\�JHW�SDOHU�DQG�SXOVDWH�WR�WKH�
UK\WKP�RI�WKH�HDUWK¶V�KHDUW��<RX�FDQ¶W�KHOS�EXW�ORRN�DW�LW��LW�IHHOV�ZDUP��OLNH�\RX¶UH�JDWKHUHG�
DURXQG�D�ODUJH�ERQILUH��,�IHOW�OLNH�,�ZDV�EX]]LQJ�DOO�RYHU�DQG�WKHQ�P\�IDFH�JRW�KRW�DQG�WKHQ�,�
UHDOL]HG�,�ZDV�PDG��$IWHU�VHHLQJ�WKLV�VRRQ�WR�EH�FDUFDVV��HYHU\WKLQJ�IHOW�VHFRQGDU\�WR�WKH�
HIIHFWV�LW�KDG�RQ�P\�ERG\���
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'U��9H]LPR�VWDUWHG�RUGHULQJ�WKH�QXUVHV�WR�VHW�XS�WKH�FOLPELQJ�JHDU�DORQJ�WKH�HGJH�RI�WKH�
FUHYLFH��7KLV�ZDV�KLV�ILUVW�VXUJHU\��KH�GLGQ¶W�NQRZ�ZKDW�ZDV�UHDOO\�KDSSHQLQJ�WR�XV��DQG�VR�,�OHW�
KLP�EDUN�RUGHUV�DQG�IHHO�LPSRUWDQW�ZKLOH�,�OHW�P\VHOI�FDOP�GRZQ���

:H�GHFLGHG�WR�EHJLQ�E\�EHLQJ�ORZHUHG�LQWR�WKH�FUHYLFH��DQG�ZRUNLQJ�E\�EUHDNLQJ�GRZQ�
WKH�WXPRU�LQ�SLHFHV��,�UHPHPEHU�EHLQJ�VWUDSSHG�LQWR�WKH�KDUQHVV�E\�7KHUHVD��VKH�GLG�LW�WLJKW��
6KH�ORZHUHG�PH�LQ�DQG�,�FRXOG�VHH�VKH�XQGHUVWRRG�WKH�VLWXDWLRQ�DV�PXFK�DV�,�GLG��$Q�
H[SHULHQFHG�QXUVH�OLNH�7KHUHVD�LV�DV�NQRZOHGJHDEOH�DV�DQ\�VXUJHRQ���

,�ZDV�SRVLWLRQHG�RQ�WKH�WXPRU¶V�OHIW�VLGH�DQG�DV�,�EHJDQ�WR�ZRUN�P\�NQHHV�QHVWOHG�LQWR�
WKH�PXVFOH�RI�WKH�HDUWK��OHDYLQJ�VSORWFKHV�RI�EORRG�RQ�P\�NQHHV�DQG�DORQJ�P\�VKLQV��,�VDZHG�
DZD\�DW�WKH�WLVVXH��WKH�WHPSR�RI�P\�FXWWLQJ�PLUURULQJ�9H]LPR¶V�RQ�WKH�RWKHU�VLGH��:H�FRQWLQXHG�
ZRUN�OLNH�WKLV�IRU�DERXW�DQ�KRXU«�FXWWLQJ�DQG�WKHQ�SODFLQJ�WKH�FKXQNV�LQWR�WKH�EXFNHWV�
VXVSHQGHG�QHDU�XV��ZKLFK�ZHUH�WKHQ�KRLVWHG�XS��,�GRQ¶W�NQRZ�ZK\�EXW�LW�MXVW�NHSW�UHPLQGLQJ�PH�
RI�WKH�VKRZV�GXULQJ�VKDUN�ZHHN��ZKHUH�WKH\�ZRXOG�GXPS�EXFNHWV�RI�FKXP�LQWR�WKH�RFHDQ�WR�
DWWUDFW�WKH�VKDUNV��7KDW¶V�ZKDW�EHLQJ�D�VXUJHRQ�LQHYLWDEO\�FDPH�GRZQ�WR��ZLWKRXW�WKH�SUHVWLJH�RU�
H[SHFWDWLRQV��<RX�ZHUH�MXVW�HOERZ�GHHS�LQ�WKH�HDUWK��VORVKLQJ�DURXQG�LQ�LWV�EORRG��ULSSLQJ�
WKURXJK�EORRG�YHVVHOV�OLNH�WU\LQJ�WR�WHDU�RXW�URRWV�RI�D�WUHH���

,W�ZHQW�RQ�OLNH�WKDW�IRU���PRUH�KRXUV�XQWLO�WKH�PDVV�KDG�EHHQ�UHPRYHG��,�WKHQ�EHJDQ�P\�
FOLPE�XS�DQG�DQG�GRZQ�WKH�ZDOO�FKHFNLQJ�LI�WKHUH�ZHUH�DQ\�RWKHU�LVVXHV�ZLWKLQ�WKH�FUHYLFH��<RX�
JR�XS�DQG�GRZQ��OLNH�\RXU�PRZLQJ�D�ODZQ��SDVVLQJ�E\�WKH�IDW�DQG�WKH�PXVFOH��:HOO�DFWXDOO\��ZH�
GLGQ¶W�JR�DOO�WKH�ZD\�GRZQ�EHFDXVH�LQ�WKH�UHSRUW�LW�VDLG�FUHYLFH����ZDV�VWDUWLQJ�WR�VFDE�DW�WKH�
ERWWRP��VR�QRW�WR�JR�DQG�LUULWDWH�LW��%XW�,�NQRZ�ZKDW�VFDEV�ORRN�OLNH��DQG�WKH�ERWWRP�ORRNHG�SLQN�
DQG�IOHVK\��2Q�RQH�RI�P\�ODSV�ZKHQ�,�JRW�XS�WR�7KHUHVD�,�DVNHG�KHU�WR�ORZHU�PH�DOO�WKH�ZD\�
GRZQ��VKH�VKRRN�KHU�KHDG�LQ�DJUHHPHQW��'U��9H]LPR�ZDV�FRPSOHWHO\�RQ�WKH�RWKHU�VLGH�RI�WKH�
FUHYLFH�DW�WKLV�SRLQW��VR�LW�ZDV�PH�DQG�KHU�OLWWOH�VHFUHW���

6R�,�SDVVHG�WKURXJK�WKH�HDUWK
V�ERG\�DQG�ODQGHG�P\�IHHW�RQ�WKH�ERWWRP��,W�IHOW�OLNH�,�KDG�
MXPSHG�RQ�D�ZDWHU�EHG��RU�OLNH�D�JLDQW�ZHW�ZDWHU�EDOORRQ��,�IHOO�RQ�P\�DVV�LW�ZDV�VR�VOLSSHU\�ZLWK�
EORRG��$W�ILUVW�,�WKRXJKW�WKH�FUHYLFH�ZDV�VR�GHHS�WKDW�,�ZDV�LQ�IDFW�VLWWLQJ�RQ�WKH�HDUWK¶V�VWRPDFK��
EXW�LW�IHOW�ZDUP�DQG�SDOHU�WKHQ�WKH�GHVFULSWLRQV�,�KDG�UHDG�,Q�WH[WERRNV��,�IHOW�OLNH�D�NLG�DJDLQ��
HYHU\WKLQJ�EHFDPH�ZD\�WRR�ELJ��DQG�WKHQ�P\�URSH�EHJDQ�WR�WXJ�DQG�,�KDG�WR�OHDYH���
�
«�

7KH�RQO\�WKLQJV�OHIW�RSHQ�LQ�%HWKHO�+LOO��9LUJLQLD�ZDV�D�EHG�DQG�EUHDNIDVW�RZQHG�E\�WKH�
VWRXW�URXQG�PDQ�QDPHG�5LFK��+H�DQG�KLV�ZLIH�KDG�RSHQHG�LW���\HDUV�DJR�ZKHQ�WKH\�GHFLGHG�WR�
OLYH�D�TXLHWHU�OLIH��DQG�KH¶V�WKDQNIXO�KLV�ZLIH�GLHG�EHIRUH�WKH�WRZQ�ZHQW�WR�VKLW��6KH�ZRXOG¶YH�
KDWHG�WR�VHH�LW�OLNH�WKLV��DV�ZHOO�DV�DQQR\HG�E\�KLV�VWXEERUQQHVV��7KH�RQO\�RWKHU�SHRSOH�LQ�WRZQ�
ZHUH�WKH�KXPDQ�GRFWRU�DQG�KLV�IDPLO\��EXW�WKH\�ZHUH�DOVR�JRLQJ�WR�OHDYH�LQ�DERXW�D�ZHHN��5LFK�
FRXOG�RQO\�ODVW�WKLV�ORQJ�EHFDXVH�WKH�%�DQG�%�ZDV�ORFDWHG�DW�WKH�KLJKHVW�SRLQW�LQ�WRZQ�DQG�VR�
WKH�IORRGLQJ�DIIHFWHG�KLP�WKH�OHDVW��%XW�LW�ZDV�EDG��WKH�FKXUFK�KH�KDG�RQFH�ZHQW�WR��WKDW�ZDV�
RQFH�ZKLWH��KDG�GULHG�WR�D�GXOO�EURZQ�DIWHU�WKH�ODVW�EDG�IORRG��+H�ZDVQ¶W�UHDOO\�HYHU�H[SHFWLQJ�
EXVLQHVV�DJDLQ��VR�KH�ZDV�HFVWDWLF�ZKHQ�WKH�H[KDXVWHG�JURXS�RI�KRVSLWDO�ZRUNHUV�VKRZHG�XS��
+H�FDPH�LQ�ZLWK�VRPH�ZDWHU�IRU�WKHP���
�



³/LVWHQ��,�UHDOO\�DSSUHFLDWH�DOO�WKH�ZRUN�\RX�DOO�GR��,�NHHS�WHOOLQJ�P\�NLGV�WKH\�ZLOO�EH�DEOH�
WR�YLVLW�IRU�&KULVWPDV��7KDW�WKH�KRVSLWDO�ZLOO�VHQG�GRZQ�WKHLU�EHVW�DQG�\RX�DOO�VHHP�OLNH�D�YHU\�
FDSDEOH�FUHZ�´��
�

7KH�\RXQJHU�VXUJHRQ�KROGV�EDFN�DQG�FRQWLQXHV�RQ�LQ�PXUPXULQJ�IDVKLRQ��+H�WDONV�DERXW�
HYHU\WKLQJ�DQG�QRWKLQJ�DW�WKH�VDPH�WLPH��ZKLOH�KH�FRPPXQLFDWHV�KLV�GLVFRPIRUW�ZLWK�KLV�
VXSHULRU���
�

³7KDQN�\RX�VLU��RXU�HDUWK
V�ERG\�KDV�D�PLUDFXORXV�ZD\�RI�KHDOLQJ�LWVHOI´�WKH�ROGHU�GRFWRU�
JULPDFHV���+H�WKHQ�JRHV�EDFN�WR�MRWWLQJ�GRZQ�QRWHV�LQ�KLV�OLWWOH�ERRN��7KH\�ERWK�KHOG�EDFN�EXW�
5LFK�FRXOG�WHOO�IRU�GLIIHUHQW�UHDVRQV���
�
«�
�

+H�ZHQW�EDFN�WR�WKHLU�NLWFKHQ�WR�PDNH�WKHP�OLWWOH�FXFXPEHU�VDQGZLFKHV��/LD�DOZD\V�
PDGH�WKHP�IRU�JXHVWV��WKH\�ZHUH�VR�JRRG�WKDW�WKH\�ZURWH�D�VPDOO�SLHFH�RQ�WKHLU�IRRG�LQ�WKH�
5LFKPRQG�QHZVSDSHU��(YHU�VLQFH�VKH�GLHG�KH�ZRXOG�PDNH�DQ�H[WUD�RQH�DQG�WKHQ�RQFH�KH�
VHUYHG�WKHP�WR�WKH�JXHVWV�KH�ZRXOG�JR�EDFN�DQG�KDYH�RQH��+H�ZDQWHG�WR�PDNH�VXUH�KH�JRW�
WKHP�ULJKW��EXW�KH�QHYHU�GLG��+H�EURXJKW�WKHP�LQ�RQ�/LD¶V�IDYRULWH�ZKLWH�GLVK�ZLWK�OLWWOH�GDUN�EOXH�
IORZHUV��DQG�OHIW�WKHP�RQ�WKH�FRIIHH�WDEOH�IRU�WKH�JURXS��:KHQ�KH�FDPH�EDFN�WR�WKH�NLWFKHQ�«�
7KH\�ZHUH�SHUIHFW���

$IWHU�ILQLVKLQJ�KLV�VXGRNX�KH�FDPH�RXW�WR�FOHDQ�WKH�OLYLQJ�URRP��XQIRUWXQDWHO\�WKH�FUHZ�
KDG�OHIW�WKH�VDQGZLFKHV�RQ�WKH�FRIIHH�WDEOH��VR�KH�SXW�WKHP�LQ�D�7XSSHUZDUH��:KHQ�WKH\�OHIW�WKH�
QH[W�PRUQLQJ��KH�VDW��HDWLQJ�WKHP�RQ�WKH�SRUFK���
�

�
«�
�

2Q�WKH�ILUVW�VQRZ�RI�WKDW�ZLQWHU�5LFK�)XOOHU�ZDV�RUGHUHG�E\�WKH�JRYHUQPHQW�WR�YDFDWH�
%HWKHO�+LOO��$SSUR[LPDWHO\�WZR�ZHHNV�DIWHU�WKH�VXUJHU\�RI�&UHYLFH����PRVW�RI�9LUJLQLD¶V�ODQG�KDG�
D�PDMRU�IDLOXUH��7KH�ODQG�KDV�JRQH�JDQJUHQH�DQG�DQ\�HIIRUWV�RI�WKH�KRVSLWDO�DUH�IRFXVHG�RQ�
FRQWDLQLQJ�WKH�LQIHFWLRQ��+H�PRYHG�WR�$WODQWD�ZKHUH�KLV�GDXJKWHU�OLYHV�DQG�ZKHQ�DVNHG�DERXW�
KLV�KRPHWRZQ�E\�VWUDQJHUV�KH�WHOOV�WKHP�LW�ZDV�WKH�WXPRU��%XW�LW�ZDVQ¶W��DIWHU�D�VHFRQG�VXUYH\�RI�
WKH�ODQG�ZDV�RUGHUHG�LW�ZDV�REYLRXV�WKDW�WKH�FDXVH�RI�GHDWK�ZDV�XQNQRZQ��:KHQ�SXEOLF�
VXVSLFLRQV�URVH�WKH\�SRLQWHG�WR�WKH�VXUJHU\�OHG�E\�'U��/HOLX��D�VXUJHU\�QR�RQH�KDG�UHDOO\�KHDUG�
DERXW�GHVSLWH�LW�EHLQJ�³WKH�ODVW�VDYLQJ�JUDFH�IRU�FUHYLFH���´���

�
�
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We could understand... 
  
Mind has been elsewhere: I was running up and down the mountain in the morning. It was once a volcano, but hasn't 
erupted since the 90s. Who thought it was a good idea to live next to a volcano? Civilization has destroyed distance, 
contained electricity, communication, water, power, displacing what is ambivalent in nature - a symbol of eternity. 
Instead of supplanting distance, we would act/embody it…in that way we would be breathing life and have the smell 
of burnt rock reminding us that once there was action in this volcano. Gone with an exhale. I am yes longer. 
  
 
Interlude: Ah ah ah ah stayin alive stayin alive, ah ah ah ah stayin alive stayin alive. Don't break the ribcage or you'll 
make it worse. 
 
Interlude: Play angel. (Whistling) 
  
 
The factory sleepwalks. When you sleep you breathe shallow ponds with little tadpoles and runoff from last night's 
rainstorm. She told me of a school fish so blinded by pollution, so desperate for nutrients, that they would swarm at 
any sign of movement. 
  
No I don't remember, please remind me. Yes, and... I think I forgot too… oh… I am worried about dreaming and 
sleeping and my memory. I am worried that a dream is never translatable, that I have confused old dreams for old 
memories. You should write your dreams down in a special notebook when you are woken up every morning. I am 
worried that in my old age I will only remember those things which are boring and mundane. Life is boring and 
mundane. Instead, I wish I could remember more lengthy poems, for a while I knew Hamlet's soliloquy... to be or 
not to be that is the question whether tis nobler in the mind to suffer the slings and arrows of outrageous fortune or 
to take arms against the seas of trouble... aye that’s the rub...death that undiscovered country... and so on. There is 
one Wordsworth poem that is ingrained into my mind. Four short lines, but it has populated many strange 
encounters. It actively seeks out my acquaintance, constantly reminding me of its existence out there in the world. 
To be in service to words that ask to take heed, phrases who forcefully enter reality, to cause a ruckus, to simply be, 
uttered by accident. Uh oh, I think I'm losing it. I think the world slipped away when I took a breath. It has been 
replaced with a birdcage. (No worry, my word... break... bars) 
  
 
Interlude: In the introduction, the author talks about the impossibility of translating pain. The Greeks had various 
words to describe screaming. In English it would just be a series of ah's with various amounts of exclamation points. 
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At night I hear howling. Did you know that gray wolves’ howl can carry for miles? There haven't been wolves in 
this area for decades. The government encouraged it’s property to hunt them down and chase them out and... Now 
they are looking to try to reintroduce them to the area, but they don't trust humans anymore.  
 
The siren calls at its interval. I answer. I create a tone that mimics the call. Three sine waves, one at 415 Hz and 
second at 565 Hz and a third at 725 Hz. After 2 seconds pass, I more clearly hear the sounds on either side of my 
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vocalization. The waves, the static, the wind, the crunch of bit compression. Then a moment later, the waves overlap 
each other. The waves blend and become one rushing to shore. Remember the analogy of Spiral Jetty to an ear, the 
way an ear mimics the shape of spiral shells. Sound runs round and and through as frequencies begin to tickle the 
nerve fibers in our cochlea and fade out fizzling and tickling and vibrating with tenacity, until they are 
overstimulated. Now they no longer dance or groove to the music. Now there is a mute placement, a tone that does 
not vary. Reading voice: get well soon. 
  
I live by the beach now. I can't hear anything, the waves are too loud. One day a bird chirped and I thought it said 
something funny. If you increase the resonance of the filter, the feedback will make something similar to a bird 
chirp. Feedback is when a sound comes to meet itself. Whenever the guitar pick up aligns with the amp, lean in 
instead of turning away. If I become deaf tonight, I will wake up smiling and look at the world with new eyes, taste 
food with a new tongue, and feel vibration with new nerve endings. I no longer have resistance to the reverberation 
of other things. Like the support beams that Nikola Tesla attached to oscillators. I too become sympathetic to a fault. 
A faulty tower. An insular and isolated earthquake, in time windows blown out and neighbors are left scratching 
their brows. The fool, what has he done this time? 
  
 
Interlude: It’s like a crash of currents originating from all different directions when this object is taken apart. 
Dividing noise, can it be so similar to picking rotten apples out of a bunch? On every new thing there lies already the 
annihilation of shadow. If I force myself enough, something will conjure from the noise, or something will blend 
from the scraps. I can’t be certain.  
  
Interlude: Now come to a surface so perfect it didn't make sense. Something without fractures, without a break, 
always and forever and ever and ever and ever and and and and ever and... A perfect ostrich egg. Thank you 
Thomas.  
  
 
Tuning forks fall victim to sympathetic resonance. If a tuning fork rings next to an identical tuning fork of the same 
frequency they will both begin to vibrate in joyous sorrow. Such willingness to harmonize tells me there is a need 
for things not to be apart. A need to repeat, to exemplify, to participate, to lean towards becoming one. 
  
What has the internet implemented besides well insulated wires? In what ways have we opened and closed? Every 
half hour the clocks state their purpose in unison. Triumph. For what? Now I can use my eyes all day if I want to 
(even if I don't, I probably will). Now I can surf. Now I will become permanently a part of this ocean, infinitely 
small, but infinitely locatable... 
 
 
Respite: The heat has been unrelenting. Now it feels like a sticky-hot-flat-air-balloon around my body. I can more 
clearly articulate the limits of my skin somehow. Where I end and where there begins. I imagine, somewhat 
paranoiacally, when I breath in the rubber balloon accosting my skin now graces my throat and lungs. But the wind 
saves me. The wind decimates the balloon and I think of nights spent in the gutters and sewage systems of Tuscany. 
A slight whistle of leaves and faint glow of living taking place somewhere off in the distance regardless of me. A 
world irretrievably far away from me. It seemed so shallow, but it was only my eyes that could not survey properly. 
I looked, but now I realize that I only glanced. I feel a dumb appreciation for something that I did not understand. A 
stupor. I now actively await those days in which the heat subsides to a cool dark resolve, a reward for sticking it out.  
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Uncoda: I was convinced I could look at the runoff after the storm with the same eyes you use to look at that 
masterwork. I want mythical objects, I want objects that are more emboldened by the gossip they encourage.  I want 
to see the runoff and feel that this must be where Ophelia’s body floated. Reality and the penultimate rush of 
something coming in from outside. A siren of the end, a signal that here we are here it is and here we go. If I know 
where the end is, I will go there and gladly declare, this is it, it’s all over, but don’t it go like this? 
 
 
Alternatives: 
  

1. How do we feel about dust? The dust that covers lenses, and fills eyes and noses, the dust that gets behind 
the couch and under the rug, the dust that settles when no one says "it's all over" but it must be, the dust that 
sticks to the glass on cars, the dust on the dashboard, the dust under fingernails, and floating around, the 
dust inside and outside, the dust jacket cd case that holds more dust in than out, the dust of old words, and 
the feeling of dust when speaking new words with uncertain breaths, the dust of thinking too much, and the 
dust of forgetting. Dust continues to settle on Pompeii, only we now have the thought of what pain lies 
beneath. 

  
2. Maybe we don't understand the meanings of the event. Maybe we don't rely so heavily on understanding 

anymore. Maybe multi-touch interfaces have erased our ability to understand and ushered in the great 
unrelenting long scroll. No one will ever know distance. When you think you got to the end, you fall 
asleep, only to wake up to more. Free from the pain of memory, free form trapped in glass and iron. 
Hammer. 

  
3. Mischievous spirits. Mischievous spirit, wanting for one gone away. Where to go when let off the hook? 

Back in the water and into the greatish beyond. I recognize the unintelligible expansiveness that tries to rub 
the wrong way. Not death at all, the opposite. We watch you swim out, then decide to turn to shore. Wade 
unto the beach, and lay out on the sand, dry off. I watch you pick up stones fitting them to your hands, 
between two knuckles of the inside of your pointer finger and the web of your thumb. Where the sides of 
your digits dip between knuckles a stone rests perfectly between ttw]]wo “hoo” fingers (pointer and 
middle). These stones are meant for you, a whole wet worn fruit. Waves continue to smooth these rocks, 
bearing new gifts. Dutiful producer. You take these stones that fit your hands and don’t crowd your 
pockets. This, once I am happy my field of vision is narrow, I cannot see the tower, and boats, and 
encroaching fog (the threat of ruinous rain). It is just you and me and stones and hands. 

 
4. Orion calls… and Sirius comes running. It feels like eternity, sweating and shivering in anticipation. We 

can not possibly go without Sirius. Waiting subsides to remembrance then to forgotten land. Territory 
unknown or unknowable to my feeble mind. Here Orion sits, his mind worlds away, while Sirius trots in 
thinking only of praise upon return. In the sky around, Orion and Sirius will only reunite in passive passing 
light. Continually stars move away from one another, but starlight continues to meet and join in warm and 
unhindered embrace. 
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Victoria Duffee, Oslo, Norway

A stiff breeze lifted the hair from my head. At my 
feet, the city doused it’s lights in sleep, it’s buildings 
blackened as if for a funeral. 
It was my last night. 
I grasped the bundle I carried and pulled  at a pale 
tail. A strapless elasticize slip which, in the course 
of wear, had lost it’s elasticity, slumped into my 
hand. I waved it, like a flag of truce, once, twice… 
The breeze caught it, and I let go. 
A white flake floated out into the night, and began 
it’s slow descent. I wondered on what street or roof-
top it would come to rest.
I tugged at the bundle again. 
The wind made an effort, but failed, and a batlike 
shadow sank toward the roof garden of the pent-
house opposite. 
Piece by piece, I fed my wardrobe to the night wind, 
and flatteringly, like a loved ones ashes, the gray 
scraps were ferried off, to settle here, there, exactly 
here I would never know, In the dark heat of New 
York. 

A Slice of Heaven

- Sylvia Plath, The Bell Jar
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Ali Amini, Iran
whiteroses really shine at night, have you ever seen the shining?

they're still lament above their naked bones

have you ever heard?
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Philip Hinge, Ridgewood, NY

I'm reading a poem
and I have some strange
Deja vu,
thinking about talking about it 
with you.
Somehow a memory of a memory

Like when you forget to close the door
and then go looking for your pants,
to leave it behind you,
open all day.

Or maybe deja vu for the future
like when you move away to California
and fall into a crack.

And there you are.

I’m thinking about touching you
with every one of my cracks
and looking out the window,
Feeling special.
Feeling happy.

Like when you decided not to move to California,
like the Hindenburg*

*This poem came true shortly after I wrote it*

**For those that dont know the Hindenburg was a hydrogen balloon that 
blew up in a ball of fire on its way back to Germany. It never really 
planned to move to California.**

I’m reading a poem, Dave Lindsay, Brooklyn, NY
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Jo Shane, New York City, NY

A chrysalis 
is a caterpillar 
that goes fully liquid 
to reconstitute 
as a butterfly. 

like a police station 
in Minneapolis 
that burned to the ground.

Vapor, Dave Lindsay, Brooklyn, NY

Alan De Loera, Oklahoma City , Oklahoma

Jesse Sullivan, Cliff Walk, Newport, Rhode Island
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Doolan, Sarah Schechter, Sean Noonan, Sebastian Burger, Shawn McBride, Si Weon Kim, Siggi 
Sekira, Silvia Trăistaru, Sophie Fitze, Sophie Plimpton, Stacy Skolnik, Stefany Lazar, Steve 
Nishimoto, Suzanna Zak, Taiwo Aloba, Tasha Lizak , Taylor Stewart, Tess Wagman, Tessa Bolsover, 
Thomas Martinez Pilnik, Thomas Tyler, Tisch Abelow, Tom Henry, Tom Koehler + Nandi Loaf + 
Liliana Lacayo, Trevor Simmons, Trine Struwe Hansen, Ty Little, Valentina Vaccarella, Valerie 
Kamen, Valerie Savchits, Victoria Duffee, Viktor Timofeev, Vivian Li, Xinan Helen Ran, Zoe Monti, 
Zuzanna Bartoszek  
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